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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

In recent years this Society has lost many of its notable members by death, but it has 

now suffered the hardest blow of all in the sudden death on April 26 last, at the age 
of 56, of its Chairman of Committee, Professor S. R, K. Glanville, Provost of King’s 
College, Cambridge, and Sir Herbert Thompson Professor of Egyptology in that 
University. We will not dilate here on his scholarship and learning, nor on his invaluable 
and indefatigable services to the Society, since they will be described by the Treasurer, 
Mr. 1. E. S. Edwards, later in this volume, but we may perhaps personally express our 
grief at the loss of a friend of thirty years’ standing, for whose co-operation we have 
often had reason to be grateful. His successor as Chairman of the Committee is Pro¬ 
fessor E. G. Turner, of University College, London, 

Yet another lamentable event has been the death on March 9 of Professor A. M. 

Blackman, late Brunner Professor of Egyptology in the University of Liverpool, at the 
age of 73. An obituary notice by his successor at Liverpool and intimate colleague 
Professor H. W. Fairman describes his career and his many contributions to learning, 
but for the Society his name will be always particularly associated with the six volumes 

of The Rock Tombs of Metr which he so ably recorded and edited for its Archaeological 
Survey of Egypt. 

The excavations carried out by the Society at Sakkarah under the direction of Pro¬ 

fessor W. B. Emery on behalf of the Service ties Atitiijuites were again resumed during 
the past season with conspicuous success. Another royal tomb of the First Dynasty 
was discovered which proved to be that of a hitherto unknown Queen Herneit, who 
died in the reign of King Udimu, fifth of the dynasty. Professor Einerv writes: 

Although in general design the tomb appears to conform to the cartier type previously found at 
Sakljarah, it presents many new architectural features, the main importance of which was the use of 
sculptured stonework in the burial chamber and the combination of two distinct forms of funerary 
architecture in the one edifice: the tumulus superstructure of Upper Egypt embodied within the 

panelled brick mastaba of Lower Egypt. Traces of this curious feature have been previously noted 
in other First Dynasty tombs at Sakkarah, but owing to their ruined state their real function was not 
recognized. 

The southern tombs of the archaic kings at Abydos have long presented an architectural problem, 
for when they were cleared by Petrie and Amcltneau at the end of the last century, it was found that 
the superstructures over the great burial pits had been entirely destroyed and no evidence remained 
of their character or design. Only one fact was certain: they must have been far smaller than their 

northern counterparts. With the combination of the tomb designs of Upper and Lower Egypt 
revealed in the new tomb, this problem is nuw solved and it is obvious that the Abydos monuments 
must have been surmounted by rectangular brick-covered tumuli of the same design as that em¬ 
bodied in the panelled mastaba of Sakkarah. 

The burial chamber of the new tomb consists of a deep pit cut in the rock to a depth of 14 ft., 
with a stairway leading down its north wall. This pit was double-roofed, with timber at ground level 

SS4M B 



2 EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

and with limber and stone at half its depth, thus forming two subterranean rooms, one above the 

otheri the lowest being reserved for the actual burial. Although ransacked by ancient plunderers, 
the burial chamber still contained the remains of a big wooden sarcophagus and the scattered bones 

of its occupant. Many fine objects were still preserved, the most notable of which were the queen's 
drinking cup. a necklace of gold and camelian beads, vessels of ivory, crystal, alabaster, schist, 
diorite, and brecchia. The fragmentary remains of ivory and wooden furniture all gave evidence of 

whai must originally have been a sumptuous burial installation. The southend of the burial chamber 
was roofed with stone flags resting on a stone lintel on which was carved a design of crouching lions, 
the earliest example of constructional sculpture yet found in Egypt. After the burial, a low rectangular 
tumulus of rubble was raised above the pit, and this in turn w*as covered with a brick casing. Finally 
this superstructure was buried beneath a great rectangular brick mastaba tvith the usual elaborate 

exterior of recessed panelling and its interior divided into magazines which contained extra funerary 
equipment for the use of the deceased in after Efc+ 

This great superstructure, measuring 127 ft. by 56 ft., is better preserved than any other First 
Dynasty monument yet found. The east facade is still standing at certain points more than S ft. in 
height, and the recessed panelling retains much of its painted decoration in red and light yellow. 

At the foot of the facade is the usual bench on which were placed the heads of bulls, modelled in 

clay with real horns. Most of these liave long since been destroyed, but sufficient survive to indicate 
the system on which they were arranged. 

Surrounding the whole superstructure is an enclosure wall preserved at some points to its original 
height of 4! ft. Between it and the superstructure was a mud pavement which had been painted 
green. Access to the corridor wras gained through a gateway at the south end of the enclosure w all. 

No burials of sacrificed servants were found, but the queen's pet dog was interred 

in the north side of the entrance-gate. Owing to the exceptional preservation of the 
enclosure wall and corridor, the Service des Antiquity has decided to restore the walls 

to their maxi mum height and to roof over the corridor, so as to preserve the friable 

brickwork and to make available for public inspection the earliest example of Egyptian 
monumental architecture sufficiently well preserved for the purpose. Photographs of 

the excavations were published in the Illustrated London News of June 2, 1956* 
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THE CARNARVON STATUETTE OF AMUN 

By CYRIL ALDRED 

Since its appearance at the Exhibition of Ancient Egyptian art held by the Burlington 
Fine Arts Club in 1922,1 the gold statuette of Amun which was then in the collection 
of the Earl of Carnarvon has been recognized as the chef d'oeuvre of its kind, and has 
since been illustrated in practically every work on Ancient Egyptian art (pi. I, 1, 2).! 
There are good reasons why it should have won such universal acclaim : it is almost 
complete and in excellent condition. Its perfection of workmanship and refinement of 
detail stand as an impressive testimonial to the skill of the Egyptian metal worker in 
a medium which, thanks to human rapacity and greed* is but meagrely represented 
today. The loss is the greater because it is reasonable to suppose that the use of precious 
metal on such a scale would be confined to the supreme masters of their craft. 

The statuette came to New York in 1926 when the Carnarvon Collection was acquired 

by the Metropolitan Museum of Art and bears the accession number 26.7.1412. In the 
catalogue of the exhibition of 1922, it is described as 'Statuette of the God in the like¬ 
ness of Thotmosis III’, apparently following the entry in the manuscript catalogue of 

the Carnarvon Collection by Howard Carter, who therein stresses a resemblance which 
he detects between the profile of the head of the statuette and that of a relief of Tuth- 
mosis III in the same collection.3 This attribution has never been challenged by any 
of the scholars who have published illustrations of the specimen, and the present writer 

must include himself among those who have accepted without cavil a dating to the 
Tuthmoside period,4 As a result of a discussion with Mr. John D. Cooney of the 
Brooklyn Museum, however, and a close examination of the statuette itself, the writer 
has come to see that a date in the Eight cent Ii Dynasty for this specimen is untenable.5 

According to Carter’s notes, the statuette was found by sebakh diggers north of the 
Temple of Amun at Kamak, in 1916. Since Carter was back at Thebes in the autumn 
of that year, and was well known as a shrewd buyer of antiktis who had his ear close to 
the ground, it is surprising that he was unable to specify a more precise locality for the 

place where such an important object had been found. In point of fact, he bought it 

from a dealer in Cairo in the following year, and while a statue of Amun would strongly 

suggest to vendor or buyer a Theban provenance, other sources are possible, Thus 

1 Burlington Fine Arts Chibp Cutahguf T + . Andtnt Egyptian Art, to6p no. it, pi. 16. 

1 G. Stcinjorff, Blulezati 156; G, &temdorffp Ktwst tier Agypttr, 210; E, Dennison Ross, Art of Egypt y 171, 

a; I f. ffankep Art of Ancient Egyptt 116; G. Sfceindorff and K- SoeJc. When Egypt Ilultd the Batt, 6t; N. E. 

Skoti, Egyptian Statuettes, 16; etc. 

> 1 have been able to consult this catalogue in the Metropolitan Museum by kind permission of Dr. W. C. 

Hayes, 

4 Aldred, jV. JC Art, no. 55- 

3 I have profited greatly from Mr. Cooney's help and encouragement, but ibis does not absolve me item 

accepting sole responsibility for the views herein advanced. 



4 CYRIL ALDRED 

Cooney some years ago was told by the son and partner of the dealer who sold the 
statuette that it was unearthed at Kuft by sebakhtn who divided it into appropriate 
shares by wrenching off the plumes and sundering the figure from its base, and that 

with it was found another gold object, a sort of phallic Zta-bird,1 which also passed into 

the same dealer's hands. Like all such information recollected in tranquillity and not 

obtained by reliable informants on the spot, little credence need be placed in it; and the 

question of the true provenance of this statuette may best be left open, while not 
excluding from consideration, however, the possibility of a site in the Delta. 

Carter was certainly incautious in emphasizing a resemblance between the features 

of this statuette modelled on a miniature scale and those of a much larger representation 

in bas-relief.1 The identification was all the more rash for overlooking the fact that the 
idealized Tuthmoside features are a norm to which Egyptian portraiture tends to revert 

in later ages. Any comparison based solely upon facial similarities and ignoring other 
stylistic details is likely to be too subjective and to fall into error. As a matter of fact 

there are two features, the pierced car-lobes and the scimetar, that put a Tuthmoside 
dating for this statuette quite out of court. 

There are few representations of the god Amun before the death of Akhcnaten that 
are contemporary, most of them being restorations dating from the reigns of Tut- 
<ankhamun and Sethos I. There arc, however, a number of reliefs bearing figures of 

the god which escaped the iconoclastic hammers by virtue of the fact that they had 
been dismantled and buried before the Aten schism. In this way representations of 
Amun have survived from the reigns of Amosis,3 Amenophis I,+ Hatshepsut,5 and 

Tuthmosis IV.6 From these sources it is possible to see that the iconography of Amun 
in the early Eighteenth Dynasty embraced the wearing of plumes on the cap, a corselet 

with an imbricated pattern and shoulder straps, a broad collar, and the knee-length kilt 

usually worn by deities having two pleated flaps that meet in front but do not overlap, 
or do not greatly overlap. In relief and wall paintings the god is shown carry ing a tvis- 

sccptre in one hand and an fankh in the other. The corselet may be discarded, but the 

broad collar is faithfully retained. Occasionally the kilt is upheld by a belt having a 
tyef-buckle. This is in fact a form in which Amun appears in the round at the end of 
the dynasty with the addition of bracelets and holding in place of the usual sceptre a 
iyet-amulet.7 Statues of the god made in the reigns of TuVankhamun,8 Ay,9 and 

Haremhab,10 show that the corselet and collar are worn with wristlets and armlets. In 

1 This curious specimen* now lq private possesion in New Yorkh would appear to be a representation of 

Ptah-Sokar, having the human head of Ptah surmounting the hawk body of Sokarp with the phallus of the 

resurgent Osiris, It has none of the features of Eighteenth Dynasty iconography and style. 

1 Hall in JEA 235 has been led by*similar error into expressing an opinion which can command little 
respect. 

1 Chewier, Arm. Sr,rc. 137, pL 2* 1. 
4 Pilletp Amt, Srrv. 22* 240, pi, 1, 

* [bid. 24. fioF pi. 4+ 

fi Chcvrier, .dnffr Serv, 51 h 550, figs. 4, 

T E.g. Unir rrnty Museum Bulletin (Philadelphia)* xv, i-jj fig. 30; Darcssy, Divimttir no. 38001. 

1 Lcgrain, Statue* ft Statuettes, no. 42097. 

g Legrain, op. eit.F nos. 42093, 42094. 

10 Aldrcd, NrKr Artp no. 170. 
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early Ram <? aside times there is little departure from these conventions, the only modi¬ 
fications being that anklets may also be worn,1 and the rm-sccptre is often replaced by 
a new implement, the khepesh, shortly to be discussed. But front the Nineteenth Dynasty 
until the Kushite period, it would seem that the dress of the god could occasionally be 
reduced solely to a kilt which may take on the appearance almost of a skendyt apron.2 

In sunk relief it is more difficult to decide whether such accoutrements were discarded 
because evidently these details could be rendered in paints 

In our gold statue of Amun it will be seen that while the pierced ear-lobes make a 
dating to the late Eighteenth Dynasty possible,4 everything else is against it. The god 
is shown without a corselet, without even a broad collar. He wears neither bracelets nor 

wristlets, and his unusual pattern of kilt with its deeply overlapping Haps is upheld by 
a belt which does not taper towards the front hut is of uniform width and not clasped 
by a tyet-buckle. Above all, in place of the usual twj-sceptre he holds a khepesh scimetar 

to his breast. 
It would appear that the scimetar was introduced into Egypt along with other 

innovations during the Second Intermediate Period.5 As a newfangled weapon it was 
unlikely to figure in the hands of gods whose iconography had been fixed by long 

tradition. Nevertheless, it is held by the war-god Mont in a scene on the chariot of 
Tuthmosis IV,6 It is also brandished by Tuttankhamun instead of the more usual axe 

or club as he slays a traditional foe.7 These ceremonial representations of the scimetar 
arc not far removed from the careful pictures of such weapons in the tomb of Kenamun,* 
and from the actual appearance of two examples belonging to TutTankhamun.° They 
all show that the khepesh was a heavy crushing weapon w ith a grip made in one with the 
blade by the insertion of two chcckpieces into appropriate cells. One of the Tut<ankha- 
mun specimens has a rudimentary guard at the root of the blade, and it seems to be 
a weapon of this type which is grip ped by Sethos I in a relief near Aswan as he slaughters 

an enemy.10 But also in the reign of this same king there appears in the hands of Amun 
and Horns Behdety a new kind of khepesh, more ceremonial than practical, with a thin 

rod-like handle surmounted by a lily capital from which springs the blade.11 This type 

of khepesh, less a weapon than a sceptre, is frequently represented in Ramcsside times 
as held by Amun.[i The blade takes various forms, from a straight cleaver pattern to a 
curved sickle-shape, in one case at least surmounted by the ram’s head and disk.13 

Nevertheless, despite the design of the scimetar, and die absence of corselet, collar, 

1 Lcgroin1 op. cit., no. 42141- 
* Eg. Cairo, J hE» 37SQ5 ; Legnin, op. Hi, 4*153, 42157 ; cf. ^0421^ 42166, 42176. 
3 Mtdinei Habu, i* 7; cf, pis. 13 and *6, 43 and 44. See ako Wrcszinski, Athu, 48 and 56a, 184 and 184^ 

III, p. viii; tfT pis. 13 and IS* 
* A Id red. JEA 41, 7. * Cf+ Fortier, Syria3 1922, joi, 
6 Carter and Newberry, Tomb of Thoutmam IV* xii. 
7 Davis, Harmhnbi and Toutanlchamamu, fig. 4, cf. MDOG sSH Dl. 5. 
* Davies, Ken-Amun t i, xx, 

* Carierh Tut-Ankh-Amen, HE, 137. 
“ Lops., DfnkmT in, 141A. 
u Gp„ oil, 1390* MOtf- 
IJ E.g. Karnak, lp 4, 5; Mtdinct Habur I, 44- TJ Op. rit. 101. 
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and bracelets, our statuette is not Ramcsside in date, as among other inappropriate 
factors, the proportions are not in favour of a dating to this period. It is in fact time that 
we abandoned the examination of stylistic details for an assessment of the sculptural 

values of the statuette, since it is in these that the due to a more plausible dating lies. 
From the Eighteenth Dynasty onwards there exists a number of metal sculptures of 

kings which serve to show something of the development of this art-form during the 
New Kingdom and Late Period. The first in the series is the Acworth statuette of 

Tuthmosis IV (pL II, 4).1 From the reign of Tut'ankhamun we have the figurines 

which surmount the gold and silver ceremonial staves (pi, II, 5),2 and also a kneeling 
bronze statuette in Philadelphia (pi. II, 6)J. The Ramesside period is unfortunately 
poorly represented, though there does exist a standing figure of Ramesses IX in the 

Michailidis Collection (pi. II, 7)/ From Tanite and Bubastite times, however, a greater 

wealth of examples has survived, such as the Lanzone Osorkon I,5 the Louvre group 

of Osorkon II (pi. I, 3},* the Gulbenkian torso of Pedubast,? the Mariemont Smendcs,8 
the Louvre Karomama,?and the<Usima^et, kings at Baltimore10 and London (pk II, 8),11 

From Kushite and later times there are several statuettes of Taharqa at Paris, Copen¬ 
hagen, Cairo, and elsewhere.12 A kneeling figure of Neeho is at Philadelphia (pi. IJ, 9),’J 
and another of Amasis I I is in the Metropolitan Museum, New' York.1* Unidentified 

and unpublished bronze statues of post-Saite kings are at Kansas City, London, and 

elsewhere, 
The specimens in the first group in this scries from Tuthmosis IV to Ramesses IX, 

arc characterized by a somewhat stocky build with heavy limbs and moderately thick 
waists. The salient feature of these statuettes, however, to which we desire to draw 
special attention, is the way in which the thorax passes abruptly into the abdomen. 
The transition is assisted by the design of the belt which is broad at the back and sides 

and tapers towards the buckle at the front. In general it follows the fine of the pelvic 

* In the British Museum (no. 64564}, sec Edwards, Zt-Af. Quarterly, 15. 55“S&- I indebted to Mr. 
Edwards for the photoprtphs shown in pi. II, 4. 8, and for permission to reproduce them. 

* From a photograph in the Griffith Institute by courtesy of Dr. £X Jh Harden. 
I In the University Museum (no, E. 14195), bronze with tracts of gold inlay and mortices for the attach¬ 

ment of s crown 10 the nemty and an object held by the king on his lap; ht. 20-5 cm.; identified by J. D, Cooney 
as Tut*sinkhamiln+ and accepted as such by the writer. I am indebted to Dr, Antibes for permission to publish 

this specimen and that illustrated in pi. It, 6* 
4 BodiL Homtnlinn, Typet, 379, where it is described as Ramesses X. t am indebted to Professor H. W. 

Mllller for the photograph produced as pi. I lF 7 and for copies of the cartouches, and to M. G- Michailidis for 

permission to publish it, 
* The best illustration* are in Collection Lehmann (Sale Catalogue, Paris, June iip 1925), pL 3. 
* Borcux, Guide-Catalogue, 33ft. PL Ih 3 reproduced from a photograph kindly supplied by M. Jacques 

Vandier, and published %vith his permission. 
7 Walker, Sculpture . . - Gulbenkian Collect ion, no, 16. 
■ Catalogue da Antiques + . . Mud* de Mqrinmmi, E. 52, 51 Capart, Documents, il. 82-84, 

1Q Steindorff, Egyptian Sculpture, noT at 5* 
II In the British Museum (no. 32747), sec Budge, Third and Fourth Egyptian Rooms, aSo* where the king is 

identified as Ramesses II, This ish however, undoubtedly incorrect. The nofrten is difficult to decipher, but I 

read it as Pedubast with some reservations. 
** E-g. Copenhagen AE-I-N- 605, 1595 i Cairo Cat. no. 8a j* 
n In the University Museum (no. E. 13004), bronze, ht. 33 cm., inscribed on belt buckle with nomcn only. 

14 E* Scottp op, dt- 32- 
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girdle. But alreadv in the statue of Ramcsscs IX it is possible to sec a departure from 

this convention in the use of a belt of uniform width placed so as to cut horizontally 

across the mass of the torso just beneath the waist and expose the navel- 
In the second group, all dating from what Steindorff so conveniently called 'the 

Third Intermediate Period’,1 the proportions are quite different- The torso is elongated, 
the waist slim, and the limbs slender. The belt tapers very little, if at all, and rests 

horizontally, well below the waist, on the broadest part of the hips, thus interposing 
between the thorax and lower abdomen a sculptural mass which attains a virtual 
independence with the navel as its isolated huh. This feature is prominent in all the 

male statues in this group, and is particularly clearly seen in the kneeling figure of 
Pedubast (r) (pi. II, 8), where the pose tends to throw the ventral area into greater 

prominence (cf. pi- II, 4). 
In Kushiic times there is evidently a compromise between the style of the first group 

and that of the second. The proportions are more massive; the belt is worn lower than 
in the New Kingdom specimens, hut does not He horizontally as in the Bubastite 
examples, tending rather to follow’ an ecliptic tilted towards the front, 1 he sculptural 

expanse in the region of the midriff has little independence hut is joined to the thorax 
by a muscular nexus, and the navel ceases to be an isolated depression but frequently 
takes on the appearance of an enlargement to the lower part of a vertical channel 
descending from the sternum, a trait which is already anticipated to some degree in the 
triad of Osorkon II (pi. I, 3). The bronze sculptures of the Saite and later periods also 
follow more or less this same tradition, differing slightly in proportion from age to age 

and in minor details (cf. pi. II, 9}. 
If we return now to the examination of our gold Amun, \vc shall see that the promi¬ 

nent mass between the belt and diaphragm puts it squarely into the second group of 
metal sculptures. There is, in fact, nothing in this statuette which does not belong to 
the style of the Third Intermediate Period, and everything is in favour of such a date. 
The absence of collar, corselet, anklets, and armlets is not uncharacteristic of the age, 
as the triad of Osorkon II shows; and the kilt with its deeply overlapping flaps is 
paralleled by the example worn by Horus in this same gold triad (pi. 1, 3), The scimetar 

is of exactly the same pattern that Amun extends to Scsonehis 1 and Osorkon I on the 
Bubastite Portal1 where the reliefs also reveal that a pierced ear-lobe was as much in 
fashion as it had been in the preceding l anitc Dynasty-' I lie prominent raised nipples, 
too, are peculiar to this group of sculptures, such details being generally unaccentuated 
in the New Kingdom and Saite periods. Above all, the slender proportions of limb and 

torso, and the delicate petite features are so typical as to be unmistakable (pi. I, 2). If 
a more precise dating within the Third Intermediate Period be insisted upon, then the 
writer is inclined to place this statuette of Amun early in the 5 wenty-second Dynasty, 

since it shows the stylistic features of such metal sculpture in a fully developed form; 
and the opulence of the material and the technical skill displayed in the working of it, 

suggest a period of great industry and achievement. 

1 SteLrulorfTr op* 17, 

* Monectp Fsousenn£sr pto, ioip 104* r;jip 132; cf, &lsd 22* 4®- 
* Kamaki in, 4, 
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A PHARAONIC ENCOMIUM (II) 

By SIR ALAN GARDINER 

The long and interesting text of which a transcription was given in the last volume of 

the Journal (41, pis, VT1-XI) is in the main a hymn of praise and gratitude addressed 
by a Pharaoh of the Ramesside period to the Theban god Amen-Re*. This is preceded, 
in the first page that has survived, by an introduction couched in very general terms. 

Since the opening words l. . . he caused him to take his seat upon the throne1 (1,1) 
use the pronoun of the third person singular for both king and god, it is evident that 
their names must have been mentioned in what preceded, and the question arises as 
to whether there is space for both names in the lacuna at the beginning of the first line. 

On the assumption that page t was as broad as page 4, that possibility cannot be ruled 

out, so that I have suggested it at the beginning of my translation. The testimony of the 

verso1 neither supports nor contradicts the supposition that page 1 of the recto may 

have been its first, and had a previous page existed, it could only have outlined the 
king's youth and activities prior to the accession, and that is unlikely because these are 

recounted within the body of the encomium itself (2, 1 ff.). Hence I incline, though 

not without diffidence, to the view just set forth. 
The next question to claim consideration is the identity of the king who thus voices 

his indebtedness to the supreme god of the Theban capital. In the Introduction to my 
Late-Egyptian Miscellanies (p, xix) the handwriting of P.Turin 1882 (there called 

Turin A) was ascribed to the late Nineteenth Dynasty, but I now believe this ascription 

to antedate the truth by about half a century. The difference in time is too small to 
justify any palaeographical argument, though the critical notes on the hieratic form 

given to © (i, 5, n. ■} and on the strange sign used to replace «=s (2, 10, n. ■) point 

rather to the later date. As a pointer in the same direction, it is barely possible to read 
our text without noticing the similarity in both tone and phraseology to the concluding 
passages of the various sections of the great Harris papyrus; to this my Commentary 
will bear ample witness. Far more important, however, is what seems to be a definite 
allusion to Harnesses IV. In 5, 9 the royal speaker says being Ruler of 
Justice (hkf M/ft) and I made my name Beloved of thee’. Now ‘Ruler of Justice’ 
forms an integral part of the prenomen of Ramesses IV’s prenomen Iiekma<ref- 
sctpnamun, and though the epithet mry 'Itmi ‘Beloved of Amun presupposed in the 
second half of the sentence just quoted is too common to have much evidential value, 

at least it is worth recalling that this epithet occurs in the same monarch’s lumen 
Ra'messe-miamun. Apart from this, our encomium contains but little in the way of 

1 Page 5 of the verso measures 23^5 cm. tn width, while the average of the preceding four is about 30 cm. 

This page 5 of the veno may have been the last, and its mining left end may weQ have stood directly behind 

the mining right end of recto, page 1. 
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historical clues. It is a thousand pities that the fifth and last page has not been preserved 
intact, since here we might possibly have found a reference to the famous harem con¬ 
spiracy which according to most recent historians put an end, whether immediate or 
following only after a brief interval, to Ramesses Ill’s life.1 Certain criminal acts are 
mentioned in 5, 3-8 of our text which were certainly not the work of foreign Invaders. 

Now in 5, 8 it is said of these acts that ‘they shall he upon the heads of those who did 
them', and this expression resembles so closely one which occurs in the great Turin 
papyrus recounting the fate of the conspirators, that it is difficult to believe the coinci¬ 
dence to be fortuitous. Ramesses III is there represented as disclaiming any responsi¬ 
bility for the punishment that was to befall the malefactors, and among the words 
addressed by him to the judges appointed to deal with the matter in lieu of himself is 
the command ‘Let all that they have done be upon their (own) heads’.2 It seems signi¬ 
ficant that in both texts the same thought is couched in the future tense. To conclude 
this discussion of the date of our papyrus, it may be as well to note that nothing of 
importance can be deduced from the statement in 2, 1 that the kingly speaker was 
appointed to be heir to the throne during his father’s reign, since this appears to have 

been the regular custom throughout the Ramesstdc period.3 

Translation 

(i, 1) [The praisings of Amcn-Re< made by (?) King Hekma(re<-$etpnamiin (?) after (?)] he had 
Caused him to scat himself upon the throne, reposing in the Castle of the Lord of the Universe; 

and he assumed the office of Atum, and the Two Lands (i, 2).. .firm, unshaken; 
and the sun-folk, the patricians, ihe common people, and all who arc upon earth (brought) gifts of 

homage, being curbed, not plotters (1, 3) [of rebellion (?)—.and the princes of all foreign 
lands came (?)] doing obeisance. Then said the Ennead of Thebes, the conclave of Elect-of-Places, 

the Ram-headed one of Upper Egyptian On, the great god of (t, 4)..........all the gods and 

goddesses of this House, who are at the statue-place, (both) those who are here and those who are 
there (?): Collect ye (?) judges of the Gateway of Decision (t, 5),...  to bear witness to 
them. The first occasion uf speech by this god to appoint his beloved son, and to cause him to be 

Ruler (1,6) [of the Two Lands ?]..life and dominion, and the many Sed-festivals 

1 Whilst with moat of de Buckk findinjjs in the admirable Article which he devoted to this subject 

in JEA 23. 152 fF., I must take exception to his statement that Lthe whole trend of the papyrus suggests that 

Harnesses III died as a result of the conspiracy, or eke was expecting soon to die At the moment when it 

occurred' fp* 163), For this I find no evidence at all. I am in accord with de Buck, however„ in thinking h 

hypercritical to doubt that Harnesses HI actually gave instructions (o a board of magistrates independent of 

himself so as to ensure that justice should be done. Everyone now admits that the Papyrus judidaire was 

written after the king's death h and consequently by command of his son and successor Ramesses IV. The 

Harris papyrus shows how great an interest the latter Pharaoh felt in representing his father as a model of all 

the virtues. Consequently he may well have deemed it necessary to refute the charges of savage cruelty that 

were still being bandied about. But so fur as 1 cun see, there is no indication either in the long account of the 

judicial proceedings or in any of the collateral documents hitherto known as to the part of the reign in which 

the conspiracy took place. Whether the reference to * mourning* in j, 7 of our text alludes to the death of 

Harnesses 111 is, of course* extremely douhtfu]. 

=» The sentence is given in hieroglyphic transcription beIowp under sP 8 of the Commentary. 

* Tt ha* perhaps not been sufficiently emphasized that the position of heir to the throne (r-p'l) was a definite 

appointment, see Tree Brothers, 19, 1-2 ^ Iwtr- d^dit. 44* as well as our own passage, in Harris¥ 75, 10 Setmikiue 

is said to have promoted (dho) Ramesses III to bold this postfc and the same verb is used m connexion with 

Ramesses IV, ibidP 4Z, ST 

d rscH-n c 
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uhich he had celebrated upon earth, they being reckoned and established in the great name of His 
Majesty, and lus duration, (he) being arisen wearing (i, 7) [the White Crown?]..the 

gods, he emulating (?) them, they being inscribed in his annals and his cartouches as his titulary'. 
I le is Horns on the top of the Banner, and the [entire (?)] earth (t, 8)... his 

The king himself extols his father Amen-R*, lord of Thrones-of-the-Two-Lands. Bull-of-His- 
IV lot her, (most) male of the gods, who made heaven and earth and who created (1,9)...,,. 

stretched out upon the earth, and 1 kiss <the earth) to his noble countenance, they being offered to 
his feet at the place of thy (?) drawing near to my (?) presence (1, 10).. ..[I fill] my 
mouth with thy praises, and sanctify thee with thy laudations. 

He said: The good things which thou hast done for me arc many, and My1 Majesty (hp.h.) (a, 1) 
IS cognizant of them. That which thou gayest comes to pass at once, quickly and without delay 

Thou didst aggrandize my father as king, I being placed in front of To-meri as Crown Prince (2, 2) 
over the head of the Two Lands and (as) Great Commander of the Army. I was a rod upon the 

head of the Two Regions, and 1 caused them to minister to thy name, whitst I exerted myself with 

losing heart with (2, 3) benefactions unto thy house. I was vigilant to seek good things with every 
useful deed, night being with me (even) as day for thy name’s (sake) every day. There was a word 
that (2, 4) belonged to me continually, to wit: ‘Give unto his^ house, of people and dependants to 
fill his* temPle(s) in South and North/ That which was aforetime, I multiplied k by millions, and 

added (2, 5) to their (different) domains. I was successful in finding offering-bearers of the number 
ot the Sea (?), there being amongst them (some) suitable for offices of thy noble (2, 6) house I 

made a beginning with thy name at the head, and every' (other) god after thee. Not mine w-as 

slumber by day, and (my) abomination was sleep by night, f seeking (2, 7) another deed (to do it). 
Was there a trifle yet undone, l left no customary rites since (things) existed, nor (any) writing(s) 
of primes al times so as not to delve (2, 8) into them to ace them or to inquire concerning thy nature, 
so as to say in other words (?); Re there delay, and One wish to do it. His Majesty is beside the 

(a, 9) door, his heart filled with compassion/ I did not set aside (any) deed good to be done, when 

there was advantage in beginning with thee (?). As for the moment that I passed in the tribunal, 
(2, 10) justice pursued its straight course, and the way of law stood firm without judgements being 

disregarded. I kept silent m order to gain knowledge of (3, 1) affairs and to make rejoicing into joy. 
It was I who revived the heart(s) of patricians and common pcopfe, he who had been suffocated 
being unbound (3, 2) and released, I set every' man at his ease, knowing full well that Thy Majesty 

(l.p.h.) loves kindness to everyone. 1 spoke at the beginning of my (3, 3) words, whilst my father 
was (still) in his kingship, in my1 approach to thee to inquire about affairs and to cause thy nature 

to be discerned. Thy writings for approaching thee (?) said (?) (that) I (3, 4) should be Ruler of the 
Two Regions, and the secrets of (my) glorious appearance (would be?) in thy house. Thou didst 
persist in promoting me, and didst prophesy of me saying ‘It is he who shall take office1 (3,5) before 
this had become known, and it was far from reaching me. Many were the kings since antiquity' whom 
the gods appointed, (3, 6) and they carved thy name in their cartouches. (But) I am beneficial to thy 
House, from of old (?) one knows (them), but their names escape me (?). I was (3, 7) chosen from 
the midst of this land. It was Amiin who placed me, it was the lord of the gods who brought me 

in his hand to induct me into the Castle. An oracle (?) in truth, it was he who (3, 8) said it, Mut and 

Khons being with him. A deed good and useful is that which he did, a pronouncement to be con¬ 
firmed, a promise of eternity, an everlasting (3,9) reward, 3 testament of millions (of years), a great 

command for passing hundreds of thousands (of years) was the placing of a son upon his throne. 

1 The papyrus has the Commentary. 

J T he original haa ‘rhy1 in agreement: with the regular blending of aratio recta and oratio obtimta practised 
by the tjiyptijim. r 

a Lit. 
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Come, my voice* turn thee* (3> 10} (I ?) call to tbeeT the making (?) of one contented, which His 

Majesty (Lp.h,) made.from the start, to magnify Thebes the victorious, and to establish my temple 
(upon) its soil (4* 1) opposite Elect-of-Places. {!?) fashioned thy portrait in thv sacred shape to 
make festal thy fanes. The increase which I had made previously, and all the gifts of mv house 
(4, 2) were loaded quickly in their bags, and others in heaps, and I brought them immediately (to) 
thy halls in order to propitiate thy names* That which had been given to me as house-furniture, 
(4, 3) it was thine in its entirety. If I found whatever it was, I did not conceal it from thee. I per¬ 
sisted in making food-offerings and burnt-offerings daily (4, 4), for it was good to make them before 

thy face. Coaxings to his countenance, behold I found that His Majesty had given effect to them, 
and my heart rejoiced. I did this saying {4, 5) *Thou hast prospered (me) and hast caused me to 
be on earth1, whilst thy godship is in its wisdom perfecting its tasks which are concentrated in (!) 
thine own well-tried face. Thou didst desire to bring me to thy house (4, 6) and has caused me to 
apply myself to my endeavours and my speakings of thy name daily. Add more and hold firm to thy 
command; one shall not turn back upon thy dealings. Thine am l (4, 7) in truth, without exaggera¬ 
tion. 1 belong to thy offspring who have been here. For it is thou who didst cause me* to be brought 
to the place that thou lovest. What thou hast done is come to pass. What thou sayest is that which 
stands firm. (4* 8} A long life, thou wilt give it to me, with a kingship of eternity and everlasting. 
Thou didst make me appear gloriously at the start, saying 'Do Justice for my* namefs sake)/ I am 
the repeater (4, 9) of thy words, the image of thy utterance, (that which) comes forth from the 
mouth of His Majesty (LpJi*), all commands before him (?)h I know full well that thou Invest the 
doer of Justice for thy soul{hs sake). Since I have Kit on the throne of Attim, I persevere in doing it. 
I have restrained lies and have stayed iniquity and have added to its dismemberment. I have given 
air to (5* 1) him who was choked, and have revived him whose throat was squeezed tight. I have 

given-*.., *.- - ,(S: 2) the Thirty, the magistrates of 7o-mcri, all who were sent to His 
Majesty (l.p.[h.J)—.. *[I have caused] {5, 3) them (to be known?) in their crookednesses, 
and I have caused them to bear witness,.... .[and I charged] (5, 4) them saying 'Set 
the land at its ease, and make it happy with its..r ....*> r, (5, 5) 1 caused them to be distant 
from their many oppressions, and thc[irj... *(5, 6) good. Now behold, this has been 
said in order to cause that one should know the. ,(5, 7) it is not known, [f mourning had 
been ordered, a deed which is not*....(5* 8) them, I will not bring myself (?). They 

shall be upon the head(s) of those who did them.* * *. * * *.(5, 9) thy witnesses* 1 being 
Ruler of Justice and I made my name Beloved of thee* saying [I] have caused........ (5, 10) 
thou protect eat the land for mv nomc('s) sake), it being placated with exultation. ...,..*** . [One 

has made?] (5, 11) me the pattern of one good beyond every king (who?) established the land and 

put a stop to it[s?].(5, 1 a).(?) lift his head (.?) the danger on account 
of (?) the desert-dwellers as enemies (?).(/Ae rat is lost). 

Commentary* 

1, t. Sndm'f hr ish, d. hms hr isb, P.Ch.Beatty i, vs. B, 7. 23.—Ssp-n f hwt 'Itm, cf. 
ssp-i i/uit n it-i, Harris, 76, 2. 

i, 2. The context shows that tp(y)w nb mv tt must be rendered ‘all who are upon 
earth' and not ‘ail the heads of the land’, although I have no parallel for the form of 

the expression.—There can be no doubt that the following word is the Send tic brk 

1 The original has -k thee'. * The original bits >k ‘thy’. 

1 To avoid the great expense of hieroglyphic type, sentences ate here often quoted in transliteration. The 

transliterations offered are, however, quite superficial and follow the writing, not vvbnt h known or presumed 

to be iht phonetic truth; thus I admit such forms as tnntf and fiW. 
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faultily written, and the probability is that it is here not the verb (Wb. i, 466, 9), but 

the noun (ibid. 10), though in that case a preposition like hr or an infinitival phrase 
like hr fry ‘tarrying1 must be supplied before it. For the noun Wb,t loc, cit., quotes 
Harris, 7, 3; 79, 9; Anast. 1, 5, 7. 

i> z-3. Perhaps restore or the like; cf. Wb. iv, 88, 13, also 
ibid. 10. 

r> 3* 111_,» appositely compared to Coptic in Wb, v, 624, 13, is properly a 
juristic term used to introduce depositions. Perhaps that was why it was used here, 
see the references to ‘judges’ (sdmyw) in 1, 4 and to ‘bearing witness* in 1, 3,—For the 
determinative \ of didit see ZAS 73, 74. Ipt-swt is the name of Karnak.—BrSf 

elsewhere apparently always followed by see IVb. tv, 456, 10; from the position 

in the enumeration this must be the ram of Amun thought of as distinct from the god 
himself, Kees has shown (Onetitaka, 18, 434 ff.) that ‘Upper Egyptian On*, i.e. the 

Upper Egyptian Heliopolis, was a name of Thebes, not of Armant, as formerly thought; 
wrongly still in my Onommtka, n, 24*, 

1, 4- Pr pn this House’; probably the temple of Karnak,—Rh-n-f is a word for 
statue, whether of the king (FIarris, 6, 4; Lieblein, Deux Papyrus . . . Turin, pi. 5, 

1. 2, quoted Wb. nt 445, 11) or of a god or gods (Harris, 25, 8, plur.; Atm. Serv. 47, 

17, 4, plur.); here of various deities; si-rh n f ‘Statue-place* again in Harris, 6, 4 

mentioned above, where it is apparently located in Amin's Holy of Holies (ktr k spsy); 

note also ,, ‘who arc upon the Great Seat’ in the Arm. Serv. passage,—It is 
doubtful whether the speech of the gods began with nt nty dy or only with tretw, which 

must certainly be taken as an imperative having sdmyw fry(t) n todr ..... as its object, 

a rare use when it is persons that are ‘collected’, see Wb. V, 259, 5 (additional references. 
Late Ram, Letters, 45, 3 and a late, but valuable one, Urk, vi, 133, 14). It is to be pre¬ 

sumed that the adverb dy, slightly differently written in the two occurrences, corre¬ 
sponds to the Coptic differentiation of t&V ‘here’ and tii ‘there’, though no early 

parallel seems to be forthcoming.—The strange expression ‘judges of the Gateway of 

Decision must refer to human magistrates called upon to bear witness to Amiin’s 
proclamation of the new Pharaoh's right to the throne, 

I, 5* Fin here perhaps combines with the sense of 'appointing' (Wb, in, tor, 17) 
that of ‘recommending’ (ibid, 18) the new king to his subjects.—R dit ton-/ (m} Flkt, 
cf. Harris, 23, 5, where Hkt ttzey ‘Ruler of the Two Lands' is found, as also ibid. 75, 9. 

1,6. Perhaps restore [^] at the beginning of this line, sec the last note.—Possibly there 
may have followed something like ‘[and to repeat for him the years of his father..] 

life and dominion, and the many Sed-festivals which he had celebrated upon earth'; 
the reference to the new king’s father seems necessary', since Sed-fcstivals were essen¬ 

tially human celebrations, and must have past meaning.—Wnv> hrv! is very 
difficult to understand unless wntc is an old perfective qualifying the suffix of rh'wf, 

—Wts of wearing crowns see Wb. i, 383, 3. 

1, 7. The suffix of stn-f is certainly displaced. My rendering ‘emulating’ is a guess 
based on the verb [!^(j}| meaning ‘to compare oneself’ with someone, see Wb. iv, 

359* 9* ID! but the use as transitive verb does not appear to be found elsewhere. 
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i, S-10. These lines were undoubtedly intended as a prefatory heading to the 
encomium proper, which starts after ddf in 1, 10. But in this heading there are ob¬ 
scurities all too dearly reflected in my merely mechanical translation. The suffixes of 
the 1st and and pers. sing, in i, 9-10 seem utterly out of place. Even if we assume that 
from iryd mty (= sn ti) down to smek (= snsw-k) have been transferred here from 
elsewhere, we are still left with the difficulty that kswtyk and rdicyk would be expected 
in place of hmtyf and rdzoyf in 1, 9. Moreover, st smite n rdwyf and hnk n hft-hr are 
incomprehensible. 

i, 8. Perhaps should be understood before szeil,—Nbnsivt titey, doubtless rightly 
explained by Set he, Amtm und die Acht Urgotter Hermopolis, it ff,p as referring 
to the Theban god’s suzerainty over the lesser potentates of Egypt. Formerly 'Thrones- 
of-the-Two-Lands’ was thought to be a name of Karnak; so still in the first edition of 
my Egyptian Grammar,—Tiy ntrtv, see Wb. v, 344, 18. 

1, 9. With pd hr It one thinks of those recumbent statuettes of the king holding a 
stela in front of him. But these words do not appear to be known in that sense, 

1, 10. The opening words of the encomium are clear, but for *His Majesty1 one 
would expect ‘My Majesty1. A similar difficulty occurs in 4, 4. 9, where we again find 
hm-f, though if Am On is there meant, as seems probable, km-k would be expected; in 
3, 2 hnk undoubtedly refers to Amun, being followed by rnh, udt, snb, as everywhere 
when this periphrasis is used. In 2, 8 hmf is in order as being in a quotation referring 
to the king who is speaking; the remaining example in 3, 10 probably likewise refers to 
the king, but the context is too obscure for any certainty. 

2, 1. For ip r, cf. ib-i ip r nt wft r shrte n st-f ‘my heart is very cognizant of the affairs 
of his place’, Ann. Sent. 51, 196, 20, where ip is douhtless an old perfective, and there¬ 
fore must not be rendered ‘faire des calculs’, as Lcfebvre rendered it. There is, however, 
among the examples quoted by him, one where ip is an active verb, and where ap¬ 
parently we must translate he ip n i m ibi by 'I reviewed in my heart1 or the like (Bull. 
Imt.fr. 45, 157). 7p is an adjective in ip dtf 'become possessed of understanding,1 see 
de Buck, Stud. Aeg. 1, 55, n. 26 and in ip ib ‘comprehending*, ‘intelligent1, Wb, 1, 
66, 17; ibid. 15 knows examples where ip is followed by m, but none with r as here,— 
Dik towards the end of the line must be the tst pers. old perfective, often so written 
in Harris, e.g. 22,1; 76, 3,4; also here gr-k, 2, 10; stpk, 3, 7. 

2, 2. Mdw as a ‘rod’ for chastising the w rongdoer, see ZAS 60, 68, 15.'—Hrp, often 
used transitively with the meaning ‘offer1 {Wb. m, 327, 10. 11) is rather uncommon 
without expressed object, ibid. 20, add Harris, 75, 5 to 59, 11 quoted in the Belegstellen. 
Here followed by n, ‘minister to’ seems an adequate rendering.—For the rare word pss 
see jfEA 5, 51, n. 7; the arbettm of Wb. 1, 550, 20. 21 is not far wide of the mark, 

2,3-4, The construction of tin mdt ius ink sic m dten is of the same form as two other 
clauses below in 2, 7. 8, and in all three ten appears to be the normal Late-Egyptian 
substitute for Middle-Egyptian he ten. The two later examples seem, however, to need 
interpretation as clauses of condition, while here a main clause is quite in place. 7tu 
ink su\ see Erman, Neudg. Gramm.2 §§ 108. 109, the introductory he marking it as the 

* Through no fault of mine my autographed lofct wm moved wrongly to p, 72, 
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equivalent of a relative clause after an undetermined noun.—M dwn means ‘hence¬ 

forward’, ‘regularly7 and the like, see JEA 22, 175-6; here ‘continually’ is doubtless 
the best rendering. 

2, 4. P-n hr h;t, literally ‘that of before’, cf. p-n r nb ‘that (i.e. the share) of every 

man’, P.Anast. I, 17, 7; p-n tdy ‘that (he. the portion) of the Vizier’, Gardiner, Milne, 
and Thompson, Theban Ostraca, 16 if 1. 28. The otherwise splendidly documented 

article by Spiegdberg, ZAS 54, 104 ff. contains no reference to this neuter use, which 
is also overlooked by Wb. 1, 492, bottom, though the latter rightly mentions the 
relevant month-names, 

2, 5. In rmnyt'sn the plural suffix must refer to the ‘temple(s)’ of 2, 4. Though 
Atrf-wfr there has no plural determinative, the following 'in South and North’ shows 

that more than a single temple was meant. In my Wilbour Commentary, pp. no-11, 
I have shown that rrnnyt was the name given to the lands of separate domains, each 

administered by its own director, which were attached to temples or other institutions. 
I was, however, at a loss to understand the underlying metaphor, though as a pointer I 
quoted in Western, 5, 17, there meaning one ‘side’ of the women-rowers in a 

boat. I now think that the various derivatives of the stem rmn can be explained by 
realizing that the rmn or ‘upper arm’ was one of two counterbalancing limbs of the 
body. In arriving at this conclusion I have been helped by the notes on Prisse, 5, 11-13 
contained in a dissertation on the Maxims of Ptahhotpe by Zbynek 2aba, a typescript 

of which has been in my hands for several years. Like Wb. n, 420, 11 Zaba under¬ 
stands to mean ton pareil qui est en t quiUbre avec toi or, as we 

might say, ‘thy equal who is on a level with thee'. It is in the two previous lines that 
2&ba has made a real advance. Wb, n, 419, 12 had given to the verb rmn among other 

meanings that of aufaiegen, quoting a perfectly dear transitive example from the Nine¬ 
teenth Dynasty, but completely misunderstanding Prisse, 5, 12, The text there must 

be divided with Zaba thy self-restraint has equalled 
his riches’—here I slightly vary the Czech scholar's version. So, too, in the previous 

line we must read with the help of the London duplicate ~ translated by 

Zaba *il ne pourra pas t’egaler’. Hence we obtain for zMQa the root-meaning ‘lands 
belonging to departments on a level with one another’.—For gm i drti compare 

‘not one among them had power to fight1, Ktientz, 
Qadech, 257, 1. 154.—Rmt n ini0, literally ‘people of gifts’, ‘tribute’, apparently only 
here.—The determinative (one can always hesitate between transcribing thus or as 

must belong to the entire expression pt-rkr-n-pt-S, but this is otherwise unknown.— 
SHw I believe to be a writing of f/tc1 described as an adjective, Wb. rv, 404, 
13-18, but surely rather an abstract meaning ‘worth’, ‘value’, which survives in Coptic 

Unuj^ ‘worthy’, literally I suppose ‘in the worth (of)’; Sethe, ZAS 47, 144-5 approxi¬ 
mated to this etymology without quite grasping the identity of 

2, 7. For ten nkt ho bio irt f see above the note on 2, 3-4, where it was pointed out 

that both here and in 2, 8 the clause must be understood as conditional; also as in 2, 8 
the verse-point has been wrongly placed after wn,— For idiomatic toth . ... r tm, see 

Wb. 1, 256, 4 and the additional references Caminos, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, on 
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Anast, V, 17, 6. Closely similar to the present sentence is one in the great Abydos 
inscription of Ramesses IV, Bull. Inst.fr. 45* 157,1. 3.—Dr until perhaps literally ‘since 
things that were*, i.e. ‘since the beginning of all things1; a strange expression. For rk 

im-vfy cf. rk m she in Wb. I, 330, 14. 
2, S. Ssm-k here and below (3, 3) seems to demand the rendering ‘nature*; Wb. IV, 

290, 2 quotes with the meaning IVesen, Art, but none of its examples is quite 
like those of our text; sometimes ‘condition’ or ‘state’ might be a more suitable render¬ 

ing. The writing here is identical with that of Wb. jv, 291, the word for a 
‘portrait’ or Kultbild, a sense that is unmistakable in 4, 1 of our encomium, while in 
4, g we apparently have the more abstract meaning ‘image’ or ‘counterpart’. For 
kt dd see my not altogether satisfactory' remarks JEA 24, 243-4, where the obscurity oi 
the present passage is pointed out—At the end of the line hm f, if I understand aright, 
refers to the king who here speaks, the pronoun of the 3rd pers. being correct because 

the word stands in a quotation; see the note above on i, 10. 
2, 8-9. 'Beside the door’, i.e. at hand and ready to act, as we might say 'on the 

door-step’. 
2, 9. Both vfr n ir-f and the following clause are difficult, and I merely guess at the 

meaning. 
2, 9-10. Does the king here refer to the time before he succeeded to the throne, and 

when he may sometimes have served in a judicial capacity? This view seems con¬ 
firmed by the passage immediately following, which tells us that he kept silence in 
order to acquire the knowledge necessary for successful government. —Of the two 
meanings zerderben, vumachlassigen, given by 11 Ik iv, 207, 1 in quoting this passage, 

the latter seems appropriate here, and is in accordance with the stem Ivy of which 

sht is the causative. 
2, 10, Wb, 1, 233, 18. 19 renders m rk> by gegenUber, a sense very possibly correct in 

the contexts there quoted. But here we have the word for ‘straightness’ and I believe 
that the literal rendering should be ‘Justice was in its (own) straightness’. In Harris, 

75, 2-3 we read 'the land of Egy pt was left to go astray, every mar* 
was in his (own) straightness*, i,e. was a law unto himself. Similarly in Harris, 75, 6 we 

read ‘Now when the gods turned to be forgiving {hip) and to put the 
land straight’, where ^ or ? must be understood before rk>-f; also Lansing, 14, to 

'u'DSw sayest is right’, literally ’on its straightness’. The 
antithesis of the stem rappears to be mid 'vacillate’, see my note, JEA 9, 10, n. 4. 

3, 1. The phrase 'to make rejoicing into joy’ is very' strange, but no other rendering 
seems possible.—No exact parallel for the construction of tun ink tiri s'nh is forth¬ 

coming, but tro clearly has imperfcctivc force in the similar itv tun mntf Ur (participle) 

tedh n n ‘for it was he who used to smelt for us*, P.Maver A, 4, 10. So too here of pro¬ 
longed habit.—Nty, translated gtfangen sein, in Bedrungnis sein in I FA. II, 351, 6, seems 

from the examples in the Behgstellen to mean rather ‘be choked1 or ‘stilled1; a possible 
second example, but wrongly written, below in 5, 1. The contrasted ntf which follows 
appears, however, to have the more general sense ‘loosen’, ‘let loose’, 11'A. 11, 356, 9. 10 

citing two more very' dear examples; this verb is dearly a metathesis of ^ for which 
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Wb. n, 363, 3 quotes only two examples from the medical Papyrus Smith, omitting 

the Important ‘unloosed is thy bow" Stnufie, R 374, for which the great 
Ashmolean ostracon has 1c/if; JPS.’s renderings versiehen, verdrehen here seem hardly 

satis factory, especially since Coptic (Crum 23a) means ‘loosen’ and the like. 
3, 2. Did s tib hr mdn-f m my-m dmlto in Harris, 79, 1 makes it practically certain that 

mdn, Coptic Utoh, is to be emended here, see Wb. 11, 182, 8. 9, and below, 5, 4; 

whether = or .& is to be read as the determinative seems uncertain, but the form of the 

expression here suggests that the noun had originally some such concrete sense as 

'resting-place’.—For htrrk here referring to Amun, see above on t, 9.—lird dd here 
seems a good example of the use of this form to stress an adverbial adjunct, as explained 

by Polotsky, Ptudes de syntaxe Copter, § 27. 
3, 3. For 'k as object after the determined infinitive see Sethe, Verbum, 11, § 577; 

Erman, Neudg. Gramm.2 § 409. Ph with personal object ‘to approach someone* to tell 
him or ask him something, see Wb. 1, 534, 3, where this example is quoted together 

with others equally good.—SSmk, see above on 2, 8. For 1cd? in a sense closely similar 
to that here, sec A mist. 1, 6, 5.—The next words defy grammatical explanation unless 

an m (= in) be supplied before n;y-k and r dd be taken as a participle. Even then there 
remains the difficulty of n ph k. I have merely guessed at the sense. 

3,4. Imnyt here is probably the word rendered das Verborgene, das Geheimnis in Wb. 

I, 84! 8, despite the absence of the determinative ^; no good sense is obtainable by 
connecting it with the wrord tor ‘established offerings’, Wb. 1, 83, 7.—Ricd m with 

infinitive was a favourite expression with our writer, see below 4, 3. 10, and for two 
later examples see Wb. ii, 412, 6.—For the future sense of mntf iir-f Ssp istet see Gunn, 

Studies, ch. 5; the periphrasis with Hr is possibly due to the fact that Ssp iiwt, when the 
definite article was absent, as in Harris, 76, 1 (quoted above on l, 1}, was a stereotyped 

expression, cf. tir te nd hrtk in No. roo of Gunn’s chapter, from P. Bologna 10S6, 6. 
3, 5. In hi sn tom rpk-i, if the suffix refers to nrt, one would expect st rather than sn; 

wi r here and in 5, 5, as well as in a particularly clear case, Max. d'Anii, io, 12, means 
'be far from’, but Wb. I, 245, 4-11 records nothing quite similar; phd 'reach me’, i.e. 
perhaps 'come to my ears’, but ph twice in 3, 3 has a different sense.—Pitvt here is the 

equivalent of the more usualpst tpt, as in 2, 7 above.—In nty m ts ntrur grammar seems 
to demand that ntnt) should be object of ts rather than subject; none the less, I think 
that the latter alternative should here be aucepted, compare the use of ts in its tiyf 

nsyt n sr n s/'f ‘allot his kingship to the son of his son’, words spoken to Amun in 
Harris, 22, u-ia. 

3, 6. The thought appears to be that whereas earlier kings were content with includ¬ 

ing the name of Amun in their cartouches, the king who here speaks was an active 
benefactor in the Theban god’s temple.—Two clauses follow which I cannot analyse, 
and where I merely guess at the meaning. If my guess is correct, stei hr must mean 
'pass by’ in the sense of ‘escape my memory’, cf. Louvre, C 14, 7. 

3, 7-9. The next two lines appear to give, in exaggerated and partly very inappro¬ 
priate language, praise of the utterance of Amun which inaugurated the royal speaker’s 
reign. There are grammatical difficulties, but in the main what we have here is a scries 
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of exclamatory nouns each intended to describe the god’s be tic licence.—Hr tv: can 
hardly be divided into hr tw-i, and is doubtless the strange word for a divine declaration 
for which Wb. Ill, 318, 5 gives a number of references, including one from 4, 9 below,— 
Wsbt ought strictly to mean an ‘answer’, but as Wb. I, 373, 12-14 h;ls rightly seen, it 
often means little more than an ‘utterance1, this however exclusively in Late-Egyptian 
texts.—For $rr Cantinas, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies, 11, gives one or two more 
references than arc to be found in Wb. iv, 422, 1; it should be noted, however, that 

whereas here and elsewhere the word means 'promise’ in a good sense, there are others 
{e.g. P.Mag.Harris, ed. Lange, p. 90) where it definitely signifies ‘threats’; P.Bologna 
1094, 2, 5 is ambiguous.—Under twn, the earlier form of tom, the meaning of the noun 
is given by Wb. v, 360, 1 as Geschenk, while ibid. 2 the verb is rendered belohnen. Here 
'reward* seems more appropriate for the noun, as also even more clearly P.Ch,Beatty, 
iv, rt. 8, 6; also in the Will of Naunakhte, 3, 4 tteme has the same sense, though here 

Ccrny (JEA 31, 33, n. 1) takes m toomo as a single word, as it certainly is ibid., pi. 2, 
1. 8 ; but against this we have simple tom in a similar context, Ccrny- and Gardiner, 
liter. Ostr., pi. 52, 1, rt. 7. 

3, 9-10. In my translation the words following the imperative mi have been rendered 
quite mechanically and, I fear, almost unintelligibly. Some might be tempted to emend 
mi <r) hrwi, oj tu (n; ff n k, ir ti hr-ib ‘come at mv voice, turn thee to one who calls to 
thee, act for one who is contented’, but the changes involved arc far too drastic, and 
the sense remains poor. It is also uncertain whether the auxiliary Ur is here a relative 

form, and whether its subject hn j refers to Amun or to the king. Towards the end of 
3, 10 imt'i must surely allude to the king’s mortuary temple on the west of Thebes. 

4, 1. Here sstnw, unlike the similarly written word of 2, 8; 3, 3; 4, g, undoubtedly 
means ‘portrait’ or ‘image*, see Wb. tv, 291,9; for tit, see Wb. v, 239, 4.—Later in this 
line shprw appears to be parallel to imv, and if so must designate things, not persons. 
In that case ^ would be expected as the determinative rather than £ . Wb. iv, 242, 18 
knows only the present example and that below in 4, 7, where human beings arc 
certainly meant and where the suggested rendering Geschopfe (des Gottes) may not be 
far wide of the mark. To this Wb. example must be added ntyk sme myk shprto 'thy 
brothers and thy offspring (?)’, Cemy\ Late Ramesside Letters, 14, 9 and A' p: shprw n 
s/ic pr-hd Y *X the offspring (?) of the guardian of the treasury Y‘, P.Brit.Mus. 10032 

(cd. Pcet), 4, 20. But as adumbrated at the beginning of this note, there exists another 
word shprti' which is a designation, not of persons, but of things. Of this second word 

the only examples hitherto pointed out are in two marriage contracts of Bubastitc date 

(quoted JEA 26,157) w here it is found in parallelism with virdt ‘profit’ and may suitably 
be translated ‘increment’, Cerny has now' pointed out to me two Ramcsside ostraca 
where matrimonial arrangements arc likewise in question, and where the prospective 
husband swears that if he fails in his duties he will submit to be 

‘deprived of any increment which I shall make with her’; the text 

here is quoted from our liter. Ostr., pi. 64, no. 2; exactly the same formula occurs, 
though with some lacunae, op. cit., pi. 49, no. 4, but there shprw is doubtless wrongly 

written sphrtc, a curious metathesis. Lastly, in the Bilgai stela, 1. 15, wre read 
|i E, tSft D 
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‘and children shall obtain pos¬ 
session of all increment that he has made’, this translation being obviously better 

than that given by me ZAS 50, 51, before I became acquainted with the neuter shprtv 
above discussed. 

4, 2-3, Grg-pr here is a good example to add to Abbott, 4, 3, quoted Wb. v, 188,11,— 

Wn-f ih-di k r dr-f is grammatically interesting because in this idiom the subject is 
usually postponed until after m-dit see Erman, NeuSg. Gramm - § 508, where there is 

quoted by way of exception ten pr m-di it n mu'td ‘my mother’s father has a house*. 

Max, d'Anii, 5,7.—The collocation tvdme krr recurs in two inscriptions of Ram esses III 

at Karnak quoted in the autographed Belegstdien to IVb. v, 61, 12, 
4, 4. From szntwnw down to swt-lb undoubtedly refers to the king’s behaviour to¬ 

wards Amun, but it is strange to find the 3rd pers. here used, whilst both in what 
precedes and in what follows the god is referred to in the 2nd pers.—For szvmvn the 

generally accepted rendering is ‘flatter’ and ‘flattery’ (IVb. iv, 69, 7-9, schmeichetn, 
Schmeiehelei), and this is certainly not far removed from the truth; however, a close 

examination of the evidence show's that the word signifies soft words or persuasions 
addressed to someone in order to obtain some favour, whence ‘coax’ or ‘cajole’ would 

be a more accurate translation ; here there is a definite correlation with the verb muk 
meaning to ‘complete’ or ‘give effect to’ something expected, see Wb, ii, 89, 16-19 

and particularly Harris > 22, 11.—My translation here assumes the suppression of the 
suffix in mnk'i, this yielding as literal translation ' I found them, and His Majesty had 

(already) given effect to them’; de Buck has shown (JEA 23, 158, n. A), that iw sdm-f 
in Late Egyptian regularly has past reference. 

4, 5. I sec no alternative to translating ntr k as ‘thy godship’; it is well known that 
a title can be used to designate, not the person so described, but his office or station, 

e.g. ‘the office of Vizier’, see Sethe, Einsetzung, 6.—Ny'f ipt-lb, see Wb. t, 

66, [6-19 for the underlying epithet; the substantival use apparently only here.—No 

attempt will here be made to defend my rendering of the words following shmc; I have 
been reduced to sheer guessing. 

4, 6. For htm r see my note ZAS 50, 56, n. v, whence it will be seen to be impossible 
to find a uniform rendering for all the various employments; the translation here 
offered is that which seems to me best suited to the context.—Imh tic, imperative 

followed by the dependent pronoun, sec For other examples /fee. trav, 28, 205, w'here 
Spiegelbcrg points out that this provides the origin of Coptic hJu&£T*; the secondary 
use of this imperative to serve as an infinitive is possibly exemplified already in the 
corrected passage Late-Egyptian Stories, 5, 9 = Doomed Prince, 6, 12, and is certainly 

to be found in the late J_ *** J—‘thy hands will not be able to catch 
hold of me’, Urft, VI, 121, 6.—here can only mean ‘thine am I’ with the use of 
the old independent pronoun discussed by me ZAS 50, 114-17.1 The ^ at the end 

must be for the ist pers. of the dependent pronoun, that being the writing for older 
usual in Late Egyptian, sec Erman, Nettag. GrammZ § S2, where rightly or wrongly 

J See* too* JEA 20* i6± where 1 admit the mistake I originally made in equating such writing? with the aid 
dependent pronouns, 
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this writing is explained as an unusual use of the suffix-pronoun, Note that in ^ of 

4,7 the old form of the dependent pronoun is retained, see my Eg. Gramm.21 p. 89, top. 
4, 7. Shprtc, see above on 4, 1.—The participle in «oma dy must refer to past time, 

and the king’s predecessors on the throne may well have been meant,—As it stands, 
pi llr'k hprw seems a very fatuous remark, but pi tir-k must here he a loose equivalent 

for ‘what thou hast planned’, 
4, 8, The definite article in pi chew kt is not easy to explain; does it refer to the 

famous lifetime of no years? The form tdt'h cannot be the relative form, since if it 
were the added object sw would be contrary to rule; it must be the future form on 
which I commented Late-Egyptian Stones, p. 84a, n. 2, 11 b-c.—lin k must be under¬ 

stood to mean ‘my name’, the well-known mixture of oratio recta and oratio obitqua, 

sec above, p. 10, n. 2. 
4, 9. Though the *k of mdt-k has been cancelled in red by the scribe or his teacher, 

the parallelism of mdt’k and hrtwk (for this see above the note on 3, 7-9) suggests that 
it ought to be retained.—The word sfrmv here is written exactly like that rendered 

‘nature’ in 2, 8; 3, 3, but appears to be the other shmv which signifies ’portrait' or 
‘statue’, but here employed in an abstract sense. See the note on 2, 8. 

5, 1. The strange word that follows wme is presumably a miswriting of nty com¬ 

mented on above under 3,1. 

5, 2. I have found it impossible to guess in what connexion the high officers of the 
court and the magistracy (‘the Thirty’) were here mentioned. 

5, 3-8. For the possibility' that these lines contained allusions to the harem con¬ 
spiracy against Ramesses III, see above, p. 9. 

5, 2-3, Probably restore here [t ^^ 1 &<i>ei > f°r rm used transitively, see 
Wb. I, 184,19.—Gibs, in Coptic doubtless with assimilation of the third radical 
to the first, ‘crooked’, the opposite of rk>, see Wb. v, 160, 12-161, 3; probably used as 
a substantive also P.Ch.Beatty, IV, vs. 1, 8-9, where, however, the context is broken; 
it is broken also in P.jud.Turin, 2, 9, which is important in view of my proposed inter¬ 

pretation of the present passage. 

5, 3-4, Perhaps we should restore here 

5, 4. Before mdn j the preposition hr must be supplied, see above, on 3, 2.—In sndrn 
the determinative of the child is obviously inappropriate, though regularly used when 
sndm has the meaning ‘sit’, properly ‘make oneself comfortable’. 

5, 5. Wf r, literally ‘be far from’, see above on 3, 5. For flk both the Semitic original 
and the passages quoted Wb. I, 230 suggest ‘extortions’ or ‘oppressions’ as the most 

suitable rendering. But it remains obscure to whom ’them’ and ‘their* refers, and 
whether the oppressions were inflicted by or upon them. 

5, 7. Gtsi (or gs) is a very rare word, but the two examples quoted Wb. v, 156, 1 
leave no doubt as to its meaning. For inn ‘if’ see Cerny’s article JEA 27, 10S-9, but no 

use with following passive idm f i$ there quoted. 

5, S. The suffix of the ist pers. after hit seems very improbable. Perhaps emend 

int-tv ‘I will not bring them’. The following sentence has been discussed above, p, 9, 
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The parallel command from P.jud.Turin, 3, 2 there translated reads as follows: (j^ 

5, 9. For the probable significance of the epithet see above, p. 8. ‘Ruler 
of Justice’ sounds strange in English, but we can barely render otherwise; I presume 

the expression to mean one who rules in accordance with Justice. 
5, 10. In the preceding line the suffix 2nd sing, referred to Amun, since that of 1st 

pers. clearly referred to the king. Here, however, the position is perhaps reversed since 

it is Amun’s name, not the king’s, that is meant in the phrase n rri'k 2, 3; 4, 8. 
5, n. The word here is undoubtedly that of which Wb. it, 65, 6-8, translating 

die Art tmd Weise, gives a not wholly satisfactory account. As Vogelsang (IInter- 
stidtungm, VI, 172) first pointed out, this is the feminine counterpart of mn ‘such and 

such' a person and consequently, in its most concrete examples, e,g, Wes tear, 8, 17; 
Louvre, C 1, 11, means ‘such a thing’ or ’the like’. In Peasant, B 1, 231 it is possible to 
render mk ittt m runt try either as Vogelsang did Siehe, du hist nuch so etu’as or else, as 

my own translation preferred, 'Behold, thou art in like case’. The transition to the more 
abstract sense ‘sort’ or ‘kind’ is complete in Coptic jj.uk, and in Proc. SB A 38, 181-3 

f called attention to a Ramcssidc occurrence where ** signifies ‘four of 
this kind' exactly like Coptic utciaiiue, There remain, however, some examples where 

mnt is preceded by iri ‘make’, and followed by m -f- suffix-pronoun and where, though 
the general intention is clear, the development is far from easy to grasp. Relatively 

simple is the instance in the famous stela of Harwerref (fnscr. Sinai2, pi, 25 a, no. 90, 
1. 5) where may be freely rendered ‘I have seen it indeed, I 

have experienced the like in my own case.' Anast. 1, i, 3 is much more difficult to 
explain: the meaning ‘there is none like him, one takes him as a pattern for every 

youth’ now seems to me indisputable, but I am at a loss to find a precise literal transla¬ 
tion for ^ _h appears evident, however, that the 
example in our text should be interpreted along the same lines, and I propose, there¬ 

fore, to restore at the end of 5, 10. 
5, 12. This concluding line is utterly obscure, but it seems desirable to comment 

upon its component words. Jt seems unlikely that the opening nhr n has anything to do 
w ith the expression meaning ‘to lack’ recorded Wb, I, 220, 4-5. Fiy tp is known to 

Wb. I, 573, 1-3 almost exclusively in a hostile sense, but Cerny has shown me in Late 
Ramesside Letters, 17, 13 an example of fry didf (so written out, not tp) where ‘lift the 
head’ has the undoubted sense ‘be cheered*.—Two examples of the rare w ord hiy occur 
in the same book (31, 15; 64, 3) in a wish that the recipient or the writer of the letter 
may be ‘saved from every' danger which is in the land’ (id nt-r hty vb nty m pi tt). The 
sense ‘danger’ is not recognized by Wb. m, 182, 5-7, but seems certain; probably the 
word is identical with Coptic jotc ‘fear’, the more so since the occasional determinative 
with j& (see Wb, III, 182, 6 and one of the two cases above-quoted) connects the word 
with the Coptic homonym meaning ‘moment’, German AugenbUck\ see too the demotic 
spelling of the last-named wrord, Erichsen, Dem, Ghssar, 338.—It is of course doubtful 
whether the following hr or hr n means ‘on account of as suggested in my translation. 
Also krwy at the end of the line may be either the word for ‘enemies’ or that for ‘war’. 
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THE MAN WHO WAS TIRED OF LIFE 

By R, O. FAULKNER 

Not the least remarkable of the literary pieces which have survived from Ancient 
Egypt is that contained in P.Berlin 3024, namely, a discussion between a man and his 

soul on the topic of suicide—to die or not to die. It was first published by Erman in 
1896 under the title Gesprdch ernes Lcbensmuden mit seiner Seek in the Abkandhatgen 
of the Prussian Academy, and this has remained the standard edition ever since* In 
1924 Sethc printed very' considerable extracts from the text in his Aegyptisehe Lesestikke, 

and in 1937 Scharff published a fresh translation and commentary in Der Berickt iiber 

das Streiigesprdek titles Lebensmiiden mit seiner Seek in the Sitzungsberichte of the 
Bavarian Academy* Shortly after the end of the last war Weill studied the text in Bull. 

lnst.fr. 45, 89 ff., and de Buck turned to the same topic in Kernmomenten 'Ex Oriente 
Lux\ Mededeelingen m VerhandeUngen, no. 7, 19 ff.f an article in Dutch evaluating the 

composition but avoiding textual and philological discussion; see also junker in Anz. 
Akad. Wien, 1948, 219 If. Translations without commentary published in collections 
of literary texts are those of Erman, Die Liter at ur der Aegypter, 122 IT., Englished by 
Blackman in The Literature of the Ancient Egyptians, 86 ff„ and of Wilson in Pritchard, 

Ancient Near Eastern Texts, 405 ff. But an attempt to use this text for teaching purposes 

has convinced me that the last word on the topic is as yet far from having been said; 
the time therefore seemed ripe to attempt a fresh version, which it is hoped will stimu¬ 

late others to advance our understanding of the text yet further* In this attempt i have 
had a certain advantage; my copy of Erman’s edition was presented to me more than 
twenty years ago by Sir Alan Gardiner, and in it I found pencilled notes by him on 

some of the more difficult passages. 1 have made full use of these, and due acknowledge¬ 
ments will be found from time to time in the Commentary below. The hieroglyphic 

transcription on pp. 22 ff. is based on the excellent photographs printed in Erman’s 
edition, and provides a certain number of new readings, some of which are again due 
to Gardiner, as the textual notes will show. In the discussion which follows comment 

is mainlv confined to the detailed studies oi Erman, Sctisrff, and Weill* 

Translation 

(t)... you in order (?) to say .. * (a) ■ ■ ■ [the]ir [tongues] cannot question (>),* for it will [be 

crookedness {>)}* . . . (3) payments, their tongues cannot question {?).* 
I opened (4) my mouth to my soul, that I might answer what it had said: (5) Thi3 is 100 rauch 

for me today, that my soul does not argue (6) with me;* it is too great for exaggeration,* it is as if 

one ignored (7) me.* Let mv soul not depart, that it may attend to it for me7 (8).(9) - * ■ in 
my body like a net of cord,® (10) but it will not succeed in escaping the day of trouble.* (it) Rehold, 

my soul misleads mc,lfl hut I do not listen (12) to it; draws me towards death” ere <!)’-have come 

to k (13) and casts (me)1* on the fire to burn me ... (14)-(15) it1* approaches me on the 
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day of trouble and (16) it14 stands on yonder side as docs a . . . (17) Such is lie who goes forth 
that he may bring himself For him (?),16 0 my soul, (18) who art too stupid to case (?) misery in life17 

and yet holdest me back (19) from death19 ere I come to it, sweeten (20) the West for me."' Is it 
(too much) trouble? Yet life is a (21) transitory state, and even trees fall. Trample (22) on wrong, 
for my misery endures, *•* (23) May Thoth who pacifies the gods judge me; (24) may K lions defend 

me, (25) even he who writes truly; may Re{ hear my plaint, (26) even he who commands (?)“ the 
Solar Bark; may (27) Isdes” defend me in the Holy Chamber17 , . . (28) * . , because the needy 
one (?) is weighed down with (?) [the burden (?)] (29) which he has lifted up for me;y it is pleasant 

that (30) the gods-* should ward off the secret (thoughts)1* of my body. 
What my soul said to me: (31) Art thou not a man?17 Indeed thou art (32) alive,3* but what doest 

thou profit?39 Yet thou yearnest for life39 (33) like a man of wealth, 
I said: I have not gone,71 (34) (even though) that is on the ground.71 Indeed thou lea peat away (?), 

but thou wilt (35) not be cared for.37 Every prisoner says: (36) ‘I will take thee*, but thou art dead,7* 
though thy name (37) lives. Yonder3* is a resting-place attractive (?)76 (38) to the heart; the West 
is a dwelling-place,77 rowing (39) . . , face. If my guiltless soul'® listens to me (40) and its heart is 

in accord with me, it will (41) be fortunate, for 1 will cause it to attain the West, like (42) one who is 
in his pyramid, to whose burial a survivor attended. {43) 1 will , . ,J0 [over?] (44) thy corpse, so 
that thou makest another soul envious (?)*° (45) in weariness (?).*’ I will . . .,34 then (46) wilt thou 
not77 be cold, so that thou makest envious (?) another soul (47) which is hot.77 1 will drink water at 

{48) the eddy, I will raise up shade (?). (49) so that thou makest envious (?) another soul which is 
hungry.77 If (50) thou holdest me back*5 from death in this manner, (51) thou wilt find nowhere 
thou ctftSt rest in the West. Be so kind, (52) my soul, my brother, as to become mine heir*6 (53) 

who shall make offering and stand at*7 the tomb (34) on the day of burial, that he may prepare (?)** 

a bier (55) for the necropolis. 
My soul opened its mouth to me (56) that it might answer what I had said: If thou thinkest on 

burial, (57) it is a sad matter;49 it is a hringer of weeping through making a man miserable; (58) it 
is taking a man from his house, he being cast upon the (59) high ground; nevermore wilt thou go 
up*9 that thou mayest see (60) the sun.81 They who built in (61) granite and constructed halls (?)*3 

in goodly pyramids with (62) fine work, when the builders became (63) gods their stelae were 
destroyed,81 like the weary ones (64) who died on the river-bank through lack of a survivor, (65) 
the flood having taken its toll5* (66) and the sun likewise, to whom talk the fishes (67) of the 

hanks of the water.55 Listen to me; behold, it is good for men to hear, (68) Follow the happy day 

and forget care. 
A peasant (69) ploughed his plot5* and loaded his harvest (70) aboard a ship, towing it*7 (71) 

when his time of festival drew near, tic saw the coming of the darkness (72) of the norther,5® for 
he was vigilant59 in the boat (73) when the sun setw He escaped (r)91 with his wife (74) and children, 

but came to grief on a lake infested by (75) night with crocodiles.*7 At last he sat down (76) and 

broke silence,63 saying: ‘I weep not (77) for yonder mother,64 who has no more going forth from the 
West (78) for another (term) upon earth; I sorrow rather for her children (79) broken in the egg, 

who have looked in the face of the crocodile-god (80) ere they have lived.’ 
A peasant6* asked for a meal (81) and his wife said to him: ‘There is . . “ for supper.* (82) And 

he went out to , , .« for a moment (83) and returned to his house as if he were someone else.64 

His wife (84) reasoned (r)69 with him, but he would not listen to her ; he.. .7D (85) and the messengers 

were helpless (?).71 
I opened (86) my mouth to my soul that I might answer what it had said; 

Behold, (87) my name is detested,77 
Behold,77 more than the smell of vultures74 

(88) On a summer’s day when the sky is hot- 
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Behold, (S9) my name is detested* 

Behold* (more than the smell of)7* a catch of fish76 

(90) On a day of catching when the sky is hot. 

{91) Behold* my name is detested* 
Behold, more than the smell of (92) ducks*77 

More than a covert73 of reeds7* (93) Full of waterfowl. 

Behold* my name is detested, 

(94) Behold* more than the smell of fishermen, 
More than the creeks30 (95) of the marshes where they have fished. 

Behold, (96) my name is detested, 
Beholds more than the smell of crocodiles, 

(97) More than sitting by sandbanks {?)aa full of crocodiles. 

Behold, (gS) my name is detested, 
Behold, more than a woman 

About whom lies are told (99) to a man,Bi 

Behold, (too) my name is detested, 
Behold, more than a sturdy child 
Of whom it is said: (101) "He belongs to his rival/®1 

Behold* my name is detested, 
(102) Behold, (more than)84 a town belonging to the monarch (?)Bs 
Which mutters sedition (103) when his back is turned.8* 

To whom can I speak today ? 

Brothers are evil 
(104) And the friends of today unlovable.37 

To whom can I speak (105) today? 
Hearts are rapacious 

And everyone takes (106) his neighbour's goods. 

(To whom can I speak today ?)** 
(107) Gentleness8* has perished 

And the violent man has come down on (108) everyone. 

To whom can I speak today ? 
Men are contented with evil** 
(109) And goodness is neglected03 everywhere. 

To whom can I speak (110) today ? 
He who should enrage*7 a man by his ill deeds, 
He makes (111) everyone laugh (by)** his wicked wrongdoing. 

To whom can I speak (112) today? 
Men plunder 
And every man robs his neighbour. 

(i 13) To whom can I speak today? 

The wrongdoer*4 (114) is an intimate friend 
And the brother with whom one used to act is become (115) an enemy. 
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To whom can I speak today? 
None remember the past 

(116) And no one now helps him who used to do (good).0* 

To whom can I apeak today, 

(117) Brothers are evil 
And men have recourse to56 (nS) strangers for affection (?)+** 

To whom can 1 speak today ? 

Faces (*19) are averted 
And every man looks askance atgS (120) his brethren. 

To whom can I speak today r 

Hearts are rapacious 
(i2i) And there is no man's heart in which one can trust.** 

To whom can I speak (122) today? 

There are no just persons 
And the land is left over tOtM (123) the doers of wrong. 

To whom can I speak today (?) 
There is lack (124) of an intimate friend 
And men have recourse to someone unknown (125} in order to complain101 to him. 

To whom can I speak today? 
There is no (126) contented man 
And that person who once walked with him no longer (127} exists* 

To whom can T speak today ? 
I am heavy-laden (12S) with trouble 
Through lack of an intimate friend. 

(129) To whom can I speak today? 
The wrong which roams the earth,30* 

(130) There is no end to it. 

Death is in my sight today 
(As when)1** (131) a aiek man becomes well, 
Like going out-of-doors after detention-™ 

(132) Death is in my sight today 

Like the smdl of myrrh* 
(133) Like sitting under an awning305 (134) on a windy day. 

Death is in my sight today 
(135) Like the perfume of lotuses. 
Like sitting on the shore (136) of the Land of Drunkenness. 

Death is in my sight today 
Like (137) a trodden way,10* 
As when a man returns (13S) home307 from an expedition. 

Death is in my sight today 
Like (139) the clearing of the sky, 
Like a man who . * . (140) * ., for f?) something which he knows notd°* 
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Death is in my sight today 
(141) as when a man desires to see home1®1 
When he has spent many years (142) in captivity. 

Verily, he tvho is yonder10® will be a living god, 
(143) Averting the ill of him who docs it. 

Verily, (144) he who is yonder will be one who stands in the Bart of the Sun, 
Causing choice things to be given (145) therefrom for the temples. 

Verily, he who is yonder will be a sage 

(146) Who will not be prevented from appealing to (147) Re* when he speaks,110 

What my $oul said to me: {148) Cast complaint upon the peg (?),'" my comrade111 {149) and 
brother; make offering on the brazierIIJ (150) and cleave unto lift,11* according aa I (?) have said.11* 
Desire me (151) here,1'6 thrust thou aside the West,111 but desire (ijz) that thou mayest attain the 
West when thy body goes to earth.118 (153) that I may alight after thou art weary; {154) then will 
ive make an abode together.11® 

IT IS FINISHED (155} FROM ITS BEGINNING TO ITS END, JUST AS IT WAS FOUND IN WRITING. 

Commentary 

1 ScharfF renders nmf as 'parteiisch'; it is true that in a number of instances nmr » 

undoubtedly means ‘be onesided (in judgement)’, e.g. Peas. B2, 104; Lesestiicke, 79, 19; 

Siuty pi, 5, 249; Urk, iv, 971, 14, but in Urk, 1, 78, 2 the sense seems rather to be ‘to 
question’ someone (so Gunn, Syntax, 47 [2]), and this rendering suits the present situa¬ 

tion, where nnr is an activity of the tongue. Emoan and Weill do not venture on a 
translation of these fragmentary first three lines, 

2 Restoring tentatively as itv r hi\bb\; fee without expressed subject occurs again in 

I. 6, Hfbb ‘crookedness1 is a pure guess, but appears to fit the context; for the word 
cf. JfEA 9, 11, n. 8. 

3 The next clause shows that a speech by the soul ends here, 

4 A strange remark, as arguing is apparently just what the soul has been doing; the 
point of this comment must lie in the preceding speech by the soul, which is almost 
entirely lost. For the sense of mdze hnrt which, as ScharfF has seen, must carry a stronger 
colouring here than the baldly literal ‘speak with’, cf, ZAS 57, 3*; Urk, iv, 1114, 17; 

Weill renders ‘que mon ame ne park* pas d’accord avec moi’, so also Junker, op, cit. 
220, hut the context shows that the speaker complains not that the soul merely disagrees 
with him, but that it appears to ignore what he has to say. 

s 'he tar r rbr ‘it is too great for exaggeration’; for this use of r cf, Gardiner, Eg. 

Gramm,2 § 163, 7; another instance jP. Knit. 3, 33. Weill’s ‘vraiment cela outre passe le 
vraiscmble' is a paraphrase rather than an exact translation, but conveys the sense of 
the passage, 

6 Regarding wsf with ScharfF as a transitive infinitive with objective suffix; for the 
transitive use of this verb cf, Urk. iv, 353, 8; A mama, v, 26, 22. Weill’s Vest comme 

une foifaiture’ ignores the suffix after wsf, which he mistranslates; Junker has ‘das heiBt 
mich im Stiche iassen’. 

7 For rhr hr ‘attend to* sec JEA 17, 59 (30). The following 1. 8 is hopelessly damaged. 
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* ScharfF ‘Scil und Strict’, Weil 'en liens et cordcs', but the meaning ‘net’ for Sme 
is well established, cf. Adm. 2, 13; Urk. IV, 2, 16; 6^9, 4. 

9 Lit. ‘there will not come to pass by its hand that it escape the day of trouble’; so 
already Gardiner. The construction is the future negation tin sdm-J with a verbal noun- 
clause as subject; for net in the sense of 'escape’ cf. Textes re/. 19, 21. ScharfF renders 

as ’Nicht gibt es einen Tatkraftigcn, der sich am Tagc dcr Triibsal {seines Freundes) 
davonmacht!’, taking tin hpr ... as a non-exktential clause with participial subject, and 
Gunn, Syntax, 145 (38), adopts a similar view, but this gives a much poorer sense; the 
clause surely refers to the soul and not to a vague external person. Weill’s ‘sans qu'il 
se produise, de sa part, qu’ellc foie au jour dc malheur’ approaches more closely the 
rendering adopted here. 

10 M'tn bfihr thti ‘Behold, my soul misleads me’; for the sense of t/i cf. Sin. B 148. 

202; Peas. B t, 281. Weill ‘mon ame me violente’; Junker ‘greift mich an’. 
11 Hr sti-i r mt clearly continues hr tht i in 1.11 and must therefore describe the soul’s 

activities, so too hr hr kt next following. W’eill has seen this, but Scharff’s ‘wenn 

ich dem Tode zustrebe . . . wenn ich mich ins Feuer stiirze’ overlooks the parallelism 

with hr thPi and also would require Iwi before hr sts-i. At the same time it must be 
admitted that the text is contradictory'; here the man accuses his soul of dragging him 
to death, but in 11. 18-20 he complains that it hinders his departure; in 11, 31-33 the 

soul is caustic over the man’s clinging to life, yet in II, 56 ff. it is expansive on the un¬ 
desirability of death, and in 11. 148 fF. it advocates clinging to life. Perhaps this is the 
author’s way of indicating the vacillation of purpose in the man’s mind, swinging first 

one way and then another and postponing a decision. The writing of sts ‘drag’ as 

HSJ zT here and in 1.70 is paralleled by Sin. 6 230; the intrusive |l is prob¬ 
ably to be explained from the Pyramid Texts. In Pyr. 1070 the door-holt and 
the draw-cord usually shown as have been separated; in other variants from the 
same source has been treated as a phonogram for its and the door-bolt added as 

determinative, cf. |l^— Pyr. 685; Pyr. 245; evidently by the Middle King¬ 
dom the significance of the bolt-dctcrminative had been forgotten and the sign came 
to be regarded as equivalent to f, though it is unlikely that the pseudo-r was ever pro¬ 

nounced. Junker’s version is close to SchariT’s. 
Suffix 1st sing, omitted, read n iit l n f, Weill has not realized this, and translates 

*(la mort) qui n’est pas encore venue’, but in 1. 19 the same expression shows the suffix, 

13 The objective suffix 1st sing, must be supplied after hsrt 
ti The suffixes in /£(«■)/... rhr-f presumably refer to the soul. Both ScharfF and Weill 

interpret these two clauses as wishes, 1 think wrongly; they seem to me to continue the 

description of the activities of the soul. 
15 jVfipeo is a word of unknown meaning. Weill renders it ‘Formateur’ as name of 

Thoth, see note d in his Commentary, but 1 cannot follow him; there seems no reason 

for associating either nhpis here or in*f no in 1. 17 with Thoth or any other deity. 
16 An obscure sentence with a characteristically Egyptian ambiguity of pronouns. 

Perhaps the sense is ‘Such is the soul w ho goes forth that he may bring himself for the 

man’s benefit’, recalling the visits of the bt to the corpse after death, but even so the 
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passage remains well-nigh incomprehensible. For the sense of pt . . . pto, cf, Gardiner, 
Eg. Gramm.2 § in. Scharff does not venture on a rendering; Weill has ‘celui-la raeme 

qui se manifesto pour etre VApporteur\ in accordance with his note d already referred 

to. Erman’s and Gardiner’s versions approximate to that given here, and the latter 

further suggests that the whole passage from tk(n-)f to in f rat rf may refer to the 

proper conduct to be expected of a bt. 
n The man complains that the soul is unable to help him in life and yet restrains 

him from death, and is indeed quite ineffective. The verb sdh apparently occurs only 
here, and the meaning assigned to it is not quite certain. Scharff’s rendering ‘es ist 
toricht, eines Lebensmiidcn uberreden zu wollen (??)', taking idu as an adjectival pre¬ 

dicate before r and infinitive, cannot be defended; Weill has ‘Mon ame, il est insense 

dc deprimer [davantage encore] un homme lasse dc la vie1; for his view of this and the 

next passage see Bull. Insi.fr. 45, 107. 
is Accepting Scharff’s interpretation of ihm id r mt as against ‘urgest me to death’ 

or the like of Gardiner, Erman, and Weill; see also Smither in JEA 25, 220, The point 

is that the soul’s contribution to solving the problem is quite useless, 
19 The speaker appeals to his soul to act sensibly and to smooth his passage to the 

next world. 
10 Weill regards the suffix in mnr i 'my misery’ as a determinative, and renders the 

passage ‘Passe par-dessus la coupable erreur, [pour] soutenir I'infortune', see also his 

note h, but I much doubt if wth can bear the sense ‘soutenir’. Surely a better sense is 

obtained if wth is regarded as intransitive here, with mnr i as subject, 
21 only here; the meaning assigned to it is a guess based on the determinative. 

Weill renders Tassembleur’, see his note i; Scharff’s suggestion that it may represent 

sgr ‘make quiet, calm’ does not seem to fit with the determinative, though Sethe 

(Erldutmmgen z. d. aeg. Lesestiicken, 62) takes a similar line (‘zur Ruhe weist?’). 

21 On the god Isds see Scharff, p. 19, n. 36; Boylan, Thoth, 201 ff. 
» rt dsrt ‘the Holy Chamber' in this context is surely the celestial Hall of Judgement, 

where the man’s appeal to the gods to judge and defend him will be acted on; to identify 
it with the place of embalming, as Scharff suggests, is to make the mention of it point¬ 

less here. 
24 Scharff 'meine Not lastet . . die sie {die Seele?) (sonst) fur mieh getragen hat’; 

Weill *Ma misere est lourde . . . qu’elle (? l’ame?) a portae pour moi’. I feel, however, 

that a better sense is obtained if f>c read as ‘the needy one’ and regarded 
as the antecedent of the suffix in frnf\ after 1edn is a trace which I hesitatingly read as 
instrumental I must admit, however, that it is far from clear who the ‘needy one’ is; 
perhaps it refers to the speaker himself. Certainly the suffix in ft’nf must refer to an 
active agent, anti sir is the only one available; for tvdrt used of persons who are over¬ 

burdened cf. Wb. 1, 390, 7. If my view of this sentence is correct, then in the lacuna 
after icdn m we must restore a masculine word for ‘burden’ to agree with the following 
relative form, and the obvious choice is itpvi, for which see Peas. 13 j, 259; P.Kah. 30, 

38; Adm. l, 2; 5, 12; p. 100. 
25 Reading *] m with Scharff rather than Erman’s and Sethc’s , though they too 
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have seen that j M is what is needed here. The straight dash for the plural strokes is 
not rare; in our text again 11. 61, 62. 

26 Implying that the ‘secret thoughts’ were unpleasant, which is what one might 
expect. 

27 So Gardiner, Eg. Gramm.2 § 491. Scharff and Weill are in substantial agreement 
with this rendering. Erman’s ‘Du bist nicht eine Person’ misses the point of this 
sentence, which is a somewhat sarcastic question. 

28 The lacuna after consists of one sign only; the traces are obscure, but g seems 

the only possibility. This is a common determinative of the particle tr1 sec the examples 
quoted by Gardiner, op. cit. § 495, p. 403. Scharff assumes that a whole word is lost, 
and renders as ‘Bist du denn . . . solange du lebst*, but his version demands too great 
a lacuna, and that here given yields excellent sense. Weill regards this clause as a 

question and the next as a statement, which is the exact opposite of the real situation, 
29 Lit. ‘What is thy profit ?’; for this sense of km cf. Peas, li 1, 182, 203; MUUngen, i, 5. 

11; Brit, Mus. 826, 7 — de Buck, Reading-bookt 113, i6. Scharff (so also Sainte Fare 

Garnot, ^£,<4 35, 65 (n), discussing Brit. Mus. 826) wrongly takes km to mean ‘aim’ 

‘purpose', following a suggestion by Sethe, Erlauterungen, 62, and thus misses the point 
of the question. 

50 Gardiner's reading for the damaged word at the bottom of l, 32 fits the con¬ 
text so exactly as to carry conviction. Scharff has no suggestion to offer; Weill renders 
‘et tu prends souci de [sepulture] eomrnc un maitre des tresors’. 

31 Certainly so; ScharfF’s rendering Tch kann nicht (von hinnen) gehen’ would 

require n $m n l, Weill’s version *Je lie veux point m’en aller’ is likewise inadmissible. 
32 Meaning probably *mv wealth has vanished’, taking njt as referring back to riyw 

in k 33. Scharff’s ‘solange (die Frage) dcs Jcnseits nicht gcklart ist' is over-free and 

seems also to miss the point: he, as also Weill, takes tip in the sense of ‘yonder place*, 

‘the other world*, a permissible rendering, see I. 37 below, but one which does not suit 
the present context. He has overlooked the fact that here we have ho + a noun- 

equivalent (np) + adverbial predicate in a subordinate clause, an exceptional usage 
which implies a strong contrast or the like (Gardiner, Eg. Gramm 2 § 117); the point is 

surely that the speaker has not yet departed this life although he has lost everything, He 
is in fact refuting the soul’s accusation that he dings to life like a rich man. 

Scharff in his ‘Der gcwaltsamc Entfiihrcr (?) nimmt fort, ohne sich um dich zu 

kuramcm1 and Weill in ‘Le ravisseur qui cnlcvc violemment, sans se soucicr de toi’ 

have both completely misunderstood this sentence. Nkmn tw hr tjyt consists of non- 
enclitic particle + pronominal subject + hr + infinitive, a perfectly straightforward 
construction in which the only doubtful point is the meaning of tjyt, here clearly an 
intransitive verb the sense of which is suggested by Wb. v, 298, 10; the next clause con¬ 

sists of the future negation rm sdm f in the passive. The soul may run away, but it will 

not reap any benefit by so doing. 
*+ Erman, Sethe (Lesestucke, 44, 13) and Scharff all emend m gri ll ml into ize 

grt Qirtyk mt, but the emendation is not necessary and spoils the sense; for a suffix 

attached to an enditic particle cf. n-m tr-k ii ‘who art thou that hast come?’, Vrk. V, 
lliw 
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148, 3, quoted by Gardiner, op. cit. § 256, end. Gardiner suggests in a note that all this 

passage from nhmn tzo onward may describe the abandoned state of the soul which 
does not accompany its owner after death; every prisoner would like to get hold of it, 

but it is as good as dead. This view is confirmed by 11. 39 fb, where arc described the 

benefits accruing to the soul which docs not desert its owner. 
■is Here nfi certainly refers to the world beyond, the demonstrative subject, lit, ‘that 

(yonder)’, following its nominal predicate in accordance with the normal rule. 
36 rfd, the meaning of which is obscure, is shown by the following nt to be a feminine 

word from which the ending has been omitted, and it is probably an adjective 

qualifying st nt hnt ‘resting-place'. Scharff, in his comment on this passage, suggests 

taking rfd(f) here as the infinitive of rfd ‘lead’ to a place. West car, 7, 26, translating 

literally as ‘das Jenseits ist die Statte des sich Niederlassens und des Hinfuhrcns des 
Herzens’; in his final translation he renders as \ . . wo man sich niedcrladt, wo es das 

Herz hinzieht (?)*, but this does not yield very good sense. Since rfd here and rfd ‘lead’ 
of Westcar are spelt exactly alike, Scharff is probably right in assuming a connexion 

between them, but a better sense can be obtained by regarding rfd(t) as a participle 
and by translating literally ‘a resting-place-which-leads of the heart’, i.e. a resting- 

place ‘attractive’ to the heart. 
33 Weill's translation of dmipw imnl as Vest la ville de I'Occident’ would demand a 

gentive n after pro. 

38 Scharffs reading hrl ivs[ty\ [b]tt is almost certainly correct; the fact that bit 

normally has for determinative instead of ^ is not enough to invalidate it. The 

speaker now describes the benefits which will accrue to the soul which stands by its 

owner. 

3’ The meaning of nh\ is unknown. At the bottom of the line Scharff restores [hr], 

« Sddm is clearly the causative of dim < ddb ‘sting’, 'incite’, Gardiner, Notes on 

Sintihe, 50. Here he suggests the sense 'make envious', which is preferable to Scharff’s 

'verachten' in that it adheres more closely to the literal meaning of the causative. 

Weill’s ‘tu mep riser as’ seems also to mistake the sense of this verb. 

41 I.e. in the limpness of death ? Erman has ‘als miide’, Scharff *als (die ernes) Miiden’, 

Weill ‘en faiblcsse’, 

41 Scharff and Weill, doubtless rightly, emend tm f into tm‘k\ the 3rd person yields 

but poor sense. 

43 The benefits here described are a little obscure, but apparently mean that if the 

soul is good it will neither freeze nor fry. 

44 This passage is quite obscure. 

45 Read ihm k, on which see note 18 above. 

441 Emending the r fyprt of the text (if that is indeed the correct reading, see the 

textual note) into r hpr nt ‘so as to become'; as it stands r hprt hwwi can only mean 
’until my hdr comes into heing’, which does not fit the context; the preceding wik ibk 

clearly introduces a request to the soul itself to undertake the duties of an heir by 

attending to the obsequies of the deceased. 
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47 cfcr hr is doubtless to be taken literally here rather than in its derived sense of 
‘attend to', 

48 The verb siy ‘prepare’ a bed or a bier is otherwise unknown. 
49 Read not h;t lb as Scharff, but nhit ib, on which see Gardiner, Admonitions, 82; 

Junker, ‘so ist das bloG Herzeleid". The initial —>, at the bottom of l. 56, is clear in 

the photograph. Weill renders ‘une insanite', which seems a little too forcible, and his 

note b on this passage suggests that he has entirely misunderstood its drift; it does not 
imply that ‘le souci des funerailles* could determine a man’s death, but savs that the 

contemplation of death and burial is a depressing and tear-producing business, and 
implies that the most elaborate funerary arrangements are but a futile effort. 

so On the construction rmpr-n-k see Gardiner, Eg, Gramm,1 §418 A. 

51 Lit. ‘suns’ in the plural. 

See the textual note. 
51 W$ bears a somewhat stronger colouring than ‘empty* (Scharff, Weill, Junker), 

in that it implies destruction; it has this sense not only in the familiar gm toS ‘found 

destroyed*, e.g. Beni Hasan, I, 26,16z; fibers, 18,1, but also when used of the loss of hair, 

Gardiner, Admonitions > 62, and as a transitive verb ‘make desolate’ a place. Letters to 

the Dead, vi, 4 (n,). 
54 Phuy/y, lit. ‘its end’, Scharff takes a similar view. 
ss i.e. in the end the pv ram id-builders were left no better off than those who never 

had a burial, but who died by drowning or sunstroke, their corpses being deposited in 

the river among the fish. The expression ‘the fishes of the banks of the water’ refers 
to the fish lurking in the shadow of the river-bank, where a corpse hastily thrown into 

the water would fall, Scharff’s ‘das ihre, die Fische reden zu ihnen und (?) der Uferrand* 

misses this point; Weill correctly ’ct a qui parlent les poissons de la rive’, 
56 Here begins the first of tw'o anecdotes related by the soul which at first sight seem 

to have little bearing on the topic under discussion; perhaps they were intended to 

convey to the would-be suicide that there were misfortunes worse than those of which 

he complains. 
s? Lit. ‘he dragged a voyaging’; presumably sailing was impracticable and the 

peasant could not afford to pay rowers. 
s8 Mkyt is w ritten here with the two determinatives ¥ and signifying 'the north 

wind’ and ‘flood* respectively. As Scharff has seen, this passage refers to the onset of a 

norther accompanied by much cloud and heavy rain. 
59 Read r$ as rj( ■»■/), w ith ellipse of formative and suffix following on nu n/; so also 

pr( nf} and >■£<■«*/) in the following clauses, cf. Gardiner, Eg, Gramm.1 § 487. 

69 Rr hr r£, lit. ‘while the sun was entering1; that this phrase describes sunset was 

noted already by Erman. 
61 The rendering of pr as ‘escape’ is due to Scharff. 
61 For some reason Scharff, followed by Weill, separates hmtf and msu-f and 

renders.. und entrant mit seiner Frau (der Gefahr). Seine Kinder (aber) gchen auf 

dem Wasser zugrunde, das gefahrdet ist in der Nacht durch die Krokodile’, but surely 

this js completely to misunderstand the passage. Apart from the fact that one would 
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naturally expect hmtf and mmf to be co-ordinated, there seems little doubt that tk 
is to be interpreted as ik(*n/) like the preceding rs{nf) and pr(ttf); ScharfFs version 

would require hmtf to be followed by iw mstv f tk, with Izo marking the contrast. 
Furthermore, it seems dear from II. 75 ff. that the wife (and not a daughter, as Scharff 

thinks, see note 64 below) was eaten by the crocodiles, and finally .fa hr does not mean 
‘endangered by’ but ‘infested with', cf. Gardiner, JEA 9, 13, n. 1; so also Weill. 

63 So Gardiner; lit. perhaps ‘divided (the silence) with the voice*. 

64 Mst, lit. ‘child-bearer’; the allusion is dearly to the wife he has lost. Scharff’s 

misunderstanding of the preceding incident has led him to identify this mst with a 
daughter (Weill ‘cette bile-la’) who while carrying unborn children was seized by 

crocodiles, but this interpretation is altogether fanciful. The whole point of the speech 
is that the man mourns not for his wife, who has lived her life and is now eternally at 

rest in the West, but he weeps for her unborn children, cut off by the crocodiles before 

they had tasted life. The point of the demonstrative tfi before mst is thus not that it 

indicates contempt (so Scharff), but that that it suggest distance, 'yonder* in the West, 

and the unborn children are doubtless to be regarded as the potential offspring whom 

the husband had hoped his wife would bear in the future. Here I have followed Gardiner’s 
version, which is altogether superior to any other. 

65 Here begins a second anecdote, shorter and even more obscure that the first. 
« The name of the dish in question has been omitted. 

67 An obscure causative verb; Scharff, followed by Weill, suggests ‘ausschimpfen’, 

but it would not be necessary for the man to go outside to express his annoyance with 
his wife (for offering him a dish he did not like?). I have no suggestion to offer. 

68 Scharff thinks that the man has calmed down after his outburst of rage, and so 

changed himself, but that does not accord with the fact that after he returned to the 

house he continued his alarming conduct. Gardiner’s suggestion of sudden insanity 

seems more to the point, since, judging by the previous story, we must assume that we 
have here an account of a serious calamity. 

69 So Gardiner, with several ‘queries’. 

70 See note 67 above; in the scries of successive jl*s one has apparently been dropped. 
71 The allusion to 'messengers’ is quite obscure; could the word possibly mean ‘by¬ 

standers’ ? Scharff suggests emending tuptetyw into wptnt and renders as ‘unzuganglich 
fur gutes Zureden (?)’, but the « in res lb n tvpurtytu can hardly be regarded otherwise 
than as a genitive, in which case the last word must refer to persons. I cannot see how 
Weill has obtained his Tesprit ferme (?) aux raisons*. 

71 In a series of poetic stanzas the man describes his miseries and sums up the argu¬ 
ments in favour of death. 

71 Scharff, Blackman {JEA 16, 70) and Junker, op. dt, 22$, take this as preposi¬ 

tion 4- suffix, rendering ‘durch dich\ ‘on thine account’ following Sethe, Erltiuterungen, 
65, hut there is nothing to show that the soul was in any way responsible for the man’s 

condition. Erman and Weill arc certainly right in regarding it simply as a repetition, for 
purposes of poetic emphasis, of the particle mk ‘behold*. 

74 Cf. Blackman, Orientalia, 7, 67 f. 
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75 R rfQ’) 'more than the smell of* has clearly been omitted in error. 

76 So Scharff, Weill, and Gardiner, certainly rightly, as against Erman’s ‘Fisehemp- 
fanger*; the fishermen are mentioned in a later stanza. 

77 11 otherw ise unknown, and Erman rightly regards it as a confusion of 
/sin ‘vultures’ (1. 87) and ipdv. ‘ducks’ {JEA 38, 128). From the context the latter are 
obviously meant. 

78 On bunt 'covert* sec Blackman, JEA 16, 70. 

79 Erman and Blackman both take tri as a writing of trt ‘willow’, but apart from the 

fact that the genders of the two writings do not agree, the context, as Scharff has seen, 
indicates clearly that tri here is a variant of twr Teed*, libers, 55, 16; Weill correctly 

‘roseliers’. 
80 On htstv see Gardiner, Onomastka, I,9*, no. 43; here the reference is to the narrow 

waterways which intersect the marshes. 
81 Following Erman; the word > >, which he does not translate, probably refers to 

the sandbanks whereon the reptiles sun themselves, which would be decidedly odori¬ 

ferous; Weill suggests *la lisle re de l’inondation*, which seems to me less probable. 
Scharff strangely reads and connects the word with dtdtt ‘council*, ‘assembly’. 

The collective here exceptionally spelt a term for ‘crocodiles’, 
seems to be derived from mryi ‘river-bank* and to signify ‘bank-lurkers*. 

8i Blackman, JEA 16, 71, and Scharff render as ‘on account of a man*, but would not 

this require hr tiy rather than n tty r Weill has ‘a son mari*, but tty stands for ‘male’, 
‘man’ in general rather than for ‘husband*, and here has no suffix, 

83 I.e. is the offspring of adultery. The passage is well discussed by Blackman, 

loc. cit, 
84 The r of comparison has been omitted. 
8s Scharff, following Erman, reads -■=*£ '< as dmi{$)n and translates ‘disloyal town’; 

Weill adopts a similar reading and renders as ‘unc ville infest tie de rebellion*. Much 

more probable is Gardiner’s proposal to read dad n tty ’a town of the monarch’, ity 
being written erroneously with one crocodile instead of two; this reading has the merit 

of providing an acceptable antecedent for the suffix in st-J ‘his back* (see the next note) 

and yields excellent sense. 
86 Lit. ‘his back is seen*; nut may be the passive sdtntn-f, compare the 2ae gem. tmm 

quoted by Gardiner, Eg. Gramm.1 § 425. Scharff, misled by his erroneous reading 
dmi {s}n noted above, renders as ‘ihren Riicken sieht1, referring the suffix in srf back 

to dmi, but he admits that he does not know what this could mean. 
87 With *he friends of today are unlovable’ compare 

‘an unbeatable disease’, Breasted, Ed. Smith. Surg. Pap. 159. Cf. also 

Gunn, Syntax, 137-8; Gardiner, op. cit. § 486, Gbs. 2, though it seems to me that in 

the examples with transitive verbs, the verb is always passive in sense; this receives 

some support from the writing ^ just quoted, which points to the passive sdm(tc) J 

form (‘they cannot be loved’, 'it cannot be treated'), in which case the ending 
(—, ~) wiH be a suffix of the 3rd person invariable in respect of gender and of num¬ 

ber. This explanation is not new, nor is it generally accepted, but it seems to fit all the 
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instances quoted by Gunn; in his example no. 5, besides the if'tt quoted towards the 
end of the passage, there is at least a possibility that the kstt'n near the beginning may 
exhibit this n as subject of a geminated form. 

m A blank space left in the papyrus, suggesting that there was a lacuna in the scribe’s 
copy; the restoration, however, is obvious. 

89 Weill Thomme doux’, but in that case we should expect the determinative $ 
after sf, 

90 Erman (‘der mit ruhigem Gesicht ist elend’) and Scharff (*wcr ein zufriedenes 

Gesicht macht, ist schlecht’) both take htp as a participle and the following hr as the 
word for ‘face’, and Weill follows them. A better sense, however, can be obtained by 

regarding hip here as impersonal Sdmf followed by the preposition; for htp hr ‘be 
pleased, contented, with’, cf. Pyr. § 1; Urk. iv, 580, 3; 835, 16. 

91 For rdi 7 t> in the sense of 'leave alone’f ‘neglect*, compare Iml ret1 t U ‘let him 
alone', Prisse, 6, 2, in reference to an argumentative dolt. 

91 The rendering with ‘should* brings out the intended contrast between what ought 
to be the state of affairs and what actually happens. 

93 The preposition m has been omitted, 

94 The word hitherto transcribed is in fact written jGinft (so already 
Gardiner); it thus appears that, owing to a certain resemblance in hieratic between fl 
and 3f, the scribe has perpetrated a vox nihili conflated out of ‘wrong¬ 

doer’ and J^P^trcn, ‘disease’. The former is of course the word required. Erman's "der 

Sieche* must therefore be discarded; Sethe (Erldutenagen, 65) and Scharff render cor¬ 
rectly as ‘Bdscwieht’, Weill as ‘coquin', but they all wrongly retain the old reading, 
which cannot bear this sense. 

95 Lit. 'no one acts for him who used to act in this moment*. In his original edition 
Erman failed to translate this sentence, but in his Literatur der Aegypter, 138 he 
rendered it very closely to our version, and Scharff follows him; Weill has ‘on ne 

s'acquit tc pas envers celui qui avait agi dans le moment’. For ir « 'help* someone cf. 
JEA 9, 21, n, 1; Letters to the Dead, i, 1 (n.). 

7ni m ‘have recourse to* is a well-known idiom, cf. e.g. 1. 124 below; Ptahhotep, 
349 (L11); in English we speak of ‘bringing in’ outside help. 

97 On mtt nt ib see Gardiner, Notes on Sinuhe, 75, n. 3. 
93 Lit. 'is downcast of face to’, 

99 lit. ‘on which one can lean'. Both Ennan and Scharff take rhn-ttv hr-f as qualifying 

r ‘man’: ‘no one on whom one can lean has a heart’, but a rather better sense is obtained 
by regarding it as qualifying ib: ‘there is no man’s heart . . rim here implies not 
physical but moral support. Weill's version is close to ours. 

100 So also Scharff; Weill ‘le pays est la proie des malfaitcurs’. For the expression 
t> sp n ‘the land is left over to' an evil fate of some kind, cf. also Adm. 4, 3 = 3, jjy 

101 Weill ‘pour lui donner F information’, but srh always appears to have a connota¬ 
tion of complaint or accusation, cf, Peas. B1,42; Urk. IV, 484,9; jtt, 8; JEA 16,195, 5. 

102 On fav ti ‘roam the earth’ see Blackman, JEA 22, 38. 
,M The preposition mi has been omitted. 
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104 On fdmt —■ ihmt 'detention1 see Smither, JEA 25, 220. Weill has overlooked this 
note; he has preserved the original misreading and guessed the meaning as ‘accident (?)\ 

105 On htm> 'awning* see Blackman, JEA 16, 71, 

106 Hardly ‘rainy way’ as Erman’s original version (so also Weill); such a flood- 
torrent as he envisages there can be far from pleasant. Sethe, Erlauteruugeit, 66, regards 

wit as infinitive of wH ‘be far1, and Scharff follows him, rendering as ‘wie das Aufhdren 
des Regens1. But Erman was surely right when in his Literature 129 he translated as 

‘ein betretener (?) Weg\ taking here as a miswriting of 'trodden1; for 
this sense of the verb, cf. JEA 22, 38. This last version suits the context much better; 

the allusion is to the pleasure of the returning wanderer at seeing a well-trodden road 

leading homeward. 
t<w On pr-sn 'home* see JEA 36, 111. 
108 This passage is quite obscure owing to our ignorance of the meaning of slit irn. 

Sethe, loc. dt,, suggests ‘hingeleitet zu1, ‘aufmerksam gemacht1, but these appear to 
be no more than guesses; as Scharff justly remarks, it is hard to see how the}1 can he 

derived from any known meaning of the stem, and they do not seem to fit the other 
occurrences of this verb in Prisse, 6, 7. 9, passages which are likewise obscure, but 

where the sense may be ‘entrap1. 
job Nty {m^ the singular of the well-known expression for the dead. 

110 It is not quite clear whether the suffix in tndwf refers to the sage or to Re<; with 
Erman and Scharff I feel that the balance tilts slightly in favour of Re*. Here ends the 

poetic advocacy of death; the soul replies by telling the man not to rush on the grave, 

but to live on until his end comes naturally. 
111 which is otherwise unknown, is clearly a wooden object; is the soul 

urging the man to doff his misery like an unwanted garment and to hang it on the peg? 
iij fn nm"i pi the demonstrative is used to indicate the vocative; as Erman and 

Scharff have both seen, mu ‘he belongs to1 must be interpreted substantially in the 

sense of ‘relative’ or ‘associate’. 
in Compare wdn n-stt sntr hr sdt ‘offer to them incense on the fire1. Budge, Book of 

the Dead (1898), 294, 7-8; the man is urged to offer to the gods and to resume a normal 

life. There seems no justification for Scharff’s ‘Du sollst dich aufs Fcuer werfen und 
das (jenseitige) Leben gewinnen1, which is followed by Weill; not only docs the intent 
of the soul's speech appear to be the exact opposite, but also the sense given to wdn is 
suspect, and the object-pronoun iw which Scharff's version would require is absent. 

His translation of this passage necessarily colours his rendering of what follows. 
in For dmikr ‘cleave to1 something see also Ebcrs, 91,14, quoted by Gunn, Syntax, 

191-2. The first determinative is certainly to be read [£t (Gardiner) rather than p=J 

(Erman and Sethe), but it is quite obscure what this sign is doing here unless under the 
influence of the following ^ the scribe absent-mindedly conjured up a vision of the word 

rht ‘fight*. 
115 The reading mi dd k of the original has led the previous commentators to assume 

that in this final speech the soul has agreed with its owner to die, but in my wcw the 
exact contrary is the case; the soul is continuing the trend ot its previous speech in 
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11. 55 ff., and intends this final spate of advice as a counter-blast to the pessimism 
expressed by the man in the preceding poem. Hence 1 would emend dd k into ddi, 
referring back to the soul's previous speech; this corruption would easily occur at the 
hands of a careless scribe in view of the previous occurrences of the suffix k in hni 
r-k . . , tvdn k . . . dmvk. It seems to me that the whole of this final speech becomes 
intelligible only if taken as an attempt of the soul to persuade the man to live out his 
allotted span; since it ends the papyrus we may suppose that the soul succeeded in 

its aim. 
116 I,e. keep the soul in company with its owner; mr is certainly imperative here, and 

it is succeeded by two other clauses in the imperative, namely, win nk and mr ftm .. . 
1,7 Scharff has misunderstood the imperative with reinforcing dative win nk imntt 

and has translated as ‘nachdcm dir der Westen abgelehnt hat' which would more prob¬ 
ably have been written m-ht vein n k hunt. He has also failed to recognize that the 
preceding and following clauses with mr are also imperatives, and has been reduced to 
postulating an idiom mr . ,, mr . . . ‘sci es, dafi .. . sei es, daB* which so far as I am 
aware has no other evidence for its existence. The injunction ‘thrust thou aside the 

West’ means in effect ‘do not yield to the temptation to lay violent hands on yourself*. 

Iia I.e. desire that death may come, when come it does, in the natural course of 

events, 
no The last two lines of the speech (153-4) recall the scenes and figures which depict 

the soul revisiting the body after death. If the man dies from natural causes—and is 
ipso facto buried with the proper rites—there will be nothing to prevent the soul from 

dwelling with him in the Hereafter, 
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A FLINT KNIFE OF KING DJER 

By W. NEEDLER 

The flint knife illustrated on pi. III was acquired by the Royal Ontario Museum, 

Toronto, more than forty years ago. It was bought from a dealer in Luxor in the spring 

of 1914 by G. D. Hornblowcr, acting for the museum. Before buying it Mr. Horn- 
blower described it in a letter as *a very large flint knife, its handle covered with gold 
and bearing a "hawk" name of an early king. Fine thin flint, broken across in the 

finding.’ It has not been published, except recently in a brief listing by Godron.1 It 
is especially important to bring the knife to the attention of Egyptologists in view of 

Professor Emery’s discoveries at Sakkiirah.1 
Its outline and its flaking are characteristic of a type of curved knife with small 'cut¬ 

out1 handle which has been frequently found in tombs of the First Dynasty*. The type 

appears suddenly at the beginning of the Dynasty, and its characteristic S-curved back 
and downward-pointing handle-spur tend to degenerate towards a straightcr, clumsier 

outline after Udimu. Handled knives of roughly similar outline and inferior quality 

come from the temple areas of Abydos and Hicrakonpolis, The finer and truly typical 
specimens have been found only in tombs, principally the great tombs of Abydos, 

Sakkarah, and Nakadah, but also at Gizah, Nag1 ed-Der, Tarkhan, and elsewhere.3 

In the quality of its flint work the Toronto knife compares favourably with any of 
the known examples of the type. The concavity of its back is about equal to that of the 
illustrated specimens from Emery’s tomb no. 3504 (Wadjy)4 and is greater than that 
of the specimens from the tomb of Hemaka (Udimu),* thus mildly supporting 

Petrie’s theory of the evolution of the type> The knife is 37 cm. long, much larger than 

the knives from Emery's tomb no, 3504 and slightly larger than all those from the 
tomb of Sdemaka except the 41 cm. specimen. Its peculiar interest lies in the gold foil 

covering the handle. A hieroglyphic inscription embossed on the gold contains the 
name of King Djer, and, indeed, we do not know of any other instance of an Early 

Dynastic knife having its original gold overlay preserved, 

1 “Activity de I'ejft-ptologie amJfricainc («i souvenir de Brown University}’, in Bull. See./ranf. d’£g. it 

(Oct. 1952), 63. 
1 Professor Emery saw the knife when he was in Toronto in Aprit 1955, and expressed the desire to see it 

published as soon as possible. The writer is indebted ta him for speeding n project long overdue. It is hoped 

that he and other interested scholars wilt solve the many problems connected with the object. 

> E.g, the fine specimen, 26 on. long, from a small private tomb, 1LN, Jan. a, 1937, 3, fig, 3, 

4 Great Tombs <?/ the 1st Dyn- «, 67, fi&- anti Pl- 34- 

a T5cww6 0/ Hcrrtafaiv p. iqf and pl. it, 
* Abydotf lp 8. For an exceptionally late example of the charfleierkuc curved outline we Ressner, Early 

Dyn. Crm, ofNega-rd-Drr, p. i i2h and pl. 40 (0). The knives from the tomb of I;kmaka (Tb.wA o/Hemaka, pl. 11) 

show that them was considerable variation in outline among pieces found toother. The remarkable variation 

in size is best seen in Tcmbi of the Cvurtiertf pL 6. 

G 
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Tliis overlay (pi. Ill, 2 and 3) has a straight-out edge running obliquely on each face 
from the inner angle of the handle cut-out to the back of the blade. It consists of a 

large piece folded around the grip, and covering about two-thirds of the obverse, and 
a smaller piece folded over the end. The whole was carefully cut, folded, and pressed 
to fit the peculiar outline of the handle. The gold was secured to the stone by means 

of an adhesive, which has shrunk in the course of the centuries causing the gold to 
wrinkle and crack.J We know of only one other flint knife in which the original gold 
overlay is preserved, the Cairo knife said to be from Gebel et-Tariff The latter is 

dated before the First Dynasty, mainly on grounds of flint-working technique. Unlike 
the gold covering on our knife, the gold of the Cairo knife was cut in two pieces, one 

Fig, t. Inscription on knife of King Djer. 

for each face, and secured by sewing down the overlap with gold thread around the 

edges of the reverse. De Morgan mentions a flint knife (presumably of the same type 

as the gold-handled knife in Cairo) which was found with gold chlorides on one-third 
of its length, evidence of a gold covering which had disappeared.1 2 3 Do any knowui 

specimens of our type of knife bear such evidence, perhaps undetected, of having been 
encased in gold? Little gold has escaped the plunderers of the great Early Dynastic 
tomhs at Sakkarah and Abydos, but there is ample evidence that gold foil very similar 
to the overlay on the Toronto knife was used lavishly for their furnishing.4 Other 

knives from the royal tombs of the First Dynasty may well have had this embellish¬ 
ment. 

The knife is obviously intended for the right hand, since on the lower edge of the 
handle the flint is bevelled for the three fingers which would fit snugly between the 
blade and the spur. It is fitting, therefore, that on the reverse face, which would be 

1 The nature of the adhesive Is uudetcirmned. k is perhaps resin, which w&s used in sealing a jar from the 

tomb of Ijemaka, according to Lucas {Am. Eg. Materials and Industrie*, 3rd ed.* 12). 

2 De Morgan, Recherches, 1, £4,112-15; CMbdl, Archaic Objectsw 237, ph 49 {14265); Capart, Primitive Art, 

6R-&9. The object is photographed only in Dc Morgan, Rttherdm* ttf pi. 5, where the foil may be compared 

with ours for quality and condition. The Gebel et-'firif provenance jfi uncertain. 

J Op, ciM* 113-14- 

* For example? of gold foil from the Early Dynastic period are Abydosr iK pL 5; HiemhanpoUs, 1, pL 20 (9): 

lJrtat 'Iambs cf the Ilf £>ytt. II, pL 13 (c), and fig. 3, 
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covered by the hand when the knife was in use, the gold is entirely devoid of decora¬ 
tion* The inscription on the obverse is suitably placed about 3 cm. from the end of the 
handle and a little below the centre, so that the thumb and fingers would not press 

against it. This inscription (fig. 1) reads from left to right, and consists of the serekh 
name of Djer followed by the falcon on a perch ^ within the pr sign n. The design 

was made with a pointed instrument which impressed but did not cut the gold. The 
combined width of the signs is 2-7 cm. and the distance between the top of the large 
falcon and the bottom of the serekh is 2-3 cm. In spite of the wrinkling, which warps 
and effaces parts of the signs, the hieroglyphs are quite dear on close examination, 

including the dr and the pr, which may not show up sufficiently well in the published 
photograph. I have not succeeded in finding a parallel for this inscription. Was the 

building a temple, tomb, or palace? It is perhaps not unreasonable to suppose that it 
was the structure in which the knife was buried. 

Since it was purchased in Luxor, it seems nearly certain that the knife was taken by 

plunderers from the tomb (or cenotaph) of Djer at Abydos. Since it was purchased in 
19x4, it may have come from the excavations of cither Amdlineau, Petrie, or Navilie. 
Notwithstanding the large quantities of material lost from Amelineau’s excavations, 
when the tomb must still have contained much treasure, it does not seem particularly 

likelv that the knife was removed from the tomb fifteen years before it was picked up 
on the market. Not even Petrie succeeded in eliminating theft from his excavations, 

and it is possible that the knife disappeared during the course of his work at the tomb 
of Djer. But the purchase date perhaps points to Navilie, In April 1911 Hornblower 
wrote, ‘Navilie has been digging at Abydos, and has found fine predynastic things, 

manv of which have leaked out owing to his not giving backsheesh, I suppose.’ Navilie 
dug at and around the tomb of Djer between 190S and 1911, He mentions finding in 

the course of this excavation less important material ‘which had at an unknown period 

strayed from the royal tombs’.1 One is reminded of Petrie’s accidental find at the tomb 

of Djer of a 'strayed' human arm bearing the four sensational bracelets.1 
The knife immediately suggests the slaughter of animals offered to the king during 

or after his funeral, and one can well imagine it being used to slit the throats of oxen 

or oryx,3 It is also tempting to see in it the instrument employed to kill a human 

victim, as pictured on a tablet of Djer,4 whether or not that scene represents a ceremony 
at the king’s funeral. Its sharply retouched cutting-edge extends around the point and 
along the back. With this edge and with the small handle the type would be suitable 

for thrusting as well as tor slicing. 
It is certain that a hieroglyph on one of the private stelae from Abydos (reign of 

Udimu) is a knife of the same type as ours. It seems to be a title or part of a title, and 

it follows the common sign group fh % within inverted hi U, a group which possibly 

1 Cm of Ah. 1, 38-39. and pi. 21, which shows the location and extent of his digging in and around the 

tomb qf Djer. 
* Royal Tombfv II, 16-17, 
1 A very similar knife was used for slaughter of animals at kast os early as the end of the Third Dynasty, 

Monteth 'Scenes de boucherie’, in BuiL Inst. fr. 55i ari^ Monttl, Ant* Emp. 164 if. 
* Tomb of JUma&a, 35-36* pUk i7i iS The scene also appears in Royal Tombs, 11, pi. 3 (Aha). 
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signifies a priestly title,1 Is the knife on this stele connected with the office of butcher 
for the royal funerary cult and, if so, does it indicate the function of the Toronto knife? 
Tiie latter remains a mystery, but dose examination shows that the knife belongs 
beyond doubt to the reign of Djer, and it is thus an important document of the First 

Dynasty, 

1 Tcmbit tt 27, pis, 31, 34 (24). For suggested imerp fetationa of the group which precedes the knife 

sign* see SchariTp Alterttimer der For- and Friihzeit, lh iSS (501 )p and Emery p Great Tombt of the at Dyn* 

120 (24), 
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A STATUETTE OF KING NYNETER 

By W. VL SIMPSON 

Among the sculptures in the Georges Michailules Collection is a statuette which is, 

I believe, the earliest example of royal sculpture dated in the reign of a particular king, 
I am grateful to M. Michailides for his kind permission to publish the statuette and for 

giving me access to study it on many occasions. Its provenance is unknown, and I 
have not found any indication that it has been discussed or illustrated previously. 

The statuette merits attention both as a document for the study of Egyptian sculpture 

and for the excellence of the piece itself. The king is represented seated, wearing the 

short cloak associated with the Sed-Festival and the white crown (pi. IV).1 He is 
identified by the inscription incised vertically on either side of the throne, the writing 

facing right in both cases: That the inscription is contemporary with the 
Statuette seems clear, and the paleography leaves little doubt that the statuette was 

inscribed during the reign of the king (fig. i).* 

m 
m F 

LIFT niOMt 

£_1— 
a s cn* 

Fig. i. Inscription on sides of throne. 

The statuette is 13-5 cm. high, 8-8 cm. from front to back at the base, and 4 8 cm. 

1 1 m indebted to Mr. Bernard V. Bothmerfor the excellent photographs of the statuette which he has kindly 

made available to me. _ „ _ , _ . „ 
1 For the forms of the signs in the title* and name, see, for example, fetne, Royai Tombi, II, pi. 8, 12-13. 

The writing of the «fr sign without the short vertical stroke is typical. The reading of the name os Nj-ntr was 
suggested but not adopted, by B. Gunn in Ann. Stnr. 28, 153-74 and subsequently followed by B. Grdseloff 
in Atm Sen +4 287. In connexion with the order of the first dime kings of Dyn. II, reference should be 
made to the evidence of a dim bowl published by Reisner in Mycerinus, 102, pi. 70 which indicates that 
Hctepsekhemwy followed Rerneb, The generally accepted order (Hetepsckhcmwy, Re'ncb, Nyneter) it 
principally based on the occurrence of the cartouches of the kings in this order on a well-known private statue 
in Cairo (L, Borehardr, Statue* und Statuette* ... (CCG), I, under no. 1; A. Grebaut inLeAfui* foptm*. 1, 

1 ff,). The replacement of the name of Rrtteb by that of Hetepsckhcmwy on the dint bowl would seem to have 
more value for the chronology of the dynasty, hower-er, since the order of the name* on the statue is not neces¬ 
sarily chronological, as Reisner points out. The order is probably as follows: the Homs R«ncb, King Nubnefer; 

the Horns Hetepsekhemwy, King (Jetcp; the Homs Nyneter, King Nyneter. 
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wide at the widest point at the base. The material is a hard stone resembling alabaster, 

with a slight greenish-yellow sheen.1 * The surface has received a matt polish. What 
appears to be a brown discoloration in the crevices may be intentional in the case of 
the eyes and other features of the face. Although parts of the throne have been chipped 
away, the excellent state of preservation of the statuette is remarkable. 

The face is carved without meticulous attention to detail. This is most likely the result 
of the use of a hard material and the small scale of the piece rather than the early date 
or the aptitude of the sculptor. The eyes arc picked out, but they are dominated by a 

horizontal line. There is no indication of the cosmetic line.1 The heavy' nose is broad, 
flat at the base, and sharply marked at the root. The mouth has full lips set off by 

incised depressions above and below. The king wears the traditional beard. The ears 
are heavy, projecting, and without indication of the convolutions. The general effect 
of the face is that of a dignified expression achieved with an economy of means. 

The king wears the white crown , the terminal of w hich is proportionately small and 

unlike the bulbous knobs characteristic, for example, of the Freer Gallery head pub¬ 
lished by Steindorff and of the Mycerinus triads.3 The tight-fitting lower part of the 

crown has the usual flaps above and below the split through which the ear is passed, 

The large lower flap, or cheek piece, is curved in front. The lower edge of the upper flap 

does not show clearly, however, the straight line characteristic of this part of the crown ■ 
this can be seen better on the right side of the statuette.4 The treatment of these details 
is closest to that of the Kha'sekhcm statue heads. 

The Scd-Festival cloak projects above the king’s shoulders, as is usual, and ends 
above the knees. The hands project from the cloak just below* the beard and hold the 

ceremonial implements, the upper (right) hand the flail {ladamsterion) and the left 
hand the crook. The form of the latter is closer to f than but the difference is 

slight. The upper ends of the implements rest on the shoulders. The position of the 
hands, one above the other, is a feature later iconic of Ptah. Seen from the front, the 
statuette exhibits a strong vertical axis in the terminal of the crown, the nose, the beard, 
the hands, the continuation of the crook, and the space between the legs. The piece on 
the lap, running between the hands and the knees, appears to be a fold in the garment, 
but it is more likely the continuation of the crook, turned inward to conform to the 
vertical axis. In a statue of King Menkauhor from Mitrahinah, which is remarkably 

similar in costume and pose to the Nyneter statuette, the lower half of the crook rests 

1 It has not been possible to submit the statuette for a thorough mineral ogieaJ examination. 
1 Its earliest occurrence in royaj statuary is the Ashmutean head of Khtfsekheim 

? Fteianer,, Mycmnujt pi. 41; SteindorffT A Royal Head from Ancient Egypt (Freer Gallery of Art Occasional 
Papers, s, 5), Washington, 1951* pis, 1-4. 

4 The shape and arrangement of ihc flops is significant for purposes of dating sculpture and relief The 
subject has been discussed by Cooney, 'A Colossal Head of the Early Old Kingdom1, Bulletin, The Brooklyn 
Museumh 9, 1-12; Evers, Stoat am dem Stein, n; Die Vorarbenien, 20 21 j Abub&kr, UnUrstuhwtgm tihtrr die 

dgyptiichm Kronen, &]m The lines of the Raps in the Nyneter statuette are slightly different on cither side of 
the face, but they do not follow The pattern discussed by Cooney: they are closer to the pattern of ihc Kha*se- 
kliem statues than 10 the pattern of the Brooklyn colossal head, the Djoser relief from the Step Pyramid h and 
the Cheops ivoty statuette. As Cooney has pointed out, the sides of the Cheops statuette differ from each other 
in this respect. 
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on the king’s right knee*1 The kgs of the statuette are heavy, without indication of 
musculature, and the toes of the heavy feet are indicated by straight incised lines. 

The king sits on a throne, the seat of which slopes slightly toward the front; the 
back rest is of the relatively high type typical of the early statues cited below. The back 

support, beginning in the middle of the back-rest and extending just above the terminal 
of the crown, is unexpected at this date, as is the absence of recesses in the sides of the 
throne,2 

There arc few royal statues or statuettes dose enough in date to warrant our attention 

in this context. The delicate statuette in ivory discovered by Petrie at Abydos and now 
in the British Museum is the first of these.3 It was found in a level which would make a 

date in the First or Second Dynasty most probable. The hands arc in the same posi¬ 
tion as those of the Nyneter statuette and the nose is similarly broad and flat at the base. 

The head seems especially large in proportion to the body. Next in chronological 

sequence arc the two statues of Kha<sekhem from Hierakonpohs, the smaller, limestone 
statue in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and the larger, slate statue in the Egyptian 

Museum, Cairo; a head in the collection at University College, London, may also be 

contemporary with these,4 Khafsckhcm is generally considered to be identical with 

1 Uorcbflrdt, Smitten undStatuMen ... (CCG), I, under no. 40; Le Musct /gyptien, 1, p. j i, pi. n. 
1 These recesses ore a regular feature of royal and private statu ary at this time r 
* The statuette is 85 cmr high and is published by Petrie, Abydos, it* pp, 23-44, pla. 2, 3, and T33 after a 

careful cleaning Jt was described in detail in an excellent article by Ghmville in JEA 17, pp. 65-66, pi, 9. 
4 The Khafsckhcm statues were first published by Quibdl in Hifrakonpalii, i, pis. 39-41. The statue head 

in London is illustrated in Catalogue of on Exhibition of Annent Egyptian Art (Burlington bine Arts Club), 

l/j-ndon, 1912, 3, pL s. The archaic statue jji Cairo, J. 71586, may date from Dyn. O or Dyn. L It is briefly 

discussed by W* S. Smith in A History of Egyptian Sculpture and Painting in thy Old Kingdom, and ed ., London, 
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Khatsekhemwy or as the latter's immediate predecessor. With the Kha<sekhcm statues 

we have more scope for comparison, as they present a wealth of detail. The general 

appearance of the statue in Cairo, the better preserved of the two, is quite different 
from that of the statuette of Nyneter. The angles formed by the lap and the legs and by 

the lap and torso of the former are more abrupt, and the legs, thighs, and torso are each 
self-contained, rectangular masses. In spite of the slightly less hieratic position of the 

hands in the Kha(sekhcm statues, they are more rigid. Indeed, the Nyneter statuette re¬ 
sembles the Djoser serdab statue more closely than it does the Kha'sekhem pair in the 

treatment of the volumes of the body. The ears and eyes of the Khafsekhem statues are 

well defined. Using a harder material within a restricted space, the earlier sculptor did 
not attempt the definition of the features achieved by the sculptor of the Khafsekhem 
pair. As mentioned above, the Ashmolean statue shows, for the first time In royal 
sculpture, the addition of the cosmetic lines to the eyes. The terminal of the white 
crown is missing in both the Kha<sekhem statues. The base of the crown covers the 
nape of the neck, as it apparently does in the Nyneter statuette (see view of right side); 

in the Nyneter statuette, however, the back pillar obscures this detail. On the thrones 

of the Kha(sekhem statues are recesses indicating the wooden components of the throne, 
a feature present in the Djoser serdab statue and the ivory statuette of Cheops in the 

Egyptian Museum, Cairo. The absence of these recesses in the Nyneter statuette is 
surprising, since they are so regular a feature of early royal and private seated statuary .1 

The incised hieroglyphs on the Nyneter and Kha'sckhem statues seem slightly crude 

in comparison to the quality of the sculpture, and in this feature these Second Dynasty 
statues contrast with the Djoser serdab statue and its fine inscription in bas-relief. One 

may note in passing that the writing of Nyneter’s name and titles faces right on both 
sides of the throne, a situation which would be unusual in later statuary. 

To the Kha'sekhem statues should be added an unpublished head of a king wearing 

the white crown. It is at present in a private collection. The head is close to the Khafse¬ 
khem heads in facial structure. It is slightly less than life size and is of an indurated 

limestone resembling marble. The eyes lack the cosmetic line, and the ears are similar 
to those of the Nyneter statuette in that they project and do not exhibit the convolu¬ 
tions in detail. 

A number of statues and statuettes of the Third to early Fourth Dynasty could be 
cited as examples of early royal statuary'.2 With the exception of the Djoser serdab 

statue and the Cheops ivory statuette, however, they have little in common with the 
Nyneter statuette. Because of the similarity of the Mcnkauhor statue to the Nyneter 

statuette, one is tempted to consider the former an earlier work to which Mcnkauhor 
added his name; there do not seem to be parallels for such a situation, however, at the 
time of the Old Kingdom. The possibility merits consideration in any case. 

8 Q. 71586 not 71568)* In connexion with the statue* Smith refers to M. A. Murrty, *An Early Scd- 

Fcsl j yhT, Anc. Egypt, 1932, 70^7zp in which two similar statues are discussed. 

* The pertinent c^ampies of early private statuary are discussed by Smith, opr eit.., chapters i and ii. 
3 Lcgrun has assigned a statuette from the Kamak cache to the Second or Third Dynasty on the basis of 

the recesses in the sides of the throne (lower half of a sealed royal statuette, 12 cm, high, CCG 42001), The 
occurrence of these recesses is not, howeverJ a deciding factor for dating. 
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The significance of the statuette in the Michailidcs Collection lies in the appearance 
of a well-defined canon of royal statuary' at the beginning of the Second Dynasty. 

From the annals of the Palermo Stone we know that Nynctcr’s reign was particularly 
long, and it seems likely that examples of royal statuary' from this reign and others will 

eventually come to light. The probability is certainly enhanced by the existence of 
M. Michaiiides1 statuette. Although not closely similar to the Abydos ivory king or 

the statues of Khafsekhem, it is clearly related to them in style. Since the ivory' statuette 
is not dated more precisely, the Nynetcr statuette is the earliest example of dated royal 
statuary', and it thus occupies a distinguished place at the beginning of the history of 
Egyptian dynastic sculpture, 

B44H H 



KING HWDFi? 

By HANS GOEDICKE 

The Turin Royal List (ill, 2) gives as the next to the last king of the Second Dynasty the 
name The same name, although largely destroyed, appears again in HI, 7 

between Dsr-Tti and Htc-[ny]. The Abydos list, our best hieroglyphic account, does 

not mention this king in Dyn. II, and in Dyn. Ilia king is indicated in the pertinent 
place.1 The other monumental king-list, the Sakkarah list, is likely to have listed this 

king in Dyn. II (no. 10), but unfortunately this entry is rather severely damaged.3 No 
indication of a king with this name is, however, given in Dyn. III. Manetho, the late 
chronicler, gives neither in Dyn. II nor in Dyn. Ill a name which could be identified 
with that in the Turin Royal List. No documents of a king with this name are pre¬ 

served in any way and the assumption of the existence of a ruler named Hvxifi in Dyns. 

II and III is solely based upon the Turin Royal List.3 
A name of this form is not attested for a private person either. Concerning its 

existence as a royal name, even in distorted spelling, as is the case with a considerable 

number of the royal names of the early period, for which the scribe of the Turin Royal 
List adopted spellings different from those occurring on the contemporary monu¬ 

ments of those Pharaohs, one feature seems particularly striking. It is the use of the 
group £. Even assuming that the late scribe should have used a peculiar spelling for 

the name of a king whose name was not familiar to him, the presence of this sign, 

indicating ‘evil’, as a part of the name appears highly suspicious. 
The occurrence of this group previously also transcribed *^,,4 is not restricted to 

these two occurrences. It appears also three times in col. vili as part of names.5 The 

instances are; vm, 5 vm, 7 and vm, 10 
In two of the instances it is with certainty preceded by dfi, as in the names under dis¬ 
cussion. It remains to say that neither one of those rulers of the late Middle Kingdom 

3 Cf, the photograph in Capart, Memphis 9 hg- J 46, 
1 Meyer* Agyptucht ChromTaf. L 
1 So Meyer* Gachkhte dcs A£iertumsf lf p. 146, and Drioton-Yaridier, LrEgypUt 166P Ga?- 
* Cf. Meyer* Agypthche €bvmhgier opp. p. 125, n. 3, 
s The restoration of the royal name [1 ^ [J in vl t 18 seems hi ghly uncertain h m there are no traces 

which could justify it. Against it speaks furthermore the fact thai this king Sdfi'‘k*vTr is well attested by a con¬ 

siderable number of monuments, none of which uses a determinative of this kind after the element s$f/+ Uw 

Indeed, the size of the lacuna should demand the restoration of a determinative, a point which is not clear from 

the photograph published by Farina, the inclusion of ^ in ^ could only be by erroneous analogy on the pan 

of the scribe- That 4ff in this context la nut identical with the w ord discussed here ia clear from the fact that it 

is in the causative. If we discard the restoration of ^ in the cartouche of Stffi ki rf, the fact that this name has 

a definite meaning contrasts it with the taUftfdligibtLiCy of the three names in coL inn which contain 

as an element; also these obscure names occur nowhere else, whereas is well known. For the monu¬ 

ments of this king set Fouiites sir rimt.fr. x„ 11$ L and the cylinder in Hayes, Scepter of Egypt, p. 343, %> 246, 

top row, fourth from the left. 
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is attested by any other source. From the occurrences it can be concluded that the 
group £ serves as determinative to a word dp. 

In addition to those occurrences as part of a royal name, the group furthermore 

occurs four times in the Turin Royal List. AH of them are connected with the indication 
of dates* In the earliest example, IV, 16 and IV, 17, it is followed by the indication of six 
years, both times being part of a summary of the duration of the preceding reigns* In 
this instance the group £ is considered to indicate an interregnum between Dyn. VI 
and Dyn* VIII. It is also found in vl, 6 after the complete entry concerning the King 
Shm-krrr Imtvm fut snb, followed by the indication of six years. Since it is already 
preceded by an account of the regnal years of this Pharaoh, now lost, it cannot be con¬ 
nected with this person* The two other instances, again in column vin, are in a broken 
context. In vni, 12, w ritten as a rubric, it is followed by the entry of days ruled by the 
preceding Pharaoh, while in VIU, 14 it follows, likewise as a rubric, after the indication 

of months and days of the reign* 
We thus have two principal contexts in which the group £ appears in the Turin 

Royal List. The one is as part of royal names, the other in connexion with the length 
of reigns* It seems justified to postulate identical significance in all cases where the 
group appears, since the assumption of a varying usage of it as part of the royal name, 

on the one hand, and in connexion with the date indication, on the other, appears most 

unlikely to me. 
In view of these facts the assumption that £ is used here as determinative of dp 

‘food’ cannot be correct, since the use of the same word in connexion with date- 
indications gives no sense w hatsoever.1 Moreover, dp 'food’ as an element of a royal 

name is not attested elsewhere, and it seems that it was not used as a compound in 
names for a king except in the form of a causative verb in the name Sdp-k/rr, but 
which application is basically different from the nominal one presupposed for dp. 
Finally, the appearance of the ‘evil’ bird, even though it might result from an erroneous 

spelling of the scribe, seems highly suspect and would be in strong contradiction to the 

otherwise highly honorific treatment received by the royal name. 
Dp, the phonetic value of the word, according to the above-mentioned occurrences, 

is in my opinion identical with dfl, attested by the medical literature with the meaning 

‘to sink in’.2 The same root is found as df ‘to deteriorate’, of a building,2 although only 
attested from Greek times. Identical with this word is tvdf,4 spelled with d since the 

Middle Kingdom. In its intransitive use it has the meaning ‘to hesitate’; it also is 

found as a transitive and has then the significance ‘to let become forgotten’J These 

different forms all are basically identical, the primary trend expressed being material 
decay. It is in this way that 1 propose to understand df> in the Turin Royal List, 

* Meyer, Agyfitkth* Chronotogi*. 166. n. 1 says abaut iis significance; ‘Man erwanet Ctwm "ubcruchUssig", 

d,h, "nieht mjtxuzlhlen" toder umgckehrt ??)... ,* 

* it'6. v, $6$, 4. 1 n r: 0 7 
1 Wh. V, 569, 7. 1 J 0 J i 
* irb. I. 388. For the change of the weak radical, cf. Otto, 'Die Verba lac inf. und die ihrwn vcnnandtrn 

Verba im Agyrtischcn', ZAS 79. 41 ff- 

* Wb. 1, 389, 4. 
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indicating gaps in the original from which the text was copied, as frequently done by 
eti.1 D/f and to! are thus to be considered as synonyms, Support for this identification 
can be found in a passage in the Hatnub Graffito no. iz, i. 3-4* where a man proudly 

speaks about himself: ‘I was a scribe of restoring the 
gaps (destroyed papyri), skilled with his fingers.’ Djdfu\ not attested elsewhere, is 
apparently a reduplication of dft, used hereof mutilated papyri. It is in this connexion 
significant that the man is at the same time si ittdrt-it.fr ‘scribe of the divine book’, and 
it is tempting to assume that his activity as restorer of defective papyri has something 

to do with this profession of his,1 A parallel case to this indication concerning the 
restoration of papyri is already attested from the late Dyn. VD by the title 

‘scribe of what was found destroyed’, but here with the use of ws. The holder of this 
title is likewise si mdrt-ntr, as wc have found in the case quoted above. 

Since dft thus has to be recognized as having the significance of indicating a gap in 
the original from which the Turin Royal List was copied, the instances where it occurs 

become fully understandable. In the cases of those three royal names, mentioned above, 
it accordingly indicates that only part of them was still legible to the scribe, the rest 
having been destroyed, which in all cases is the end of the name. 

In the same way the indication ^ has to be understood when used in connexion 

with the accounts of the length of reigns. In viii, 12 it probably is to be considered that 

the figure giving the number of months was missing, while in VIII, 14 it seems necessary 
to take it as an indication of a gap following the entry. This might either mean that 

there was a lacuna to the subsequent entry' or else that an additional statement in the 
same line was lost. 

As for the occurrence in the grand total after Dyn. VI, where the group £ is followed 
by the indication of six years, it likewise cannot be considered as having the significance 
of ‘interregnum’, an idea which hardly would fit to the concept of perpetuity of 

Egyptian kingship, which demands a continuous occupation of the throne. The occur¬ 
rence there seems rather to express that for a period of six y ears the names of the rulers, 
who represent Manetho’s Dynasty VII, were lost in the original, although the length 
of their reigns was known to the later scribe.5 In the same way I propose to interpret 
also the identical entry in VI, 6, following Shm'kfr? Jrnnttfhtt'snb, 

We now can return to the question with which we started, the King Hu'dfi of Dyns. 

II and III. Applying the results of our investigation of the significance of there 
can be no doubt that no king with this name ever existed, According to the use of this 

expression to indicate a lacuna, as found in col. viii, we might well assume in Hi, 2, 
the fully preserved entry, that the missing royal name started with \ and that only the 
other signs of it were lost in the original.6 Although this explanation appears to be 

T Wb, r, 368, to, * Airthca, Fdtctmuthrifitn von Hatnub, 

f It is interesting to mention that even in modem Judaism a scroll containing the Torah cannot be discarded, 

but always has to be mended when damaged or partinlly destroyed. 

* Cairo T353 and also Marictte, Mastering, G. hF 438. 

s The full record of this period h most likely to be preserved by the Abydo* list in the entries from no. 43 
to no, 52. 

* The ' after J acems hardly to be of any significance, hut to be rather a filling. 
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possible, I wonder if we may not have here a derivative of dp formed by a A-prefix. 
If my conjecture is correct, even though such a word docs not seem to be attested,1 
it would be likely to have the meaning ‘fully lost’, as a prefixed h causes the intensifica¬ 

tion of the meaning of the simplex.2 In that case the entry in the original has to be 

assumed as completely lost, possibly even that in this place there was a larger lacuna, 
covering more than one line. Supporting such an assumption is the fact that for the 

specific chronological position occupied by this expression in the Turin Royal List we 

have more than one ruler attested by the contemporary7 monuments. This is parti¬ 
cularly the case for Dyn. Ill, where the account given in the Turin Royal List is 
in wide disaccord with Manetho’s record, which gives 9 (according to Africanus), 

or 8 (according to Eusebius) rulers for Dyn. Ill, which seems more likely to conform 
with the monuments of the known Pharaohs of that period than the other account with 

its rather limited number of kings. 
Summing up, we can say that a Pharaoh named Htudfr never existed in Dyns. II or 

III, hut that this entry in the Turin Royal List has to be understood as the indication 
of a lacuna in the original from which the scribe of the New Kingdom copied that 

record. 

1 Wb+ 111, *14, 3 gives hdf* as the flame of a deify, but the correctness of the reading is doubled. 

1 Thausingp "Ober cm A-Praiis im AgyptiscHen', WZKIil 39. 187 f- 
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THE HIEROGLYPH 

By E. IVERSEX 

The sign here to be discussed does not belong to that great majority of hieroglyphs 

which from the very' beginnings of hieroglyphic writing had become standardized once 
and for all, but it displays, especially in the earlier periods, a great variety of forms. 

In the Old Kingdom we find 4 and and occasionally In the Eleventh 
Dynasty forms like <=*>1 are found, and as late as the Twelfth Dynasty variations like 
cC,4 occur, although tb from this period onwards becomes predominant and remains 
the usual standard form of the sign. 

Its pictorial meaning, that is the object which it is actually supposed to represent 
and from which it must have obtained its phonetic value £1, has been subject to much 

discussion. Bnjgsch was the first to draw attention to a well-known representation 

d 

from MedTnct Habu, showing Harnesses III in his chariot carrying over his shoulder 
an open quiver with its lid suspended below.* This lid has undoubtedly the exact form 

1 Tomb of Ti, from Monteth States ¥ p. 225 > fig. 34 a^b. 

3 Bas-relief from Karlsruhe, BulL Imt.fr, % 95, fig. 6. 

* Bril, Mus. 614, 7, 9P cf. JEA 17^ pL 7. 

* Besahr. Ltidrn, n, pi. +p J, 5, Generally speaking, the hieratic form of the rign did no! change" however, 

Cerny points out that this sign probably is borrowed directly from hieratic, 1c must be supposud, therefore, 
to represent the older form of the sign 

3 'The representation to which Brugsch refers b found on pl$h 19 and 25 in the first volume of the Chicago 

publication of the temple, but several others arc found, c.g. ibid., pL 37 {38) and 42 (fig, 1 a and b respectively). 

Another form of the lid more closely related to the old form of the hieroglyph is figr 1 c (ibid,, pi. 33 (32)). 

When the lids are shown in their positions on the quivers they are represented as in fig. 1 J or e {i, 29. 41) tmd 

J 35)« How the lower rectangular pin of the sign is to be explained is doubtful. It may be that some lids 

were actually provided with 0 protruding part made In hi into the opening of the quiver after the principle of 

the cork, but it is also possible that we are faced merely with a technical problem of perspective of a similar 

kind as those found e.g. in the Egyptian representations of the door (f, Ths* would explain the interior lines 
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of the hieroglyph 6, and Brugsch concluded therefore that the latter quite simply 

represents der Deckel ernes Kochers*1 ‘the ltd of a quiver’. This interpretation was 
contested by Borchardt,1 who explained the Old Kingdom form of the sign as a razor. 
He considered the main part of the sign o to be a conventionalized picture of the razor 
itself and the protruding part on top its handle. The later form of the sign he explained 
as a razor in its case. 

An impartial observer would have difficulties in seeing the connexion between the 
ordinary Egyptian razor as reproduced in Borchardt *s article and the hieroglyph, where 

so many characteristic details are left unaccounted for,J but the main argument against 
his explanation is that the razor does actually occur as a hieroglyph itself4 in a form 

which has no connexion whatsoever with the hieroglyph 6- Borchardt’a explanation 
was flatly rejected by Sethe5 without further argument,6 but for once Set he himself 
had no convincing explanation to offer apart from a vague suggestion that the sign 
might represent 'the back of something*, proposing the sign as a possibility. More 
recently Grdseloff7 has tried to revive the identification with the razor by a reference 

to an obscure word c&7Ja supposed to be the name of ‘a knife or chisel*, while authorities 

like Gardiner and the Wdrterbuch have reserved their judgement, Gardiner* follows 
Scthe in his explanation of the old form of the sign 'back of something’ and refers to 
the identification with the cover of the quiver as well as the razor as far as the late sign 

is concerned ; the Wdrterbuch1* gives some of the variations of the sign but has no 
reference to its pictorial meaning. 

In all these discussions, however, a small but important article by Jequier” has been 
overlooked or forgotten. 1 admit that I have great difficulties in following Jequier's 
arguments in detail, but he draws attention to a small Old Kingdom bas-relief from 

the Museum of Karlsruhe’’ representing a man apparently closing some sort of a box 
with a lid of much the same appearance as the hieroglyph and accompanied by an 

on such representations os Rltdioet Hehu, i, 19 (25)^ which seem ttiadc to espre^ that the lid was square and 

hollow. 

1 Brugsch, Wb* iv, 1153+ 

1 ZJLS 41, 78-79- 
J If the protruding pari on top were actually the handle, the razor would have been represented upside 

down from its normal posh tan when used. Several Old Kingdom representation*, and almost all the later 

ones, show very clearly that what ISorchardt took 10 he the handle is undoubtedly a Irxjp—see, for example, 

the two signs from the tomb of Ti. It is generally placed in the middle of the si^n and not nearer to one end 

as Borchardt'* drawings would suggest, and the correct foim of the sign is undoubtedly £3 and not ^3. 

points out that the comparison ought to be based on the forms of the razor found in the Old Kingdom, and 

refers to Brunson, Lohm I: tfu- Tnosm, pi. jq and p. 37; K£mi¥ 4, 1S7; Brni Hasan, np 7, 3. Even so* the 

picture of die object has not the characteristic* of the sign 

4 Gardiner* Eg. Gramm** Sign-list* U 37. 
* &etheT 'Hedeurung dc* Striches \ \ in ZAS 45, 4S- 

* ‘Das Zetchen wird nicht, wie Borchardt dar/.utun suchte, ein ftadermessejr, aondem den ‘lRQckenM euics 

Gegetlstandes (oh darstdlen,1 

T Quoted in an article by Fainmn, /Inn. Sert', 43* 310. 

* Lacan, SaTCQphages, tl, 13. 
9 Gardiner* Eg. Gramm/? Sign-hat* Aa 17 and iS. 

ro IV* S, 
fcl Bull. Jrt/f,/rT 7. 94, 

13 Wiedemann and Partner* Atg. Gtabrtliffs zu Karlsruhe, pS. 5 and pr z8. 
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inscription in which the sign occurs1 in a connexion which makes it difficult to decide 

whether it is used as ideogram, determinative, or phonetic complement. Jequier 
translates the inscription 'ramplir lc panier a pain de gateaux’, takes ^ as a determina¬ 
tive, and considers [WJ^ as a writing of the well-known verb ‘satt werden', 

‘satt sein’, ‘satt machen’ — ‘remplir’. His argumentation is not alw'ays convincing, but 
what is important from our point of view is his conclusion that the hieroglyph repre¬ 
sents ‘un oouvercle de panier, couvercle independant muni d’unc cordelettc qui se 
t ermine par un nmud ou un boude servant a le sou lever. Comme signe hieroglyph ique, 
il represente le syllabiquc sa, qui est sans doute a 1'origine le nom memo de ce genre 
d’objet, mala par alt aussi dans le cas du verbe cite plus haut, jouer le role de deter- 

minatif.’ We shall see that this explanation with only the slightest modification repre¬ 

sents the final solution of our problem. It is obvious, however, as in all similar cases, 

that any proposal, however tempting and however probable, must remain a hypothesis 
until proved by the simple but indispensable philological test: the demonstration that 

the Egyptian name of the object which was ideographicallv expressed by the hieroglyph 
was identical with the value of the sign when used as a phonetic element. 

We shall see that this demonstration is possible in the present case, and that the 

whole problem becomes quite clear when it is realized that the word from which the 
hieroglyph obtained its phonetic value h was neither the lid of the quiver nor the lid 

of the basket, but quite simply the word ‘lid’ generally speaking. This explains the 
great variety of forms, because in practice any particular lid could be used to represent 

the hieroglyph and express the sound-value it. It was not until the final stabilization 
of hieroglyphic writing about the Twelfth Dynasty that the lid of the quiver became 

the generally accepted standardization of the sign. That this explanation is correct 

becomes obvious when it is realized that a word with the sound-value $/, written with 
the hieroglyph tfj and accompanied by the stroke-determinative r, actually docs occur 

in Egyptian with the meaning ‘lid1. The word is not found in the dictionaries, and has 
not been registered hitherto owing to its being confounded with the wrell-known word 
for ‘back’, which had the same consonants and was written in the same way,1 but one 
indisputable example of its occurrence will suffice to prove its existence. 

We find among the prescriptions for the ailments of the eyes, under the heading 

^ (Ebers, 55,17-18) ‘Another remedy to improve 
the sight by means of applications upon the ‘it of the eyes', a great variety of remedies 
about which it is said that they must be applied ^ 'to the it of the eyes’ (e.g. 
Ebers, 55, 19. 21; 56, 2. 5. 6; 57, 9. 15. 17; 58, 3. 15. 17; 61, 2. 4. 9. 17; 62, 8. to. 12. 
22). Elsewhere (ibid. 63, 1) we are told that must be anointed, and 6 J_ ^ is 

[ The inscription, placed on either side of the squatting iijfure. runs: P ^ Jiquicrtakes^’J.l 

to he the name of the man and read*: PHE ^5Pi*c his remark that ihti inscription offcis no diffi¬ 

culties ‘quelle que soil Is manic re doot on groups les mots'* 1 fail to understand it* Il should undoubtedly he 

read [i^ Wb. iv, :6, jq. Jtiquicrs conclusion is all that matters* however* for our present purpose. 

1 When the stroke-determinative is. used together with the hieroglyph in the writing of the word ft ‘back\ 

it ia obviously one of the not unknown eases where the combination of the Stroke and the hieroglyph hli been 

transferred to a phonetic use, cf- the writing ^1 for the preposition 'upon1* Gardiner* Gr&mm*, p* 535, 
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said to be the seat of a lesion, ... ^ (ibid, 6o, to) ‘an eye . . . the 
lesion of which is upon the it of the eyes*. Wb. iv, g, 18 has placed the phrase under it 
‘back’ under the heading ‘Riicken ernes Kdrperthetls’. It translates 'Riicken der Augen', 

hut with the important explanatory remark that this seems to be an expression for the 
eyelids. The context makes it quite clear that Wb. is right in its reference to the eyelids, 

and this translation has been generally accepted (e.g. Ebbcll, The Papyrus Ebers). 
On the other hand, it should be clear from what has been shown above that from a 

philological point of view the expression has been misunderstood, does not 
mean ‘Riicken der Augen’, but we have in this case the true ideographical use of the 
hieroglyph 6 in its original meaning ‘lid*. The whole expression should therefore not 

only be explained, but also translated, as ‘the lid of the eyes’, a designation well 
known from several other languages (English ‘eyelids’, German ‘Augenlidcr’, Danish 
‘Djenlaag’), 

As a matter of fact there are certain indications that a closer examination of the 

various words and phrases in which the word it appears might provide further examples 
of the word 'lid*. This investigation would fail outside the scope of the present article 
but a few suggestive cases might be pointed out. The incense-burner is men¬ 

tioned in one of the lists of the Kahun papyri together with a separate part of it which 
Borchardt transcribes and translates ‘sein Untcrsatz?’;1 von Bissing,4 however, 

has shown from archaeological evidence that in this case ‘its lid’ must be the correct 
rendering. It must be obvious therefore that the sign transcribed *=» (?) by Borchardt 
should actually be read o, which provides us with another example of the sign used 
ideogrammatically for the word ‘lid’. Attention might be drawn also to the word 

which occurs in the Pyramid Texts with the characteristic determinatives — 
or — „ Worterbuch translates 'ein BautetT and the word means probably a ‘beam of wood* 
but seems also used with the specific meaning ‘roof*, Cf. Coptic (Crum 318a).4 

Considering the ordinary' meaning of the phrase which is undoubtedly 'to 
throw away’ ‘to remove*,4 I have also wondered whether the phrase ~~~qi ^ 

generally translated ‘den Riicken der Luge zu Boden werfen’ (Wb. IV, 10) should not 
be interpreted as ‘to remove the lid of the lie’, i.e, to disclose it. Be this as it may, we 
have enough conclusive evidence to assert as the result of our investigation that the 

hieroglyph A or tfi in its various forms received its phonetic value it from a current 
word it meaning ‘lid’. Any form of lid could originally be used to represent the hiero¬ 
glyph, but from about the Twelfth Dynasty the lid of the quiver became its standard 

representation. 
' Borchardt, ‘Der zweita I'apyrusfund vtjm Kahun1. in ZJLJ 37, 95, 

* von Hissing, 'Zu den Kahunpnpyri’, in ZAS 41, 147. 

* It should be noticed that the hieroglyph occurs in the Sign Papyrus (Griffith’s edition, XXV, 1). The 

papyrus is much damaged hut it seems to explain the sign by the word , ru ^ l| ij j—| r As in several other cases, 

this is not an explanation of the sign itself, hut of one of the common words in which it occurs, apparently 

the word 'cattle-pen1 (Gardiner, Onommtiea, A 229). St and by! would therefore seem to be synonyms, and 

there is actually a remarkable coincidence in the various use* of the two stems. Cf. op. dt,, A 433, where 

h<yt is used for ‘ceiling’, ’roof’, and ’hall’; hence it is also used for a ‘shelter’ for cattle. 

* Cf. ^ *")i| “=■” —’ 1 threw away, because there was (too) much onjmy arms’, SMp. 

trreeked Sailor, 3. 5, For —> see Gardiner, Eg. Gramm.1 f 157, 4, 

aiist 1 
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MARU-ATEN: PLEASURE RESORT OR TEMPLE? 

By ALEXANDER BADAWY 

The original excavators of the complex of buildings at the southern end of the capital 
AJkhetaten (El-'Amarnah) which has been identified with Maru-Aten have ascribed to 
it the character of a pleasure resort. This seems to originate in the discovery of numerous 

potsherds of wine-vessels, and one can read incongruous remarks such as; 'They were 
certainly no “dry” entertainments that Akhenaten gave in the Precinct of the Southern 

Pool’.1 * * * * This picture of revelry-, surely incompatible with what we know about Akhena- 
ten as initiator of such exalted religious ideas as those displayed in the solar hymns, 
has happily found no echo among scholars. Nevertheless, the building Maru-Aten was 

still commonly described as ‘Lusthaus o. ahnliches, Gartenanlage'.* As is often the 
case,* the earlier lexicographers were nearer the truth with such translations of mmc 
as ‘Ort von welchem aus man einen Blick hatV or better, ‘Vista, aspetto, prospettiva, 
vedutaV An adequate description of a maru is that by Chabas: ‘L’endroit d’un temple 
oil les statues divines etaient placees lorsquon leur faisait ties oblations; ce mot semble 

compose comme notre expression ostensoir.’6 The commonest orthography spells the 
word quite clearly as mrnu m/rt and only occasionally 

mimr in a proper name. The name has been rightly compared with Hebrew 

1 would add that it could also be paralleled by the Arabic from isjj ‘to 
see'. It has been pointed out that all the maru mentioned in texts are connected with 
solar deities.7 

Mam-Aten was considered originally by Egyptologists to be a domestic building, 
but was soon more adequately described by Gunn as ‘viewing-place, place of being 

viewed’ for solar gods;8 * so also Fairman 0 The solar god Horns of Edfu-Behdet had a 
maru to the south-east of his Ptolemaic temple, and local texts mention that there had 
been Amaru at this place from the early times of King Menibre* (Thirteenth Dynasty).10 
There was another maru of Horns at Edfu-Djeba.11 At Dendcrah Horus Behdty had 
also a maru, thought to originate from the reign of Sesostris.11 

1 Peet and WooUtyp Cify of AJkhenaten, ip tty. * Wb* ut 30, 
1 Cf- tht interpretation of th* word irn-jbr in earlier dictionaries and now’ in Badawy. 'La 3t£k fmtfrairc 

tf^yptienne k ouvtrtiijx axiale'* BuiL Imt. d*£gypuf 35, 121-3. 
* Bnjtr^h„ Wvrltrhuthy y± 5*5, 
1 Levi, Vocabchiria Ofrogtifico-Copto-Ebraiio, IIIIp 33, 
* Chlbfla, Etudes JMr Vtiniiquitd historique, 1 §73h 417-18. 
7 Gunn, in Cify of Akhenaten^ lt 156—9* 
I Ibid, 
* FairiMBp in P-endlebmy, Crly of Akhituxten^ 111, aoS, 

** AlUot, Lt Cutte d'llorm tt Edfm au temps des Ptol&ndtsr 575, 58 t. Also Cha^inat; ‘Lt Mar du Roi Mcnibrc 
a Edfou* h BuiL Imt. Jr. 30, 399 flf, 

II Ibid, 550-1. 
11 Chawinai, VL® T*mpk d*Horu& Bchouditi a Denderah^ Rev. tfe F fig* i, 5,98 ff. 
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Whether the maru was already known in the Middle Kingdom, as stated in the 
Ptolemaic texts at Edfu-Behdet, cannot be ascertained. The earliest mention1 of a maru 
occurs on the granite stela of Amenqphis III, from the temple of Men opt ah in Western 

Thebes, Amenophis III describes the building he dedicated to Amun as: ‘making for 
him a maru as a divine offering {htp ntr) over against (hft-kr) Southern Jpct; a place of 
flourishing (sdry "recreation”, according to Petrie-Spiegel berg) for my father at his 

1 Gunn ignored thia aetnirrence when he sjud that the earliest examplrg he knew were in the Mflnj-Aten 

inscriptiona, cfr City of Akk£nattnt 1, 156. 
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beautiful feast. I erected a great temple in its midst like Re' when he rises in the horizon. 
It is planted with all flowers; how beautiful is Nun in his pool at every season; more is 
its wine than water, like a lull Nile, born of the lord of Eternity. Many are the gods of 
the place, the import of all countries is received, much tribute is brought here before 

my lather, being the offerings of all lands, *J The location of this temple, probably to 

be sought in Western Thebes, has not been defined, although one could tentatively 
consider the building pr-hrj of Birkct Habu,2 

If we accept the idea that Maru-Aten may have been a religious building rather than 
a domestic one, and compare it with the description of the mam built by Amenophis III 
in Western Thebes, it is noticeable how this description agrees with the archaeological 

evidence about Maru-Aten. The maru of Amenophis III is said to be a ‘place of 
flourishing1 {st sdiy\ ‘recreation, amusement1 would have been sdty-hr) for Amun at 

his beautiful feast, a description not incompatible with that of Maru-Aten as given 
lately by Egyptologists. In his description of the maru at Thebes Amenophis III 

mentions a great temple 'in its midst, like Re' when he rises in the horizon’. This would 

imply that the mam included all the buildings and architectural features (gardens, 
pond). At El-’Amiirnah the Maru-Aten would then designate the whole complex of 

buildings surrounded by two contiguous rectangular enclosure-walls. Within the largest 
one there are, beginning from the west, a series of contiguous houses for officials or 

priests, a royal palace, a large lake directed west-east, and on its axis, to the east, the front 
temple. At right angles to this main axis is the ensemble of the kiosk, the flower-garden, 

and the water-tanks. The latter group of buildings seems to form the basic ‘viewing- 
place in the Maru-Aten. To the south, inside the main enclosure, is another building 
with a pond and, at the south-west corner, abutting the external wall, a smaller en¬ 
closure with an entrance building and a pond. 

The eastern buildings (II) of Maru-Aten have been recognized as being of a religious 
nature; according to Gunn the purpose of the front temple would have been to view 
the Aten when he rose in the east,* while Fairman would consider the so-called kiosk, 
or peripteral temple of the island, as a Sunshade, the hit R' of the inscriptions,4 In both 
buildings the disposition of the columns in all the elements of the plan, except in the 
hypastyle hall of the from temple, points to the fact that there was no roof.s The central 
building on the island has been identified by Fairman as a Sunshade,6 of a type other¬ 
wise known by numerous examples at El-'Amarnah, Sesebi, and Amada. not to mention 

the hypaetral chapels which were regularly set on the axis of the entrance gateway, in 
the mansions at El-'Amarnah. It would prove helpful, in this connexion* to investigate 
what is known about the later Graeco-Roman (?) martt of solar deities, such as those 

1 Petrie, jfe Temple* at Thebes, 1897, 24-5, pi. 12^ L 12 AT. ; Breasted, ikr. u, §8&7; Lacan, Steki du 

Nouvel Empire, pi i6. no. 34025, This rendering of t4*y (causative of wrfO 'flourishing* is supported by the 

parallel eonipari&nn with the epithet of the * acred animal presented as kins of E^ypt in the Ptolemaic mtrm 

The falcon is oiled py Bik-vtft (at Athribii), the ram St-w# (Mended Cf. AOiiot* op, cit. 399, n. 1, 
1 Ono, TopOgraphu des ihebamschen Gouti, 1953, s. 68ff,p alao Ninm, ^Places about Thebes1 tJNES 14, 119, 

1 Gunn, Cify of Akhmutn* i, 15 R. + Faintum, City iup 206. 
* Wrongly restored by Newton, op. cit. 1, pL jo, Cf, Fairman. op. cit. mp 206, citing Borchardi, Agyptiiche 

Tempel rmt Umgang, 78, n. 1, 

* Fairman, ibid, 208. 
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of Horus at Denderah, Edfu-Djeba, Edfu-Behdct, and Philae. These seem to have been 
of the same type. From texts relating to these buildings it can be deduced that the main 

architectural element was a s£dt ‘window* in which Horus appeared in the shape of his 
sacred falcon, hence the name nurta n rwt.f 'maru of his sacred animal’1 for the budding. 

At Edfu-Behdet this building stood presumably near the south-east angle of the main 
temple, opposite the Mammisi. There was a falcon chosen yearly from among the 
animals reared in the precincts and presented to the people by the statue from this 

‘Window of Appearance', which was similar to those of royal palaces of Dynasties 
Eighteen to Twenty.* At El-'Amarrtah, the Aten was no longer represented in anthropo¬ 
morphic form, but as a solar disk with rays, and he had no sacred animal. It could be 
presumed that the {peripteral ?) kiosk in the island was the Sunshade, while the neigh¬ 

bouring front temple embodied the essential ‘Window' of Appearance’ opening in its 
rear wail above the altar. Incidentally, it is noteworthy that it occupies the same place 
in the layout as did the miTw n mtj (Pr-Bik) with respect to the actual temple. That 
the jrtarii with its ‘Window of Appearance’ is really taken over from royal pal acesJ is 

corroborated by its position, similar to that of temple palaces with respect t o the funerary 
temples of the New Kingdom in Western Thebes.4 

Coming back to the basic description of a mam by Amenophis HI, we are told ‘it is 

planted with all flowers’. The mention of flowers is paralleled by the evidence of 

gardens laid out around the religious buildings at Maru-Aten, especially the eight 
flower-beds on either side of the central pathway leading to the water-court. In the 

solar hymns of El-'Amarnah it is said to the Aten: ‘Thy rays nourish every garden. 
When thou risest they live, they grow by thee.’* 

Proceeding with the description by Amenophis III: ‘How beautiful is Nfln in his 

pool at every season', I would tentatively connect this mention of Nun with the various 
ponds, the channel around the kiosk-island, and the T-tanks in Maru-Aten. The kiosk 

is built on an artificial island,6 presumably as the symbolic abode of the Aten issuing 
forth from the primaeval Nun (?). In the Heliopolitan sun-cult water for lustration was 
brought from a sacred pool attached to the sun temple. The water of this pool ‘was 

identified with that of Nun, the primaeval Ocean out of which the sun-god was born in 
the first instance’.7 Furthermore, it is to be noticed that the longitudinal axis of the 
large lake (120 x 60 m., but only 1 m. deep)8 coincides with that of a long quay (V) 

jutting at its west end and writh that of the front temple at its east end. This cast-w'est 

direction suggests at once a connexion with the viewing of the Aten in his daily course, 
and especially in the evening, when he began his nightly voyage. Would it be too 

1 Allioi, apr cit, 1 Ibid, 58^ 603, * Gunnp op, ck. lt 157, 

4 Fl&bchcr, The Excavation of Medmei Habu, ns St-8i; Til. 44-48; 77^78. 
1 Blasted, Development c/ Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt, 327, 
* No other artificial symbolical island is known except that of the Osircion oE Sctho* ] at Abydos, also 

orientated NE.-SW, Here it items to picture the cosmogonic belief uf tbe Primaeval Hill emerging from its 
surrounding waters, Cf. Frank fort. The Cenotaph of Stti l at A by den■ 

7 Blackman, "Sacramental Ideas and Usages in Ancient Egypt', Rec. trot*. 3^ 43; also Free. SBA 40, 88. 

* Surely not for irrigation or ornamental purposes or others: 4this lake muii often have been the scenes 

of such gay parties as we see illustrated on the walls of many New Kingdom tombs", cf. City of Akhenaten, 

It *l5- 
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presumptuous to see in it a symbolic representation of the Nile? The solar hymns ex¬ 
pound, among other aspects of the Sun, its creative activity: ‘Thou makest the Nile in 

the NctherWorld, thou bringest it as thou desircst to preserve alive the people,’ And 
again: '(But) the Nile, it cometh forth from the Nether World for Egypt’, and during 

day ‘thy rays are in the midst of the great green sea’.1 
Amenophis says that ‘Nun is beautiful in his pool at every season’. At Maru-Aten 

a row of eleven T-shaped contiguous tanks, interlocking about thirteen square bases, 

has hitherto defied interpretation. They are surrounded by a passage-way in painted 

plaster, representing panels with two plants each. One area appropriate to a tank 
has been transformed into a transverse passage, at the same level as the surrounding 

passage, but curiously enough, not in the middle of the row. It lies, however, on the 
main axis of the kiosk, and has seven tanks on its east side and four others on its west 

side. The series of tanks obviously forms the final part of the complete layout, including 
the front temple, lake, kiosk, and flower-beds, I would tentatively suggest that the kiosk 
and the eleven tanks were the scenes of the festival of Mswt-ltn, which was celebrated 

monthly.2 Each of the tanks, with its decoration of plants, will have represented a 

month, the kiosk playing the role of the missing tank, probably intended for the initial 

feast. The asymmetrical distribution of both series of tanks about the main axis would 
express the date of this festival in the sequence of the months. A corroboration of this 

hypothesis seems to be offered by the fact that the initial festival (consecration) of the 

Falcon of Hor-Ref was celebrated in Ptolemaic times in his maru at Edfu on the ist 

of Tybi.3 This month is actually the fifth in the year. At Maru-Aten each of the 
monthly festivals of the first four months of the year would have been represented by 

each of the four tanks to the west of the main alley, the initial one (Tybi) by the kiosk 
on the main alley, and each of the remaining seven festivals by each of the seven tanks 
to the east of the main alley. Thus the passage in the solar hymns, occurring just after 

the mention of flowers and gardens, W'ould be rendered: 'Thou makest the seasons in 
order to create all thy work; w'inter to bring them coolness and heat that they may 

taste thee.’4 A thorough botanical study of the plants decorating3 the tanks and path¬ 

ways might perhaps yield some information about their various attributions. 
Proceeding further with the description by Amenophis III, we are given, in fine, 

an emphatic account of the richness of the temple in various items: ’More is its wine 
than water, like a full Nile, born of the lord of Eternity. Many are the goods of the place, 

the import of every country is received, numerous tribute is brought here before my 

father, being the offerings of all lands.’ At Maru-Aten such a universality of offerings 
is clearly illustrated by the numerous dockets found in building IV, the so-called 
harem.6 Assuming that the architectural survey was accurate, the front hall with its 
platform abutting on the rear wall would be a reception hall for the king, adjacent to 

a large bedroom, both features being characteristic of New Kingdom temple-palaces 

1 Breasted, Op, dr. 325-7, 1 Fairman, ‘Hieratic Dockets’, in City of Akhenaten, lit, 171. 
J Alliot, Lt Cttlu d'Horut h Edfou, 592,607. * Breasted, op, cit. 327. 

» von Biasing, Der Fuphodtn out dem Palastt des Kihrigt Amtnophij IV. sai et Hauata im Muttum an Kairo, 

IW>* 
* Gunn, City of Akhenacert, i, 116-17, t6i-3; pi. 20. 4- 
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in Western Thebes. The central part, with its garden surrounded by a columned 
portico and bordered by two sets of contiguous rooms, reminds one of a similar 
arrangement of a pavilion, perhaps connected to a house (R 43.1),' at El-’Amarnah 
itself. Wine coming from various estates and preserved meats, ointments, and fruit 
seem to have been stored in jars in well-stocked cellars, such as are represented in 

contemporary scenes. Is it not suggestive that Akhenaten himself depicts, in the hymns, 
the jubilation of creatures when they behold the sun-rays, 'flowers and what grows in 
the soil are made to grow because thou dawnest. They are drunken before thee’ l1 No 

mention of a foreign country is made, a fact well in accordance with the crumbling of 

the empire. On a boundary stela Akhenaten boasts, however, that ‘all lands, the Aegeans 
bear their dues, their tribute is upon their backs’,* and in the so-called Hall of Foreign 
Tribute the king and queen were supposed ‘to receive the imports of every landV 

The wii was essentially a religious building, best described as ‘viewing place', a 
translation further corroborated by the proper name Hr-m-m/mr 

(Nineteenth Dynasty). It was connected only with solar gods: Amen-Re* (Amenophis 
III) at Thebes, Aten at El-'Amarnah,or Horns at Denderah, Edfu-Djeba, Edfu-Bchdet, 
and Philae. The earliest object!ve description of a mam dates from the reign of Ameno¬ 
phis III, but the Ptolemaic priests at Denderah and Edfu claimed that mam temples 
had been built by Sesostris and Menibre' respectively. 

The buildings of Maru-Aten have been compared with the description of the maru 
of Amtin built by Amenophis III in western Thebes, The architectural layout as de¬ 
picted in the text of Amenophis III, seems to coincide with the actual remains of Mam- 

Aten, and this would not be surprising if we remember that Amenophis had been the 
real reviver of sun-worship, even in its new form of Atenism. He had named a temple 

in Western Thebes and a royal barge Itn-thn ‘Aten-gleams’.* It has been debated 
whether Amenophis III had a co-regency with his son Akhenaten.6 The gradual but 

rapid transformation of‘Rcf-Harakhte’ into ,Re«-the-Father who has returned as the 
Aten' is described by texts.7 

'The name 'Mmv-ltn will have meant ‘Viewing-place of the Aten’, a name well in 
agreement w ith the title of the high priest of the Aten mm ter n pt 7ft* ‘The great seer 

of the Atcn’a and similar names of other temples at El-‘Amarnah such as Gm-pi-ltn 

‘The-Aten-is-found’, Wbn-lin ‘The-Aten-Shines’, Pr-hry-n-pi~Itn ‘House-of-rejoieing- 

of-the-Aten’, Pr-ihn-Itn ‘House-of-the-Aten-gleams’. That the name mtrtv seems 

etymologically to be of Semitic origin is understandable when we remember that the 

Sunshade, which is one of the essential features of Maru-Aten, is chiefly associated with 

the royal ladies, the queen-mother, the queen, and her daughters,’ whose pro-Semitic 
feelings have long been proved. 

1 City of Akhenaten, ill, 139-41; pi. 55, tiff- 40, 
1 Breasted, op. dr, 331, 334. > Ibid. 331. * City of Akhenaten, m. 84. 
* Otto, Topographte det iktbanistiten Gouts, 69-70, A vineyard of this name was known in the time of 

Amenophis III, Cf. also Ureas ted, op, cit. 320; City of Akhenaten, til, 134, 

* Ibid, 1 ja-7. ’ Ibid, 183. * Ibid. 179; also Breasted, op. cit, 341. 
* City of Akhenaten, III, aoS, In Phoenicia the god HI was identified with the Aten; cf. R, Dussaud. Let 

Religions da Riltiltt it da H&vrrites, da Phtnidais it da Syrimt, 361, 371. 
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The purpose of Maiu-Aten would have been to see the Aten in his function of 

Creator, renewing his achievements daily. It would embody what was expressed in 
the contemporary hymns: 'Thou didst make the distant sky to rise therein, m order 

to behold all that thou hast made, thou alone, shining in thy form as the living Aten, 
dawning, glittering, going far and returning. Thou makcst millions of forms through 

thyself alone ; cities, towns and tribes, highways, and rivers. All eyes see thee before 

them, for thou art Aten of the day over the earth.’1 
It is very significant that the architectural layout of Maru-Aten corresponds so 

closely to that of the mam of Amenophis III at Thebes and seems to follow, even to 

the sequence of the constituent elements, the solar hymns of Akhcnaten. 
Were Maru-Aten the scene of the celebration of the monthly festivals (mswt-ltn), 

the initial festival nf the ’viewing’ of Aten, corresponding to the ‘viewing’ of the sacred 
falcon of Horus, would have been held in the kiosk of the island. The monthly festival 

would be connected, in turn, with every one of the eleven tanks, while the daily ntual 
could be held in the front temple for view ing 'when thou risest in the eastern horizon - 

and 'when thou settest in the western horizon of the sky , in the Nile, coming from c 
Nether Worlds The whole universe would participate in the joy of seeing the Aten: 

-All that thou hast made dances before thee.’* This conception, basically indicative, 

as is obvious from the names of the temples, of the high priest and the liturgy of the 
Aten, is paralleled by the naturalism in contemporary art. The joyful liturgy of the 
Aten,5 as held in Maru-Aten, with all the pageantry lent by its close contact with life 

and nature, could have been intended to replace adequately the dramatic Osman 

passion play,6 so sacred in popular tradition.7 

i Blasted, op. cit. 328. 1 would see in the bunches of fowl hanging clumsily about the shafts of columns 

at EI-’Amamah, the contribution of sculpture 10 the interpretation of the Creator s potentiality. 
I DIOt 3-37“ 

* ] t would‘be interesting to examine whether the so-called ‘zoologies! garden' in EI-'Amlmph North was 

not supposed to play the same rule of bearing witness w the Creator os the trees and flowers, the water-court 

and the lake did at Maru-Aten. -- „ pit 
= Blackman, 'A Study of the Liturgy of the Awn’, R*c. Champ. 505 _ ‘ Breasted, op. «<■»»• 
7 One camot help being reminded of the ‘festival-house’ of Mesopotamian gods, also built on the river 

bank oLSTand south of the city. It marked the middle nf the New Year process of the of *e 

various gods brought there by barks and carried back by land. The festival-house outstde Assur displaced an 

open layout of gardens surrounding a square building, with open court, dso P!fln,ed ™ * ?[ lnT; 
bordered with two porticoes and having a central cells. According to Andrae, gods and people had to be n the 

open, as the station at the festival-house symbolized the rebirth of the New \ ear. after the death of the old year 

during the sailing upstream from the city-endosure. Cf. W. And™, FvUtrsj** »* Mm Oaen, .? ff. 
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SOLAR BARKS PROW TO PROW1 

By ELIZABETH THOMAS 

The extensive use quite naturally given the boat in fact and in image by all Egyptians 

has most recently been indicated by Dr. Abubakr.2 In the nautical solar imagery of 
Ancient Egy pt, of course the two boats used respectively by the sun-god during day 
and night had an important place front the time of the First Dynasty.3 

When the New Kingdom frequently placed these two barks prow to prow, it only 
followed and perhaps elaborated an old tradition4 that is, it would appear, to be inter¬ 
preted as it stands. Since the direction of solar motion actually reverses above and 

below the earth—E. to W., W. to E.—the juxtaposed barks do not depict simply 
sunrise or sunset, I believe, but instead represent almost literally solar motion above, 

below, and around the earth, a suggestion 1 find Schafer made without pursuing the 
matter.5 

Thus all solar motion above the earth in Egypt appears to be from B, to W., while 

1 This paper, first written and accepted by JEA In 1952, could not, as it turned outp be included, in voL 39, 

l9$$+ In 1953-4 The opportunity to codand add At first hand in Egypt presented itself, an opportunity 

greatly enhanced by the kind co-operation of Dr, Mustafa Amer and other members of the Antiquities Depart¬ 

ment. New examples of the boats seemed to fall into place as found and to be numerous enough to justify recall 

of the original manuscript for revision. Of course, these examples did not Include the Cheops discovery of 

1954; this wooden boa^ now in process of examination, appears to be funerary (Archaeology t 9, *06-9}, 

* Archaeologyr 8P 96-101- 

J Petrie, Royal Tombs, it, pis. iq-i 1. Professor Emery tells me that a single boat N. of the tomb and oriented 

E-W.wk apparently a regular part of the royal mastaba complex at Safckirah in Dyn. I (cf, iibr-dfrdj pp. 8. 18; 
pL 3; Great Tombs of the Tint Dynasty , p. 75; pi. 19, a ; Illustrated London News, no, 6048 (Match 19, 1955), 

pp. 500-1), Professor Zaki Saad shelved me that a similar procedure was frequently followed at Helwan In 

private tombs of the first two dynasties; up 10 May 1954 he had excavated about thirty boats oriented E.-W. 

and several oriented N.-S,, the great majority N, of the related iamb (eh Royal Excavations at Sahara and 

Hehmn (i94*-*945\ Supplement aux ASAEp no, 3), p- it), pi*. 40, 59; Royal Excavations , . . U945~^947)t 

(Supplement - * no, 14). pp. 4*-4^ pis. 59-60, plans 17-18, and maps), 
* Certain in M.K,, diagram Ca- probable in ().K » Aa-ht Ba. Bark references in addition to others below 

include: Serv. 26, tot; EulL Insi./r. 15, 139-52; Hasson, Excavations at Gtztij voh vi, pt, r; dc Morgan, 

FoutUet a Dahchour, mors-juin *$94j PP- 31-83* pis. 28^311 Urh, tt 149, 1-3. Meaning of the words mrA/f and 

mrn^t: M/, iWaspero, lt 381; Rcc. tratj+ 25p 152-4; to avoid discussion not pertinent to this paper* the full 

spellings of the two barks will be used throughout, and they will be token to mean night and day barks, 

respectively, unless the reverse is stated- 

s Considered to be sunrise by Llrman, AusffihrL Verz. des %. Mus* and cd,p 270-1, and by Sethe, Loaf der 

Sonne (Sitsb,, Berlin, 1928), 277-81; midday by Schafer, Weligebdude, 2nd edT, nz. Later, ZAS 71 , 35, Schafer 
reached this conclusion; 'NIeht ein Einzelvorgang iat gemeint* sondem die Gesamtvorstellung dad die- Sonne 
nuf ihren beidtn Sehiffen in ewiger Fahrt rwisdum Ost und Westen, Aufgang und Untergangp und umgckehrt, 
ihre Balm zieht.* But perhaps because Schafer, like Scthe, published the bark register of Berlin 29—the depic¬ 
tion in question—without the gods of N. and Sr| shown in diagram Cj below, he did not relate this opinion 
specifically to the motions of the barks above and below the earth; nor did he repeat it in bis two subsequent 
discussions of the depiction (Z^f5 73* 97-102; Deutsches Inst »+Miff, 8a 147-55; cf. BuIL Inst. fr, 38, 65-70), 
where he thought that the two boats, though shown prow to prow, were actually considered by the Egyptians 
to be parallel, rather Like those on the ceiling of Corridor F (not C)p tomb of Ramcssea VL 

bs m k 
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below the earth the reverse is true, and movement is W, to E:1 the sun always sails 
W. above the earth, E. below it. What simpler and dearer way to show this entire solar 

course, once the idea is understood, than by boats placed prow to prow?2 At the same 

time, the representation is easily adaptable artistically—as barks placed one above the 
other could not beJ—to the Egyptian sense of symmetry and balance. Not uncommonly 
goddesses stand in the prows and their outstretched hands almost meet under a disk 

which may serve as sun of both day and night, or which may contain the night sun as 

ram or as child before rebirth at dawn.* 
If the two ever-recurring motions, E.-W. and W,-E.p are indeed meant, it would 

seem that the primary stress lies on these, and then that the disk indicates the ever- 
recurring change from boat to boat, rather than the specific changes at precise points 
in sunrise and sunset, though the idea of the specific changes is certainly present, too. 
If asked to give the meaning of the representation, the Egyptian might have put it into 

words even less definite than these: 'Here is the sun sailing around the earth in his two 

boats from E. to W, and W, to E., and moving from one boat to the other at sunrise 

and sunset,’ 
The schematic list which follows, certainly not complete, gives, I think, definite 

support to this theory, if not positive proof. It contains all pairs of solar barks known 
to me which are, or could be, prow to prow in the broad or narrow sense,5 An arrow* 

represents a boat, with its direction of motion, unless a mat on the prow is certain, 

when Q_is used. The order of the divisions is roughly chronological; within 

them that of closest similarity is usually followed. The fullest examples are used as 
diagrams, while only elements which seem pertinent are included and divergences 

are simply described in footnotes unless they seem to warrant individual drawing. 

A. Rock-cut Boats 

s -> <-N 
Aa. Dyn. IV, GTzah, Cheops. S.-N, of funerary temple,* 

1 That b, E.-VV. and W.-E. broadly speaking; for the N.-S. motions ace below- The W.-E- direction above 

the earth of the midnight *un was called to my attention by Professor Henry N. Russell, who very kindly 

checked all astronomical details for me. "Motion* is used throughout for "apparent motion + 

* -> *———- of course corresponding ta: ^EAJrT^j or 

* See diagrams Fb. . 
* Cj-fe, Eb, Ed, Ef. Eh-L The disk placed exactly between the two boars without indication of direction of 

its motion can serve equally well for sunrise or sunset, or both. In this position I believe it does represent bath 

suns and both motions when empty h and the day sun when a representation of the night sun or the rising sun 

is enclosed. ^ 
* Three possible examples from the at^or Temple at Drnderah are omitted: tw o use the boats as offerings 

and do not seem pertinent; my notes for the third, unpublished, now appear inadequate. 

6 Hassan, op- dt 40—43; diagram shows prow of N- boatp now fiJlcdp to be S. The N. boat could not be 

examined In 1953^4, when I was a^ain certain that the deeply cut prow of the S, boat is N- beyond question. 

For critici&n of a contrary view, received after this paper was completed t and further discussion of the rock-cut 

boats,, see1A Further Nate on Rock-^cut Boats*, p. 117* 
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Ab+ Dyn. IVP Abu Roash, Djcdefrc*. S.[-N,] of funerary temple,1 

Ac. Dm IV. Gtzah. Chephren. $+-N. of funerary temple.1 

Ad. Dyn. IV, Gizah. Cheops. Possible pair S.-N. of second Queen's Pyramid.1 

Ac. Dyn* V* Sakkarah. Ornios. S* of causewayB 140 m. E. of funerary templet 

Af. Dyn. VI. Sakkarah, Cf. boats or pita on top of mastaba of Kagemrd.5 

E -> <- W 
Ag-h. Dyn. IV. Gizah. Chephren. Two pairs, N,t S. of funerary temple.6 

T ChcLiiinat, Monuments el Mtmaires, in Fondutiun Fiat, mt 57; Gnnsell, Egyptian Pyramids, 93-99; 
photograph 1954 (all photographs and hand copies mine unless otherwise noted). Examination of this boat 
showed the deep prow to be N., a conclusion concurred in by Mrs. Dorothy Eady. The boat's position, corre¬ 
sponding to that of the S. boat of Cheops and Chephren, makes it virtually certain that a counterpart to the 
N. was cut or planned. 

1 Hassan, op. tit. 56-57, 64-65; notes and diagrams kindly sent me by Mrs, Eady; S, boat, photograph, 
1949. While the N. boat could be only a fault in the rock, Hasson and Eady suggest, instead, that inferior 
limestone—seen in other Chephren boats—caused it to be abandoned after preliminary cutting and before the 
two ends wrcrc distinguished. Hassan believes the prow of the S< boat to be S.; Eady thinks it almost certainly 
N. for reasons that appear valid: die S. end is higher and somewhat askew, like the stem of the 5. Cheops boat. 

1 N. boat: Life, June 14* 1954* p. zz; Grinsell, op- tit. 102; Eady, op, tit., shows prow to be certainly E., 
as does examination of the boat itself. S. boat: Orientalia, 23* 71; position shown in sketch, the New Ymk 

Times, May 30, 1954, p. 2. Excavated late in 1952 and filled almost immediatelyt the direction of the S. boat 
is said to be definitely W. The centre of the N. boat is roughly in line with the centre of the subsidiary pyra¬ 
mids; that of the 5. boat \$ farther W.h so that the prow extends beyond the W. face of the small pyramids. 
But it would seem likely that the two were meant as a pair* for single boats commonly face E. 

4 N, boat: flassan, op. tit,, p- 82, pis. 2-3, Both: Farschungsergebnistf in Agypien in de*t Nachkrieggjaftren 

(Gebr. Gerstenberg, Marburg, 1951), p, 9, H- Si Owiltaftx, 19, p. izo, pi. if fig. 2, this reference due to 
£em^ JEA 41,79, n. 6. Without giving evidence FI assart told me in 1954, with kind permission to quote, that 
the prow of the N. boat is E.t that of the 5, boat W+r as would be expected. From the boats themselves, now 
partly filled with sand, 1 could conclude only that directions could quire possibly be determined here, and in 
Af, by surveying. Neither Ac nor Af is rock-tut strictly speaking, for Ac is lined w-ith stone blocks much like 
those with which Af is buift- 

4 Firth and Gunn, TWr Pyramid Cemeteries, p. zi; pL 51. 
6 Has^an, opr tit. 56-64; Eady, op. tit. Flassan believes that the prow of the E. boat, 5. of the temple, is W.; 

Eady* that the wider W+ end indicates the prow to be E. In its present eroded condition I could be sure only 
rhat the E. end is narrow* less than 2 ft. across. However, both Hasssn’s and Eady's diagrams show the E. end 
to be higher* like ail stems,, an indication that the W. direction is correct. Direction of the other three is certainly 
that shown in the diagrams. 
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B> Boats Making Circuit of Room, Tomb, or Copfjn 

5 

ATUM 
* J 1_1 
* * it 

u- N 

rs ^ marakhxj_ N] 

Ba, Dyn. VL SaUarah. Phiops II. [Sanctuary, funerary temple.]' 

Bb. Dyn. XVII I, Der el-Bahri. Hatshepsut. Tympana of W. [and E.] walls, Chapel of Hatshepsut, funerary 

temple.2 Diagram. 

Be. ibid. [Tympana of W. and E. walls, Chapel of Tuthmosis I.]1 

M ibid. Sh. 'Abd d-Kumah. Tulhmoais III. [Tympana of W. and E. walls, sanctuary, funerary temple.]" 

Be. Dyn, XXVI. Theban Tomb cc, Bt-u or Bit. Tympana of S. [and N.] walls, first room,’ 

Bf. Dyn. XXV. El Kurni. Tanwetamani, KU 16, Tympana of W. and E. walls, Room U, pyramid sub- 

structure.* 
Bg, Dyn, XXV. Meroe and Barfcal. Tympana of W. or E. walls, pyramid chapels.7 

> Jcquier, Men. fun. de FVpi 11, if, p. 6s, pi. tos, fragments of two boats going in opposite directions found 

in the sanctuary. . „ , . „ , # j** * 
* Navdlep DArd Man, rvh pp. io-nr pis. 114-i*; Werbrouck, U Tmple h 

pp. IOO-1, 105-6, pi. 26. For simplicity, the diagrams trill take Atum and yamkhti to be the gods of night 

dayp apparently the case as a rule. . 
1 JEA 15± pr 57, pis. 11-13. The convincing evidence for reconstruction is further supported, 1 beuev , oy 

fragments of inscriptions H> the rising sun on the E. wall simitar to those in the samt place in t e , 3lb cpsut 

^Rkkt. Dtr Tatentanpd Thutmom* HIt pp. u-iZ, pi*- *. fTUfimenls indicating repetition of barks and 
hours here. also. EUke notes two similar representations, but boats were not included in the first and it seem* 
unlikely that they arc in the second, a late Basrah tomb, Lcpsius 24. £now destroyed and in- 
Accessible, for they arc not mentioned specifically in Porter and Moss, Top. Btbl. ill, 171, or included m t e 

listed hour publications. .... 
* Hand copy. The boat and the will fragments parallel Bb so closely that the eomspomhng boat on the N. 

wall seems a virtual certainty; the ceiling's present condition precludes all evidence for or against original 
inclusion of the hours, which occur, or are extant, onty when noted in the following depictions of this section. 

* Dunham Thz Royal Cemeteries of Kush: el Kvttu. I, pi. 18. 
» Chapman The Royal C'materia of Kush: Decorated Chapelt of the Metallic Pyramids at Meroi and Barkol, 

nr, pis. 3 (C, E, H>, 4 CO. 5 (B), 6 (C). 14 (C, D). .8 <F>, i* (C). In the last example the boat goes S. on the 
E wall; in the others, it is N- on the W. In all cases, opposite walls are lacking; offerings comparable W those 

of Der el-Babri usually have prominent places on the side walls. 
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Bh. Dyn. XIX, Biban d-Mutub. Mcneptah* Cf* S. and N+ waits, Sarcophagus Room,1 

Bi. ibid* Tauscrt-Betriakht. Cf. S+ and X, walls, Room J.1 

Bj. ibid, Harnesses HI. Cf* 5+ and X. walls, Sarcophagus Room.1 

Bkr Dyn. XIX+ QL Theban Tomb io6a boats N*-S,* 

BL Dyn. XX, Cf. Theban Tomb 6^3 

Bm, Dyn. XYXII-XXYIIL Cf+ representations on arched coffin and sarcophagus lids: Abydos;4 Bologna;5 

Cairo 41001-2, 41009, 41014, 41018, 4102a, 41028, 41031, 410401s Leyden M 2Q? sarcophagi: Anla- 

manih Nu. VI, Merawi Museum;0 Aspalta, MFA 23-729^ 

Ch Boats in Depictions of the Fotm Points of the Compass 

Ca. Dyn. XII lh Sakkarah. Khendjer. Eh face of pyramidion.^ 

Cb. Dyn, XIX, Abydos. Sethos I« E. side of ceiling. Sarcophagus Room, cenotaph." 

■ All three rooms in the royal tombs were obviously decorated according to the same plan, though colour 
differed and much destruction has occurred in the kings' sarcophagus rooms. The Tauserc-Setnokht reliefs 
(Lefeburc, Hypogi** Royawar, 1IP pL 67) are virtually complete,, however, as is the boat on the 5. wall of the 
Mcncptah tomb (hand copy], 

a Atum goes N* on the E. wall to the right on entering the tomb, sec. 7, Porter and Moss, opr dt- lp 134-5; 
on sec. 1 ip E. face of the architrave between the central pillars, the bark of R£* goes 5* Thus the boats arc not 
precisely opposite each other. Further references include unpublished photographs in the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art; T *910-2, T 2950-1, 
* A solar boat goes W. and E< on the S. and N. (MMA photo T 1719) faces of the capi tals of the centra] 

pillars; cf. text S. and N\ of large horizon-sign on ceiling beyond and between these pillars (MMA photo 
T 3153); second room, five solar boats go W. on S. wall, five E- on N- wall (MM A photos T 3155-64). 

* Petrie* Abydot, IP fragments of two coffins; p, 48. pis. 71-72* 74- 
* Szedlo, U grande swtqfago dd Mute# Cnrio di Bcfogm, pi, i+ 3. 
6 Mortt, Sareophagti dt I'epoqu* bubasiitt (CCG). 
7 pleyte, Mon. eg. du Mus/r a Ltide: Ctmwh dt momits igyptitmus, pi. 6, 
* Mr. Dunham tells me that MFA rubbings closely parallel the Aspalta sarcophagus. bdow, 
* MFA photograph of drawing from nibbing. Hours and other solar tests are also found on the lid. 

19 J^quicr, Deux pyramid** du Mayen-Empire> zi* Simplest form of ihe diagram; winged disk, Atum and 

Rc<-Damkhtj above boats. 
11 Frankfort, Cenotaph of Set* I, ii» pis. 74-75. Tall sign on extreme right is illegible, bur that for W* seems, 

unaccountably, to be on the left. A break across the top of the relief makes it Impossible 10 determine whether 
or not anything was put above die winged disk. 
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Cc. Dyn- XX. Biban el-Mulfik- Ramcssca VI- Ceiling, Mail H.1 Diagram. 

Cd. ibid. Ramesses IX. Ceiling, Corridor B.1 

Ce. ibid. E. wall, Hall F,* 

Cf. Dyn. XXII. Tartis. Amenemophis, tomb 4. S. wall.4 

Cg. Dyn. XXVI. Theban Tomb 33. E, wall, Hall XIX.* 

Ch. Pcrsian-Pioloraic, Cairo 29316. Sarcophagus lid, head end.6 

Ci. Dyn. XXV, Taharqa. Cf. Theban Tomb 132, Tympanum of S. wall. Sepulchral Chamber.'’ 

Cj, Dyn. XXVI, Berlin 29. Sarcophagus, foot end.® 
Ck. Persian-Ptolemaic, Sakklrah, Cairo 29306. Sarcophagus lid, foot end.6 

Cl. Dyn. XXII. Thebes. Cf. top of cartorniagt of Nfc-f-Mvt,1* 

* Pianlcoff, The Tom* 0} Rumrut! VI (Bollingen Series XL), ir, pla. 183-4. Tall sign for E. on estreme left 

is restored from Cg; in no examples arc both intact. 
? Photographs by courtesy of Dr. George R. Hushes, the Epigimphic Surveyp Orient*! Institute, Luxor; 

description, Lef^bure, op. cit, El, £l* Enough of the damaged relief remain* to show virtual identity with the 
Rsmesses VI depiction, including the starred sky and the disks in the upper comers; the unusual polychrome 

is quite impressive. _ + j 
3 Photograph by courtesy of Natacha Rsunbova; Lefibure, op. dt. pt. at- No mscripuoits above boats; six 

gods of N.* eight of 5- 
+ Hand copy, photographs, 1954. Comer disks and star omitted, 
3 Hand copy, photographs, 1954, Essentially as diagram; bottom right is destroyed. 
6 Mnspcro, SarcQphegc* del ipaquet ptrsane ei piolimmque (CCG)t it, PP i«6-8, pi- 3^* *4 Stats omitted; 

twelve gods of N. and S. replaced by six "who follow R^ in sky5 and six hwho follow R«* in sky (and) At urn In 

Mamih. Space and shape perhaps indue need the reduction. 
7 bland copy; W. wall taking tomb entrance to be E,, nofc S.E. Compressed to little more than symbolic 

confrontation of and W. horbons, put above a complete depiction of the revivification of Qsiris-N (Porter 

and Mo**, op. cit. l» 143, 'king on couch1) also shown below Cb-c. Ce-f, Gh. 
* Photographs by courtesy of the Museum; description, Erman, op- cit- 170. 
* Maspero, op. citr 1, pp. 216-9; ph 19, 1. E. and W- arc reverse of diagram. 

«* Quibell, T6e Rnmtiseum, pL 16. Boats, separated by top part of lid, carry respectively diskT dkk over 

crescent moon; below, signs for E< aod W. 
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ZENITH 

NAD! R 
Cm. Dyn. XXX, Sakkarah. CL MMA 14.7.1. Top of sarcophagus lid,1 

Cm Graeco-Roman* Philae. Cf. centre section of ceiling IT, provisos of Great Temple,1 3 

Co* ibid. Kom Gmbo. Cf. Temple fragment no. 983.* 

D. Boats Carrying Disks 

Da. I>yn. XIX. Theban Tomb 4. Ceiling.4 

Db- Dyn* XIX. Bibail cl-Muluk. MencpLah. Top of anthropoid sarcophagus lid,1 

Dc. Dyn. XIX-XX. BD 130,U* 

Dd. Graeco-Roman. Philae. Top section of ceiling IT, pronaos of Great Templet 

1 Bali. MMA o, 112-30. Even without the bending Nut figure above, stars, ff-sign* and dink apparently 
show the other two points of this unique representation to be zenith and nadir, rather than N. and S, 

a B£ft6di«T Le Tempii di Philae^ p. 13b, pL 50. Boats held by Isis and Nephthy* between two bending 
figures of Nut; twenty-four circles coloured to represent day and night are on the hack of the second figure; 
on either hand Gcb, be low p holds disks which texts indicate to be sun and moon. 

3 De Morgan, it aL, Catalogue des Msmtimenti, nr 331; fragment obviously from a ceiling similar to that 
of Phi tat above. 

* Hand copy. Prow-to-prow boats hold a disk, go N, and are adored respectively by man and woman. 
Winged disk, child, and single prow occur only in De. 

* Hand copy; E, boat is visible in ButL MMA 14 (1956), 115. Taking the head as N., as it is in the tomb;, 
boats carrying a hawk-headed man with ftr^-sign on knee go E. and W* 

* NaviUe, 7Wt, l, pi. 144. Disks am empty; man facing right stands between boats which teat indicates to 
be m*mjt and msktt. 

1 Hencditc, loc. cit, Bouts, each under a winged disk and stars, carry an empty disk; child on each prow. 
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De. ibid, Ekhmim stelae: B.M. iooi;1 Cairo 32017, 22033, 22052, 22069, 22074, 2*095. 22114, *1112 

22136, 22141, 32168f Leyden 8;1 Meui 51-2;* Vatican 121Diagram, typical only. 

Df. Roman. Theban Tomb 1447, shroud.* 
Dg. Dyn. XX-XXI. Cf. Berlin 8, coffin,’ 

E. Boats at Last Hour op Night and First of Day 

E 
night 

oQq 

r vj 
C filMlT WtT- 

D_n o_ 
I AWO "| I AMW~| 

_Ji 

w 

Ea-b. Dyn, XX, Bibin el-Muluk. Ramcsses VI. Ceiling, Corridor C.8 Diagrams, 

Ec-d. Ibid. Ceiling. Hall I.* 

Ee-f. Dyn. XXIL Tanis. Osorkon II, Tomb 1. W. wall, Room I.1* 

Eg. Dyn, XXV. Taharqa. Theban Tomb 132. VV. wall, Sepulchral Chamber.11 

DA Y 

M N 

Ln/ 

a Bril. Mus.; A Guide to the Egyptian GaU&m (Sculpture), 1909, p, 36S' pi, 37j 

* Kama!, Stiles ptoUnuAquts ft rorntrim iCCG)> 2 vote* 
* B&eser, Dettkm. d, wiJ., grieth.p r&m* und kopt- £eiti p. 4; pL 14i 3. 
* Budge, Egyptian AntitpdHei in iht Poiujnm 0/ Lady Meux, 1 i4"34j 
* Botti, Le Sculture dtl Mmto Gregoriano Egizio, pp. 73~74^ 57- , ,L . . , „ 

* Bruy ere, JWfel {1948-31}. xxvi, pp, 107-8; pi =4. 1; T'*"* hcfld 83 N*' ht,ats 13(1 eithCr ,,de "f W° 
figure respectively carry E. and W* in disks A turn h not Cteiris, and Khopri. 

* Schafer, op. cit. 115; description. Kram, op. cit- 173-4- Boats carrying respective y Atom and tfarakhti 
probably, face each other on the back of a bending Nat figure; instead of being m disks, the gods hold disk* 

on their heads. 
1 PknkofT, op- cits pis. 149-50, „ _ p „r r < 
* Ibid., ph. ,87, 196; Le litre Jujourtt de la mat. PP. 1-3. 8°; P^ >■8’E‘"™‘Ec: rcv™ ffodT 

deue., who stand to right of, not over, boats; disk U over arms of Nephthys. Ed; goddesses axe Ui* and 

Nephthys. wear feathers on heads; child is seated. 
"» Montct, Let Cmstructiem et h tombeau d'Osortunt II d Tank, i, pis- **« SS* apparent attempt to re¬ 

produce, and necessarily compress, the long corridor of Ramcsses Vl, of which Ea-b are pan, on a short wall; 
Nut shown with feet and hands toward the actual ground puts the boats or end and eliminates compass direc¬ 
tions of motion. Ec: goddesses are left of, not above, boats; msktt. going down, is over arts# with prow up, 

Ef’ remaining goddess wears feather; disk is empty. 
.. Hand copy ; Porter and Moss, op. cit, I. 143, see. 3. hours only. Boats corresponding to Ea face each other 

dearly: above, traces show goddesses, names destroyed, and a red disk. Day hours on E.wall, opposite, do not 
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Q. 

tj>(T) M P1SKTT 

Oo 

iis ai PT H fl<NPT 

Eh. Dyn„ XXVI+ I^uvtc D 9, Sarcophagus, foot end.1 Diagram. 

EL ibid. Louvre D 8, Sarcophagus lid, foot end.= 

Ej. ibid, Louvre, Sarcophagus lid, end.3 

Ek, Dyn. XXX. Sakkarah. MMA 14,7.1. Sarcophagus lid, foot end.4 
EL Ptolemaic, Ekhmim, Cf. Ny CarEsbcrg 298. Top of cartonnage.* 

F. MlSCELLAOTOt'S 

Fa* Dyn* XX. Medinet Habu, Ramesses III. E. wall of Re* Chapel. Funerary temple.* 

E 
OR 

s 

w 
OR 

N 

Fb_ Dyn, XX, Theban Tomb 359. Section VII, W. wall. Room zJ 

indude prow-to-prow boats in the often highly compressed and strangely juxtaposed reliefs of this unusual 
tomb, 

1 Vigneau, Encyd. phetogr. de Part; no. 5; Let Anliquith igyptikrmei du Must? du Loutrtr 152; Sharpe, 
Eg. I riser. Brit. Mus, pr_ 2P pi. 41. reversed; Annr Serv- 40, 667, 

3 Photograph by courtesy of the Museum; partial publication, %'igntau, op. cit, 145. Names only of mrntft 

and mshtt; child, and jackal on prows,, 
3 Lanione, Dix. miteg. tp pi, mi. Also £>d-/^and probably the same sarcophagus as Ei? though unaccountable 

omissions and divergences in the inscription seem to warrant tentative separate listing. 
4 Bull, MMA 119 Boats are not named; goddesses wear E, and W. signs on heads; standing child in 

disk, uraei outside, 
* Kocfocd-Pctersen, Cat. dei sareophaget el cercueits jgypttcm, pp. jS-^F pb. 87-88. Mrty extend arms to 

child in winged disk, 
ft Line-drawing by courtesy of Dr. Hugh», Luxor. The curve of a boat's huSl remains on the third register of 

the F- wall of the Re< chapel above M,H. A 475 (Porter and Mossh op, cii., llt 187, court XXX, sec. 78), A vertical 
column of text to Its right is followed by a fragment of two kneeling figures in the centre of the wail, then by 
destruction of the rest of the register. In the register below the figures* Nephthys and Isis support a disk, while 
signs for E. and W. stand under their arms and practically identical texts behind them greet Re*, rasing. Thus 
prow-tO-prow boats, perhaps C t)-ptT appear virtually certain in the third register. Three other boats are extant 
in the chapel. One, prow E. on third register of N* wall (A 477), concerns the overthrow of Apophis; it perhaps 
had a counterpart on the corresponding section of the S. wail, destroyed. The others (A 481 p A 488) go S.T nm 
N,p at sunset* as do die two night barks on the temple pylons (A 53* A 710); as yet I know neither explanation 
nor parallel, 

T Bmyire, Fatdllef (i^o)r vm, pt- 3. pp. 61-64, pis 18-19; in colour, Vandicr, Egypt: Paintings from Tvmbt 

and Temples, p[, 30, More nearly W. wall by compass; N. if room-entrance is considered to be E, 
bsim L 
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Fc. Ramesside. Bibiin cl-FIsrim. Tyti. W. wall. Hall.1 

Fd, Dyns. XXVII-XXX. Prow to prow boats on hypocepbali.1 

The boat pairs obviously show three distinct and easily identifiable traditions: 

B, C, E; or four if E is taken as night and day, rather than night-day. Of course, there 
are divergences among the examples as grouped and overlaps between examples in 

different groups. But virtual duplication is found in reliefs widely separated by time, 

notably in Bt^-e, as restored, in Cb-i, and in large measure in Group E. It is possible 

that there were only three, or four, traditions: the A boats perhaps belong to one or 
more of them; Fa quite possibly follows C; the other examples appear derivative and 

abbreviated, rather than distinctive. 
The remaining portions of the arched ceiling adjoining Bb, Der el-Bahri, are as 

follows : S. side, hours 11—9 of day, a fragment of hour S; N. side, hours 2-4 of night, 
a fragment of hour 5, Hours 12 of day and 1 of night are S, and N. of the night bark 
above the stela on the tympanum of the W. wall. There seems no reason to doubt the 
obvious meaning of this representation, that the sun circles from S. to N. to set and begin 
the night journey, or the fact that the three-dimensional depiction of the twenty-four- 

hour dav was originally complete. The missing part of the arch and the E, tympanum 

must have held the other hours and the other bark.1 Both ships are intact in Bf, where 

the ceiling is starred. 
However, as Jdquier thought, at least the B prototype probably occurs as early as 

Phiops II, for the wall reliefs of his sanctuary , where the boat fragments were found, 

are composed of offerings similar to those of Bb-g, though apparently no hour frag¬ 

ments from the ceiling remain. Both offerings and hours occur in the I uthmosis III 
fragments, but the Anubis section inserted above the stela adds to the height of the 
stone and perhaps precludes virtual certainty that a boat was put above it. Be lacks the 

stela and now, at least, the hours; otherwise it is quite close to Bb, except that the tomb 

plan called for boats on the shorter S. and X. walls, not the W. and E. 
Bh-1 arc parallel to Ba-g in having the barks circle the room, but offerings and hours 

were not included. Under an astronomical ceiling in the three royal tombs, the boat on 
the S. wall carries Atum W. on the desert in the second; register on the N., the boat 

of Re< goes E. to enter and come forth from Aker in the bottom register. In Bk, Tomb 
[06, the bark going N. has as two of its passengers the hs of E, and W. as Atum sails 

to ‘the beautiful West’ to set in Manu. On the E, side of the architrave in front of the 

tomb entrance a boat takes the disk S,, while Re( is adored on rising by apes. In Bl, 
Tomb 65, solar barks go respectively W. and E. on the S, and on the X. face of the 
central columns; Ret is adored on rising on the E. face of the X. pillar the corre¬ 
sponding section on the S. is destroyed—and on theW. face of its architrave. On the 

ceiling beyond and between these two columns, the deceased kneels S. and X. of a large 

1 Bcntfdite, Tomb tint de la rtitte Thiti. pi. 6; correct orientation. Porter sud Moss, Op. tit. r, 42, Prow to prow 

On cither side of door; not related to Fb* 
1 Petrie, Ahydoii Jh pp, 49-5rP pis, 76—77, 79, three examples and further references. Numerous occurrences 

require much study and can only be thus noted here. 
* As Jtquier believed, Monrfun, d* P£pi II¥ It, 65. 
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horizon-sign to hail Re' respectively when he rises in the E. horizon and when he sets. 
In the room beyond, five solar barks go W. on the S. wall, five go E. on the N. wall. 
The tomb total is thus six boats in each direction. 

In Rm the coffins also seem to show the complete circuit of the sun, though hour 
texts are found only on the sarcophagi. However, in all examples Ilarakhti regularly 
has twelve towers for his boat on one side of the arch, while Atum has twelve on the 

other. Seen from above, the boats go in opposite directions; from the side they go 
around the lid as they do around the temple and tomb rooms. 

Perhaps with a simple form like Ca as prototype, Cb-h and Ci-k came to represent 
in two dimensions the four points of the compass, readily made three-dimensional by 
turning the gods, in imagination, at right angles with the E.-W. line.1 Hrt m mftidt 
m ikt iibtt n pt on the left and fitpt m msktt m Mmu on the right in Cb-d, Cf-h1 seem 
to show that the twenty-four-hour day is definitely meant, a conclusion presumably 

confirmed by the disks and stars in Cc-d and Cg, by disks only in Ch. Evidently the 
sun rises, crosses the sky, sets, is replaced by the starred sky. No texts are included 
on Cj.3 But in the vertical inscription over and behind the boats of Ck, the deceased 

kneels on the E. and W. sides of the relief to adore Re< ‘when he rises (wbn f) in the 
eastern horizon of the skv1, and ‘when he sets (htp f) in the western horizon’. 

In Cl-m and in Ek the E.-W. directions are specified without the N.-S. In Cm the 

prow-to-prow barks are symmetrically balanced upward on the arms of the goddesses, 
but the W, goddess must actually have sent her boat E. under the earth; compare 
Cn-o, where E.-W. are presumably represented by Isis-Ncphthys. 

In the Ramesses VI tomb the hours are depicted twice; on the ceiling of Corridors 
C-E, where both day and night arc enclosed by a single Nut figure placed E.-W,; on 
the ceiling of Hall I, sarcophagus room, where back-to-back Nuts, N.-S., hold the 
night hours on the W., the day on the E. Thus the Corridor C boats, Ea-b, are N.-S.; 

the Hall I, Ec-d, are E.-W. 
In Ea, to consider first the night depictions, Isis-Nephthys arc S.-N., left-right. 

In Ec Nephthys is on the E., left, corresponding to mtndt, Isis on the right, perhaps 

1 Cf. Bb-m and the three-dimensional representation of the four compass points on a sarcophagus Jidf 
Cairo 5574 (Mariette, Mon. Dtv,„ p. 13, p, 4ft ; Maspero, Guide du tdsit&r, 378-9), exhibit no. 704. The hours 
of day and ni^ht are shown as usual in S. and N. in Bb—d, Ea-h< Cairo 5574, while the day and night journeys 
are made in S. and NT in Berlin 7358* below; but they are in N, and S+ in Ea-bh in W. and E. in Ec-d, in E. 
and W, in Eg, Of course, the gods of 5. and N. represent die hours of day and night: 12 each in Bm *s towers, 
in Cb-d, Cf-g; 24 stars on the sky-sign of Cairo 2zi 14, Uc; 34 dreka in two colours on the hack of Nut, 
Cn[-o]; 6 gods each in ChF Cj-kh 12 circles in Cairo 22136* De; 8 and b gods in Ce, perhaps due 10 wall space. 
Thar the actual points of the compass were a factor in tomb decoration is seen in designations, including NW., 
SE.p and on the waits of the unfinished sarcophagus room of Ffarembab (Davis. The Tombs of 
H<nr€mhabi and Toiaitimkhatminon, p. 62). 

x Reading from the photograph where the line-drawing ia unintelligible in Cb, In Ch msktt is used on both 

sides* apparently a general word for "divine ship* here, as Seihc, op. dt. 278* n. 5. 

> The lid decoration of this Berlin sarcophagus should be noted, however: a big Nut similar to that in the 

Book of Caverns (Piankoffp Thr Tbmft of Ram f VI. n» pi- 27)- The different forms of the sun depicted under 

her amts would leave no doubt of the meaning of the representation, the course nf the sun fay both day and 

night, even without the Berlin testt £>d mdw in Rf htir 7tm hy Writ N pr[-fr] (tn? Rf m du'ty fap k frnr Jfftt m 
mmfrw (iie) j< nb dt*r tf. Erman, op. dt. ayo^ 
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by error1 In Ee, similar in plan to Ea, the corresponding compass points are eliminated 

by the wall position of the relief, but Isis and mrndt are in their customary places on the 

left when faced as the names are read. In Eg the goddesses’ names are no longer 
legible. In Eh the two, unnamed, are on boats with inscriptions above comparable to 
those of Group C: hr(t) m msktt, htpt m mrndt * In Ei-j the goddesses, again without 
names, stand on mrndt and msktt; no hours appear on these sarcophagi, but the text 

apparently used to join hour 12 of night with hour 1 of day in Ea, Ec, Ec, Eh is seen 

above the boats. 
In the first four night depictions the goddesses stand near, not on, the boats as night 

ends and Nephthys passes the disk to IsisJ But in Ee the prow-to-prow boats, clearly 

named, are placed one above the other, not in line. 1 he prow directions remain the 
same; msktt has simply been shifted to a position above mrndt as if, as seems likely, the 
other figures left available only this spaced Since the night boat above is meaningless, 

purposeful emendation of Ee would probably have put mrndt above and msktt below to 

show motion around the earth, or would have faced both prows the same way to in¬ 
dicate parallel boats at sunrise for change of disk. In Eh-j, sarcophagi, it is probable 

that the goddesses stand on the boats, rather than above, for reasons of space; certainly 

the Eh inscriptions point to the whole course of day and night, not to sunrise only. 
In Eb, Ed, Ef, the first hour of day, goddesses and disk are in their usual positions 

on and between the boats, while sunrise, shown dearly in the birth taking place over 
the long boat above, is apparently emphasized by the child-omitted in Ef within 
and the uraci outside the disk, Though Ek is without inscription, it apparently refers 

to the same period, for goddesses of E. and W. in the prows hold their hands out to 

a similar disk. Probably further stylization of the same idea is found in El, also lacking 

text, where the mrty reach up to a seated child in the winged disk over the boats. This 
depiction also appears to be related to Cb-h, in the cartouche between the boats and 

in the ‘revivification’ below. 
Except for the Stelae, the Group D barks do little more than face each other; even 

the two suns are distinguished only in De~g. But four Cairo stelae should be especially 
noted. Reference has already been made to 22114, most carefully worked of the senes, 

* [sis is, of count, usually associated with left, E., iw'nsff, Nephthys with right, W-, Htdttt,stt. f°r example, 

Pyr. 150a, 2ioa-c; cf. BD 130 (lif), N&ville, loe. e:t. . 
’ The roles of the two ships arc apparently reversed here; see Sethe, op. eit. 278. V cn ^ ^ . 

opposed, (he meanings pf 'rise1 and "set" appear certain; in an adjoining text btp appari nt > ^ >u tran' 

to rest', 'resting in Nun1. , . . . 
i Actually shown p whether or not for reasons of spice, in Ec Mid surely meant in die oner cramp ' 

Cf. ihc parallel boats on the ceiling of Corridor F {ZAS 7J,, ph 10a; DeuUehtS Inst, - ■ ■1 tU\ * I4y h u. " 

[iut.fr. 3^ pp. 65-70; pis- s-6), where the change is presumably made, but la not shown. A disk is foryiir^ ,n 

each boat, while the space over the extended hands of the goddass is empty ( again the primary crap iasis is 

apparently put on the ever-recurring aspect, t 
* In Fb> the other example of boats one above the other goini* in opposite directions, ap*« had no part. Rut 

this apparently has little; if any, relation to the other pairs, for it represents two aspects of the day ±»unF rat cr 

than the 5un by day and night. It worn to come from the Book of the Dead, as do the wrrourtdmg texts and 

reliefs, and is perhaps a combination of depictions of Khopri and Sopd similar to those of Pb and Pe m , aviUep 

Todt. tp iijr ED too. Likewise unrelated, apparently, are boats one above the other with prows m the same 

direction; Queens* Tombs 36 (Schiaparelli^ Rduziont, 1, 4®. Theban Fomba 155 and 573* con¬ 

cerned with offerings; tomb of Ramies VI (Piankoff, op. cii. It, pi. t3ib>. concerned with funemry ntual. 
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where a long sky-sign, stretching under the two boats and extending from tip to tip of 
the disk wings, contains twenty-four stars for the hours; and to 22136, where a band 

the same length is divided by vertical lines into twelve sections, each holding a small 
circle. In parallel inscriptions on 22114 and 22052 the deceased adores Re* when he 

rises and makes him content in the darkness; his bt apparently goes to the sky with Re< 
as they presumably travel in nwn$ and then moor in msktt, In 22141 Re<, rising from 

Nun and setting in the western horizon of the sky, is told; ‘You come as Ref, you set as 
Atum', an idea repeated in numerous New Kingdom stelae under a single bark moving 
from left to right,1 

The earliest prow-to-prow boats known, the rock-cut, arc without inscription and 
arc not definite in themselves alone, as far as excavation and knowledge now go.1 They 
lack, too, the positive form and furniture shown in solar bark reliefs and models;3 but 

in view of examples of single boats of the same period that are certainly solar,4 of the 

whole body of material in the diagrams, and of the frequent occurrence of the two 
boats in the Pyramid Texts and other Old Kingdom inscriptions, the solar explanation 
seems most likely by far.4 

It w ill be seen that almost half the diagram barks go N. or S,, rather than E. or W. 
In addition single barks are oriented N.-S, on four pyramidia; on three Harakhti sails 
S,, on one Ret goes N.* And at least four inscriptions have to do with N.-S. motion: 

three, northward in msktt, southward in mmdt; one, southward in msktt, northward in 
mfndt.? 

While the sun’s principal apparent motion is E —W., of course it also has a N.-S. 

1 C£. StcLndorllj Aitfbet irK pL io+p where a boat with identical ends holds a disk and the deceased addresses 

I larakhti and Atum on cither aide of the wall below* 

J The existence of further boats, or pits, is practically certain in pyramid complexes not fully explored, or 

not examined at hJL 

1 Arm. SertK i, 26; 31-32; 37-38; Boreux, £ludti de nautique Igyptien^ 67-1iS; Bull, lmt.fr. 9, pp. 37-82; 

pi. 2; Bull. MM A 1 a (.sup,, Feb, 1015), io-rz; Reiner; Models of Ships and Boats [CCG), pp, iii; «v-vii; 

43 44; loi-ti; pis. 22, 24; H&ssan, op. eit. 148-56. 

■+ For example, Urk. 1, 248, 15-16; von Bissing, Rt-Heiligtttm des Nf-Woser-Rt, 1, ppr 52-54; pL 5, where the 

plan should be compared with boat models and furniture listed above and where the direction of the wcon- 

Strutted boat is mistakenly W.p not E. (j^quier, Gonsidimtumi sur Its religions igyptiennti, 31, n, 2; Sphinx, io* 

184-225; Hassan, op, cit. 79). 

s For contrary views see Junker, Gfra, tv, 74, and Centf os noted with further discussion below, p, 117. 

4 Ruck-cut’ is used purposely, for the detailed interior of the Gizah boats, pointed out by All Maraouk years 

ago, convinced me that these, possibly supplemented by wood, muse have served as boats, rather than boat 

graves; while the idea of stone boas, like the Djuser stone doors at Saklprah, seems to accord well with that of 

the rest of the stone pyramid complex and that of Newu&erre^in his brick-built ship. Further, boats could not 

have been lowered into the under-cut Djedcfre* and Chcphnm examples, and construction of complete ships 

within, above the rock-cut thwarts, appears unlikely. Compare recent statements by Abubakr and Stock, HLes 

i^randcs Occouvertes archtiologiques de 19541, La Rtme du Caite, Nutntfro §p£cial (Cairo, 1953}, 35, 97. Oiuids 

and Kagemnl are less convincing at present, certainly, w hile in other cases details were definitely not included 

and boats have been found: Saysanah North, hid wan, S. of Cheops pyramid. 

* Dyn. XX, Der eLMedtrulh: Louvre D 19; Theban Tombs 217 and 1164; ace Rruy^re, FtmtU&t it, pc. 2, 

p. 34; pp, 32-35 ; P|s- Vlf pt. 2, pp. 95 -96. Dyns, XIX-XX, ibid,: lltebajt Tomb 327, Bfuytae, op. dt, 

xivp pt, tw p* 27, pis, 8-9. 

7 M.K, bowl, JEA 20, 158-62; Dyn. XVIII* Theban Tomb 99, Sechep op, ciL 281; Berlin 7358: Roeder, 

Aeg. Imchr. Berlin, 11 p 310, and Sethtr op, cifc. 282, ’[Sie fibre nordwarts in der Nacht in der mskl]t, sic flhrt 

sudwlrts am Tage in dern^u^f/ De Buck, Coffin Texts, t, 184g. 
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motion. The E-W. and W.-E. motions reverse at sunrise and sunset, the N.-S. and 

S-N. at noon and midnight. Granted boats and gods of day and of night, E. and W. 
motions from horizon to horizon present no problem, whether above or below the 

earth. But there are no corresponding N.-S. boats and gods, nor are these turning- 

points on the celestial meridian as easily discerned as those of sunrise and sunset. 
Although N.-S. barks readily show that the sun has a N.-S. motion, they cannot 

depict it with an exactness comparable to that of E.-W. motion. In Ca, for example, 

A turn moves N.-S. to sunrise and Harakhti has to go in the opposite direction, N-, 

though he actually continues Atum’s southward motion until noon. 
Since, however, the sun’s course by day lies almost entirely in the southern half of 

the sky in the northern hemisphere,1 it should be noted that Harakhti and mfndt sail S. 

in six of the eight examples above, perhaps meaning *in the S. half of the sky’ in this 
case. Of course, the hours of day and the hours of night are customarily put in S. and 

N., respectively, while they are represented by gods of S. and N. in Cb—h, Cj-k—by 
implication in Ch. Finally, all four directions are apparently indicated in the Medlnet 
Habu sun litany: ind hr*k m dd n-k dityw ssm m trfitvy-k hr -snd There would 

seem to be no douht that the Egyptian was awrare of the easily observed facts of the 

sun’s motion in all four directions and that he depicted it in most cases as consistently 

as the media allowed. 
Except for Philae and Kom Ombo the location of the boats is funerary is every case: 

rock-cut boats In the vicinity of funerary temples or mastaba, Aa-h; reliefs on pyra- 
midion, Ca; in funerary temples, Ba—d, Fa; in tombs, cenotaph, or pyramids. Be—l, 

Cb-g, Ci, Da, Ea-g, Fb-c; on coffins or the like, Bm, Ch, Cj-m, Db, Df-g, Eh-1; 
on funerary papyri, Dc; on funerary stelae, De; on hypocephali, Fd. The change of 
medium is shown to be largely parallel to the change in time, but there is apparently no 

evidence to indicate that the meaning also changed.* 
To summarize, solar barks, one above the other, move in opposite directions in Ee, 

Fh. They have circular motion around wall, tomb, coffin in lia-m.4 Both rising in the 

eastern horizon and setting in Manu take place in Cb~d, Cf-h; in the eastern and 

3 It is always in the scmttiem half by day for sis months of the year and for most of the day during the other 
Six, when it rises N. of E. and sets N. of W, Even in Upper Egypt ^ sun Always S, of the zenith at noon. 

At night the reverse is true; its course lies for the most part in the northern half of the 'under *ky\ while it is 

always N- of the nadir at midnight. 
* A 49iP L 43, photograph by courtesy of Dr. Hughes, Luxor; note that 'four faces' is written w ith four 

fir-signs on the apposite wa!!t A 475, l. 2* N, end of wall. Cemy, op. cit. 79, n. 1, has recalled for me the four 
roads' of Pyr. r 35 5a; he does not specify in n„ 2 the ' four gates' (j&/) of Pyr. 12 5 2 * or the four doors (r/) to be 
presumed in the parallel texts of Pyr* 1593 and 1603. 

> That it did not is apparently proved in Group for example: Co, prototype Dym XIII. pyramidion; 
Cb-g* almost identical, Dyns. X1X-XXV), cenotaph or tombs; Ch, closely parallel to Ch^g, Persian-Ptoltmaic, 

sarcophagus. 
* In Ub if one stands between the two boats—granted the second on the E, wall—then turns to follow their 

supposed motion* both go in the same direction. NT.. E,. S., W., N-* if only the head is turned from wall to wall, 
however,, the boats are in a sense prow to prow—stem to stem is nowhere seen—"-as they would be if transferred 
as they are to a single wall. The same thing applies to the arched coffin lids if one walks around them or looks 
down from above; and to the motion of the sum in the same direction around the earth, but E.-W. and W+— E. 

if one looks tip and down, in imagination h at it. 
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western horizons in Ck; in msktt and rnmdt in Eh ; in Nun and Manu in Cairo 22141, 

De. In addition, Cc-d, Cg-h show a disk, presumably rising and setting, at either 
horizon, so named; while the first three add stars between the disks—Cg in the sky- 

sign above the winged disk—apparently to show the night sky as well. The principal 
texts concern sunrise alone in Ea-f, Eh-j. But sunrise is not a static point; it is a motion, 
a part of the full motion of the sun, even though it marks a supremely important event 
for man, the return of the sun and its light. When the static aspect, as it were, is empha¬ 
sized, the goddesses disembark and stand in another register to exchange the disk: 
Ea, Ec, Ee, Eg. In Ec they tower above the ships, the very proportions emphasizing, 
as customary in Egypt, the actual transfer of the sun as night becomes day, while the 
two barks, now empty, still confront each other and their motion, we may suppose, 
never ceases: hrt m mrndt, htpt m msktt,1 * 3 

Positive proof is not easily found in matters of Egyptian religion and thought pro¬ 
cesses. But from the material presented above only one conclusion seems possible, that 
over a very long period of time the Egyptian, however he may have ‘formulated’ it to 
himself, sought to represent by barks depicted prow to prow' the complete and eternal 
course of the sun, E. to W„ W. to E., N. to S.f S, to N,, above and below the earth, 
rising, setting, rising. Certainly this would accord with one of the primary Egyptian 

conceptions of life after death, the period with which these representations un¬ 
doubtedly have to do, that of rebirth into eternal existence as companion of the sun 

god on his eternal journey through the sky, or the waters of the sky, above and below 
the earth, rising with Re< in the morning, setting with Atum in the evening every day 
for ever.1 It accords, too, with the Egyptian emphasis on w'hat is now called ’eternal 

recurrence’, if an abstract term may be permitted an effort to lump the great variety 
of concrete ways used in Egypt to express the endless process of death and birth, sunset 
and sunrise^ 

Evidence against this conclusion would seem to be negative, the fact that the repre¬ 

sentations could not be studied here in the full individual context each often deserves. 
But perhaps this broad, if often summary, presentation will provoke deeper study in 
both individual and broad contexts, for the Egyptian conception of solar barks and 

solar motion is apparently a not inconsiderable part of the cosmology' that is to a large 
extent the framework of Egyptian religion. 

1 Cf, the last representation * sunrise, in the three N,K. underworld ‘books*: Caverns^ Am-Duath Gates. 
jequier+s opinion of the third appears to he true of the others as well; \ * + me piiralt reprtfsenter non ^eulemenl 
la naissancc du soldih main hien son lever et son voucher1 {Le Livrt de ct qu'il a dans I'Hadff, 8), Here, too. the 
full motion is depicted at sunrise. 

* Cf, p, 75. r*. 3- 
3 Other concrete examples include: frequent hymns to the setting and rising sun on opposite vails just 

inside or outside N-K, tomb entrances at Thebes; disk containing ram-headed mm and scarab, commonly put 
over the entrance or just inside Diban eLMulfik tombs; disk at the centre of four pairs of aims in tombs 
and on papyri; inscriptions comparable to that around Tutankhamun’s sarcophagus lid; „ „ * pr(l) m b* 

r * „ . Rr ahn/ftlpf m pt it r* nb (hand copy). There have appeared to me indications that the Egyptian recog- 
nix edh actually, for this rising and setting only one solar hark. rciV. called mrn^i by day and msktt by night, in 
much the same way he recognized one sun goda Ref. often called Khopri or ijarokhti by day. Arum by night. 
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THE DYNASTIC RACE IN EGYPT 

By D. E- DERRY 

The history of Egypt as it is known today has been built up in great part by the pains¬ 
taking labours of Egyptologists and each new discovery adds a stone to the building. 

For the past sixty years the systematic examination by anthropologists of the human 
remains which are an almost invariable concomitant of excavations in Egypt has pro¬ 
vided important racial evidence, the influence of which on the interpretation of many 

facts in Egyptian history is far-reaching. The object of the present paper is to put on 
record a general account of the facts which led to the conclusion that another race in 

addition to that represented by the remains found in all reliably dated Predynastic 

graves occupied Egypt in Early Dynastic times. 
The earliest inhabitants of Egypt of which we have any knowledge are the so-called 

Predynastic people, numbers of whose cemeteries have been excavated in Upper Egypt. 
Where these people came from is unknown, but there is at least some evidence that 

they may have been the descendants of the people who inhabited what is now the 
Eastern Desert at a time when more frequent rain permitted sufficient vegetation to 

support the flocks of sheep and goats of a pastoral people. That such climatic conditions 
did prevail we have definite evidence. The numerous uadis on the Eastern Desert bear 

testimony to the quantity of water which flowed down from the region of the Red bca 

hills to the present valley of the Nile at a time previous to the existence of the river. 
Hume and Craig, quoted by Brooks, Evolution of Climate, p. J2t consider the river to 

be not older than about 14,000 years. The stone implements found in quantity on the 
desert indicate that in the past a considerably larger population than the scattered tribes 
of Arabs which now inhabit it must have occupied the country. In this connexion it 

may be mentioned that in the course of a desert survey and only five miles from the 
Red Sea coast of Egypt, Mr. George Murray was shown a recently rifled grave from 
which he took *a slate palette with green malachite stains, fragments of a grey coarse 
earthenware pot of a type which Professor Reisncr dates as not later than the first 
Dynasty, not earlier than the late Predynastic period’, and a few other articles. He also 

brought back the skull which I examined and measured. Unfortunately all the bones of 
the face were missing, but so far as the features of the skull could be examined they' 

accorded well with those of the Predynastic Egyptians (Man, 23, no, 9, Sept. 1923), 
The first Predynastic cemeteries were discovered by Professor Flinders Petrie in 

1895 at Nakadah on the west bank of the Nile, a few miles north of Luxor. At first he 
believed he had found a 'new race*, but later it was shown that these people were the 
autochthonous inhabitants of the Nile valley. All the bodies were in the contracted 

position and copper was present in the earliest graves, although stone weapons and 
implements were still in use. The skeletons were sent to F-ngland and the skulls formed 
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the subject of a special study carried out by Miss C. D. Fawcett and published in 
Biornetrika, i, 408-67 (1902}, In 1901 Dr. George A. Reisner, working for the Hearst 
Expedition at Nag< ed-Der about 100 miles north of Luxor on the cast bank of the Nile 
laid bare an early Predynastie cemetery', and the human remains were packed and sent 

to the Medical School in Cairo, where Elliot Smith was at that time Professor of 
Anatomy. When Dr. Reisner left Upper Egy pt he settled in the vicinity of the pyramid 

of Cheops and began the excavation of the immense Fourth and Fifth Dynasty necropolis 
surrounding the pyramid. Here, with the exception of the great tombs (mastabas) of 
the nobles, the graves consisted of pits of varying depth hewn in the limestone and with 
a side chamber, sometimes two, in which, in those of earlier date, the body was placed 
in the contracted position. This began to be given up during the Fourth Dynasty, and 
the extended position was adopted. When I joined Elliot Smith in 1905 he had already 

begun a systematic examination and measurement of the human remains in this 
cemetery, and together we accumulated a large number of measurements to which I 
added many more during the following summer when, by Dr. Reisner’s invitation, I 
stayed at his camp. Owing to the extreme fragility of the bones, we were unable to 
transport them to Cairo for more detailed examination in the laboratory, but the results 

of the measurements recorded at the graveside were to become of inestimable racial 
value later on. Thus we had at the Medical School the material, either as notes or the 
actual skeletons, of Predynastie and Early Dynastic cemeteries, both excavated by 

Dr. Reisner, who at this time believed that the Egy ptian culture had evolved in the 
Nile valley and that the people whose remains we were examining buried round the 

Great Pyramid were the descendants of the Predynastie Egyptians. It should be said 
here that this paper deals only with the earliest cemeteries of both Predynastie and 
Early Dynastic date. As time went on, the mixture of the two races obscured the out¬ 
standing differences so clearly demonstrated in the earlier graves. It was not until the 

year 1909 when, after the second season's work in Nubia, where the archaeological 
survey of that country brought to light an enormous amount of human material and 
when comparative figures of skull measurements from various series were called for, 
that on taking out the means of our measurements on the Fourth to Sixth Dynasty 
crania from the Giza necropolis, the unexpected discovery was made that the pyramid 

builders were a different race from the people whose descendants they had hitherto 
been supposed to be. Naturally after making this discovery I was asked where the 
invaders had come from. My reply was that quite definitely they had not come from 

the south as the Dynastic people were far removed from any negroid element. It was 
improbable that they bad entered Egy pt from the west, both on account of the diffi¬ 
culties involved in crossing the desert and still more because no such people have ever 

been identified west of Egypt. If these people came from the north, they must have 
come across the sea and traces of their presence should be found in the Delta, or if the 

latter in ancient times was impassable owing to its swampy condition, then on one or 
other side of the Delta where it is bounded by the west and east deserts; but nothing of 
the sort has ever been found. We are left then with the east as the most probable region 
from which an invasion could take place. 

B S<84 it 
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Engelbach, in his interesting ‘Essay on the advent of the Dynastic Race in Egypt 

and its consequences* in Ann. Serv\ 42* says* 

That the Dynastic race came from outside Egypt cannot as yet be definitely proved; indeed 

historians are somewhat coy on this all-important subject, but the probability that they did is so 

strong as to make it practically a certainty. Once it is assumed that a vigorous race of fighters 

occupied Egypt, notorious for ils extreme fertility, many subsequent events, great and small, which 

are provable, seem to slip into their places almost automatically. 

Enter in the same *Essay* (p. tqq) Engelbach says: 

Before discussing the question of the part played by the Dynastic Race, wre have to consider 

whether their advent to power was the result of peaceful infiltration or of a definite conquest, .* 

Though gradual infiltration by an alien people might well profoundly modify the culture of Egypt, 

it could hardly produce that terrific wave of national energy which followed close on the advent of 

the Dynastic Race. Such a result might however well follow the invasion and conquest by a race 

superior in fighting strength, though perhaps far inferior numerically to the old Egyptian stock, ihe 

one having discipline, unity and a set purpose, and, above all, the art of writing, and the other having 

trading enterprise and a good knowledge of the am and crafts. I consider that the balance of prob¬ 

ability is that the Dvnastic Race arrived in Egypt as a horde, perhaps after a considerable amount of 

peaceful penetration had already taken place. . * . 

As regards the route which the invading horde may have taken for their descent upon 

Egypt Engel bach considers (pp* 201-2) that 

the invaders took the normal route to Egypt from the east, which is along the Wadi ehTumilat on 

the cast aide of the Delta, which connects the present Lake Timsah with the Kile Valley. 

I have quoted at length from Engelbach’s interesting essay to illustrate the attitude 

of one of the younger and most brilliant Egyptologists to the anatomical facts which so 
strongly influenced the elucidation of many problems of Ancient Egyptian history 

hitherto largely conjectural. 
While this is in no sense an anatomical treatise* some figures will be given at this 

stage to illustrate the essential differences as between groups of Predynastic and Early 
Dynastic crania* These results were obtained by several observers at intervals of many 
years and in different parts of Egypt. With the exception of those indicated as measured 

by Derry or Elliot Smith and Derry* all have been taken from Dr* G. M. Morant s 
valuable gStudy of Egyptian Craniology from Prehistoric to Roman Times’, Biometrikat 
17, Parts 1 and 2 (June 1925)* My figure for the Nag* cd-Der Predynastic and Elliot 
Smith's and mine for the Fourth and Fifth Dynasty crania from Giza were published 
in the Sixth Bulletin 0/ the Nubian Archaeological Survey, p. 16. I he figures for the Pre~ 
dynastic Badari cemeteries were referred to in my report on the hirst Dynasty cemetery 
at Sakkarah which, so far as 1 know* was never published; but the crania from the latter 

cemetery are treated in A Study 0/ a First Dynasty Series of Egyptian Skulls from 

Sakkara, &c,f by A. Batrawi, Ph.D,, and G. M+ Morant, D.Sc, 
Even those unfamiliar with craniometry will be struck by the difference in the 

measurements of the skulls in the two series show n in the table on p. 83/rhe Predynastic 
people are seen to have had narrow skulls with a height measurement exceeding the 
breadth* a condition common also in negroes. The reverse is the case in the Dynastic 
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Race, who not only had broader skulk but the height of these skulls, while exceeding 

that in the Predynastic Race, is still less than the breadth. This implies a greater cranial 
capacity and of course a larger brain in the invading people. Another remarkable point 
is the regularity with which the same or nearly the same figures appear in the different 

groups for the same diameter. In both races there is little difference in the length of 
the skull, but a mean of 132 0 mm. for the breadth in the Predynastic people and of 

I39'0 mm. in the Dynastic Race came to be regarded in my mind as characteristic, 
The two series in the above table which do not conform to this are both from Abydos 

and almost certainly, as shown by Dr. Mo rant, are not the pure Egyptian stock* It was 
stated above that only the earliest graves are dealt with in this paper for the reason that 
mixture of the two races at later dates obscures the outstanding differences so marked 
in the earliest periods. It is, however, important to note that infiltration had begun 

already in Late Predynastic times, and the results of measurements of skulls from 
graves of this date frequently show the presence of a larger-headed people. This was 
the case in Petrie's original discovery' at Nakadah where both Early and Late Pre¬ 
dynastic graves were brought to light, the latter including Early Dynastic burials. 

These arc distinguished in Dr. Morant’s tables (loc. cit.) as A and Q and B.T.R, Only 
the former, called by Dr. Morant "Middle?’ are included in the above table. 

A striking example of the contrast between the two races was seen in a cemetery' at 
Turah on the east side of the Nile valley, a few miles from Cairo, excavated by Hermann 

junker in the season 1909-10. The cemetery consisted of graves of Late Predynastic and 
First Dynasty date, but later interments included a group of Third Dynasty burials, 
While only a few intact crania were obtained owing to damage by water-soakage, the 
cemetery occupying ground which had been recently under cultivation, these skulls 

exhibited very clearly the inherent differences as between the Predvnastic and Dynastic 

races. The means of the few measurements obtained gave the following results: 

Turah 

Mm 

MctUiiremen l 

Prrdyn. 
and 

First Dyn. 
Third 
Dyn. 

Prtrfyn, 
and 

First Dyn. 
Third 
Dyn. 

Length (mm.) * 
Breadth {mm.) 
Height (mm.) . 

184 0 (7) 

133 « (?) 
1J1 S <5> 

183 7 (6) 
140 1 (6) 
135 0 (5) 

176-0 <0> 
*3f-a (0) 
130'& (7) 

175-8 (3) 
139 e (3) 
129 0 (3) 

While these figures in themselves from so few skulls would be of little worth, in the 
light of what has been proved from a large series of measurements of similar dates 
elsewhere, they provide remarkable corroborative evidence. 

Before leaving the subject of the presence in Egypt of an invading race and one that 
dominated the country', it is of interest to record the same measurements made on 
nineteen people, most of whom arc of the upper class, found in great tombs ormastabas 
ranging from the First to the Sixth Dynasty. All of those given arc men, and they are 
Listed either by the grave number or by the name of the person. 
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Name or grate number 
length 
(mmT) 

Breadth 

(mm,) 

Height 

(mm,) 

First Dynasty 

Saber ■ * ■ 150-i 1 140-0 (F)| 141-0 (?) Estimated from broken skull. 

Second Dynasty 

3195 - * 1890 i4i'S 132-0 

407 . * - . ic/50 1380 125-0 

507 ■ . r • ZOO'S 1 $4.0 153-0 
? grave no. ■ 1910 1445 1365 

Fourth Dynasty 

G.2000 . * * 1875 1480 *370 Large mast aba: probably 

important person. 
East of Great Pyramid * m - 196 'O 139 0 i*ys 

Fifth Dynasty 

Burls] B * . l72$ *43'5 136-5 
Ibi * .. 186-5 1340 136-5 

Ankhkhtfcf m 1900 147 S 1295 
Scshrrm r tW'5 1405 128-0 
East of Unas * 137 S 14® 5 *37 5 
ShepsesptLih (Prince) ■ 142-0 I34O 

Sixth Dynasty 

Mark 00 * 191 0 *$7*5 1390 
Neferttf*-Ratal Sedhcb 1890 HilS 136^ 
Ptaliicffi(ict* 181*0 134 0 
Nefersbeshemri^ (Prince) I&S5 *45-0 136-0 
Mera iSo'C 14 5 5 )J4o 

Ka-emhent 1950 1540 1410 

If we lump these figures together and take the means of the three measurements, we 

obtain a result which is very striking and which is so far removed from the mean of the 
Predynastic people that under no circumstances could we consider them to be the same 

race. It is also very suggestive of the presence of a dominant race, perhaps relatively 

few in numbers but greatly exceeding the original inhabitants in intelligence; a race 
which brought into Egypt the knowledge of building in stone, of sculpture, painting, 

reliefs, and above all writing; hence the enormous jump from the primitive Predynastic 
Egyptian to the advanced civilization of the Old Empire. Here are the means of the 

above figures compared with those of the Early Predynastic from Nag* ed-Der: 

Length 
(mm.) 

Breadth 
(mm.) 

Height 

(mm.) 

First-Sixth Dynasties 
Mostly nobles (19) 189-3 i43'4 1353 

Predynastic 
Nag* ed-Dcr (60} ► - 184-2 132-0 13*9 
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BURIAL CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS IN THE 
HEREAFTER IN PREDYNASTIC EGYPT 

By M. A. MURRAY 

There arc four clearly recognizable periods in Predynastic Egypt: (i) Badarian, 
(a) Amratean, (3) Gerzean, (4) Semainean.1 

The Amratean and Gerzean cultures were first discovered by Petrie and Quibell at 
Nakadah and Balias, two villages to the north of Denderah. The distinction between 

the two cultures was noted by Petrie in his Naqada and Balias; and was fully worked 
out, in his Dios polls Parva, by a system of sequence-dating, which he himself evolved. 

The discovery of the Badarian culture was due to J. L. Starkey, and its position in the 
series was established by Miss Caton Thompson's brilliant excavation of the site, where 

the stratification of the pottery' not only showed the age 

of the culture but also proved the accuracy of Petrie’s 

sequence-dating (see fig, 1), The Semainean, though in 
many ways a development of the Gerzean, has so many 

new and foreign features that it must be classed as a 
separate culture. At the end of the Semainean period 

the influence of the Dynastic race becomes increasingly 
prominent, showing an infiltration, more or less peace¬ 

ful, before the final military invasion. 

Until the New Kingdom it is clear that only the more 

important people of the community received burial, and 
among these arc few women and hardly any children, 

This is a remarkable fact when taking into account (t ) the length of lime, not less than 
5,000 years from the beginning of the Badarian period till the end of the Second Inter¬ 

mediate period; (2) the size of the population as evinced, by the size of the villages; 
(3) the preponderance of women in any population; {4) the great extent of maternal 
and child mortality; (5) the fact that the peasants and labourers always outnumber the 
higher classes by at least ten to one. The question then arises: How were the bodies of 
the bulk of the population disposed of? The only possible conclusion is that they were 

thrown out on the fields (as the bodies of dead animals often are) or were east into the 
river. And in this connexion it is surely significant that the great scavengers of the air, 
the land, and the water—the vulture, the jackal, and the crocodile—are among the 
earliest deities of whom we have record. 

Frazer has shown1 that belief in a life after death is not universal, and that among 

F The Tosian culture is daimed by Brumon to be earlier than the Badarian. This is doubtful; it sterna to 

be more probably a contemporary culture of small intrusive Groups* like the Pan-Krove people. 

* Ftar of the Deadi 7 (etL 1933)+ 'The inhabitants of the Tonga Island* in the Pacific thought the snuls of 
noblemen were imnv.malh but that the souls of commoners were not/ 

Semainean only 

Semainean and Gerzean mixed 

Gerzean only 

Gerzean and Amratean mixed 

Amratean only 

Am rates n and Oadarian mixed 

Badarian only 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the excavation 
at Hadari, 



Plate V 

i. Amrattan steatopygous female figure 2. Neolithic figure fmm Grimes Graves, 
Xor fu\k 

3, Slip decoration on Amrate&n vase 

PREHISTORIC FEMALE FIGURES 



Plate VI 

j . Ger/can vase-paintings showing giant figure of goddess 

2. Gerzean slate palette 

REPRESENTATIONS OF GERZEAN GODDESS 
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some peoples it was regarded as the special privilege of the higher classes to attain 
immortality, while the lower classes were ‘as the beasts that perish’.1 

Taking these facts into consideration it would appear that in the Predvnastic and 
Early Dynastic cemeteries, one is dealing only with persons of the higher ranks. Even 
the workmen, whose burials often surround the buildings they erected, were the crafts¬ 
men, the master masons and master builders, the foremen of the gangs, but not the 
labourers, not the rank and file who, like the oxen and the asses, did the hard physical 

work and were treated with the same callousness as the draught and pack animals. 

Household servants would receive more consideration, especially those in personal 
attendance on the master. This is shown in the tombs of some of the kings of the First 
Dynasty at Abydos, where the concubines, men and women household servants, and 
a few pet dogs were slaughtered at the king’s death and buried round his grave. These 
persons must have been of relative importance, for each had a tombstone with his or 
her name carved thereon. 

Characteristics of Badarian burials (fig. 2) 
Grates 

Roughly circular or oval; a few with straight sides but rounded comers. Sides are 
sloped inwards; sometimes there is a row of sticks, as if an attempt were made to keep 
back the loose soil. Women’s graves noticeably larger than men’s; the greater number 
had been anciently plundered, probably because their personal ornaments and other 
possessions had been buried with them. 

Bodies 

Anns and legs flexed but not rigidly contracted, suggesting the attitude of sleep. 
No evidence of preservative, bodies allowed to decay naturally, only bones remaining, 
though occasionally also skin or hair remain. They lay on the left side with head to 
south so as to face west; in the small percentage which lay with head to north, the body 
was laid on the right side, therefore facing west. A few exceptions faced cast. Bodies 
wrapped in goat-skin with the hair inside. In 3 few cases, woven cloth had been 

wrapped round the body under the goat-skin. Matting laid over the body, and some¬ 
times over the grave-goods as well. 

No multiple burials, not even of mother and child. 

No evidence of dismemberment. The sole exception is one old woman, whose body 
was complete except for the head, in place of which was a pot. 

Cemeteries 

Certain areas reserv ed for men only, elsewhere sexes mixed. 

One of the important points in this culture is that excavation has brought to light 

1 Similar conditions appear to have prevailed in some of the rocky islands of the Mediterranean, where the 

*oil was too scanty to allow of its being permanently occupied by the dead, 't he bodies were buried till only 

bnnes remained, which Were then exhumed and placed in o&auarica, This ivu clearly the case in Minorca, for 

in the mcgalithic ossuaryp of which I excavated the last poor remains, it tvas evident that a comparatively 

small number of the population* presumably those of better class* had been re-intcrredr 
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FlC. z. Badarian graves, showing shape* of grave* and attitude* of bodies, 

(From Brnnran and Cuton-Thompson, Bavarian Cititeation, pi. 9) 
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villages as well as cemeteries. It is therefore possible to obtain some knowledge of the 

customs and beliefs not only of burial and of the Hereafter but also of the daily life and 
religion of the community. 

The grave-goods show only the life of the upper classes. They consist of pottery 
vessels of all sizes, some obviously for storage or cooking, others for serving food or 

drink. Slate palettes and stone beads were not uncommon. These all show a belief in 
some kind of material survival of the dead person after death. 

The position of the body facing west suggests that it was to that quarter of the 

h c 

Ficl 3, findarian female figures; (a) of ivory, (h) of pouery, and (e) of day. 

a 

compass that the surviving entity went, and from which it returned to the body in the 
grave. The few exceptions to the rule of facing west may have been burials of either 
foreigners or of members of some special cult, e.g. sun-worshippers. 

The three figures of women are peculiarly interesting (fig. 3). Unfortunately the 

evidence of excavation gives little or no help towards understanding their significance. 
The ivory and pottery figures w'ere each found loose in the filling of a grave in which the 

bones had disappeared. The clay figure was in a grave of a 'young individual', whose 
sex and age arc not given. The figures represent nude women, and are remarkable for 

the fact that the ‘sexual triangle' is greatly exaggerated. They therefore belong to a 
well-known type which occurs throughout the historic period down to and into Roman 
times. In historic times such figures are found in women’s graves only. Under the 
Romans, figures of the same class, though differing in artistic style, are found in houses 

in the women’s apartments. I have suggested1 that they belong to a secret cult of 

women. It is known that such cults existed in Greece and Rome, but nothing has ever 

1 ‘Ftmak Fertility Figures', Jount. Roy. Anthrap, Inst, 64, 93 f£ 

N BfilM 
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been discovered as to the rites and practices of that cult. Similar rites still exist in Africa 

and in many parts of the East and are also unrecorded. 

Characteristics of Amratean burials <fig. 4) 

Graves 
Circular and extremely shallow, varying from 10 inches to 3 feet in depth. In some 

graves matting supported on sticks served as a roof. 

Burials p 
Multiple burials; usually from two to five, but single burials more common. Bodies 

contracted. 
Dismemberment.1 Evidence: B.24- Trunk dried in one piece, skin still preserved. 

Skull placed in front of chest; piece of skin with hair placed over severed end of spine. 
One humerus in place, rest of limb bones scattered. B.37. Two bodies superposed. 

Lower, skeleton, goat-skin wrapped round sacrum and lumbar vertebrae. Upper, four 

vertebrae only together, no ribs attached, long bones completely separated and stacked 
together in handfuls, scapula placed between the jaws. Goat-skin over both bodies, 

B.ioa. Five bodies. (1) Male, lying on back, sacrum, tibiae, and arm-bones stacked 
together at middle of body. (2) Male, no head, long bones stacked together. (3) Cluster 

of leg bones only, (4) Male, head and bones mixed. (5) Child. Two skulls of women 

without bones. {Diosp. Cem. B.570 graves.) 
Balias. 21. One skeleton and two skulls. 31. Body complete including finger and toe 

bones, but no head. 70. Complete skeleton, sharply contracted, skull between knees. 
So. Skull, sacrum, and ends of broken long bones only. Note: grave filled up with 

stones of 20 lb. weight, 
Nakadah 138S. Usual contracted position. No bead. 1419. Female, usual position. 

Skull reversed, lower aims displaced. 1420. Knees drawn up rather high, skull reversed. 

14S0. Usual position, skull missing, replaced by ostrich egg. 

The Amratean culture emerges so easily from the Badarian that the only conclusion 

to be drawn is the peaceful penetration of a higher and more advanced culture which 

absorbed and altered the previous conditions of life. 
The burials give a certain amount of information regarding the religious beliefs of 

the Amrateans. The multiple burials show a strong family feeling, the members of a 

family being united in death as in life. Ibis is not found at any other period in Ancient 

Egypt except under foreign influence. 
■ Far simitar dismemberment. see G. Colon Jliompwn, The Tombt md Moon Temple ofHumdka (Hadhra- 

maut). Report of the Research Committee of the Society of Antiquaries of London, nu. 13, pp. ~i, $3 ( 

In Tomb A.5 there were forty-two skulls. The skeletons were completely scattered, and not only were none of 

the bones in articulation but were 'proportionately inadequate for the crania . 1 wenty-seven out of the lorty- 

two were set on their bases, and only seven had jaws and those not in articulation. A double alinemcnt of 

fifteen had been arranged at the back of the cave. In one line were eight crania, five of which rested on their 

bases facing south, the other three on their sides. The second row of seven nearly touched the first row and 

consisted of sis crania resting on their bases and one on its left side. A sixteenth skull lay isolated some j m. 

away, and three were separate and unaccompanied by other parts or objects in the vicinity Miss CjIoii 
Thompson dates the find to the seventh-fifth century ».c, See also K, Kenyon, Palestine Exploration Fund 

Quarterly, 1952, tOJ3> 10541 A. L, Armstrong, Report on Derbyshire Caves. 
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FlC. 4. A111 rattan and Gerzean groves at Balias, showing shapes of graves ami attitudes of bodies. 

(From Quibel), Balias, pi. 5) 
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There are indications that cannibalism was practised. The most definite instance was 

in a tomb at Balias (Cem. T) where there was a large mass of bones. These were mostly 
broken at the ends or split, some show marks of having been scooped out forcibly as 
if the marrow had been removed; others show marks of teeth. The skulls, with the 
personal ornaments, had been placed carefully apart. Here the suggestion of cere¬ 

monial cannibalism is strong. In this tomb, as in the others where the bones had been 
disarranged, a special reverence had been paid to the skulls. Where they had not been 

removed entirely, they had been placed in such a position as to suggest that emphasis 

was laid on the fact of their displacement. In two cases where the skull had been 

removed altogether, its place was taken by a hollow rounded object—a pot, an ostrich 

egg. It is obvious that there was some special feeling towards the skull of a dead person, 
1 suggest that these persons had been regarded during life as being possessed of super¬ 
natural powers. When the person had been beneficent or much beloved, the skull had 

been removed to the family hut or village for worship; and it should be noted that the 

missing skulls were largely female. If, on the other hand, the person had a reputation 

of evil, the skull was so placed that it could not be joined to the body and so rendered 

the evil person powerless.1 
There is a certain amount of information about the religion of the Amrateans which 

can be gleaned from the remains. In the filling of a grave were found the bones of a dog. 
This, however, may have been only with the idea that the dog should accompany his 

master, as seems to have been the case in the tomb of King Udimu at Abydos, But 

there was also found a pit in which were buried the remains of at least twenty dogs. 
This suggests the beginning of the special sanctity of the dog, which in the later periods 

resulted in large cemeteries of dog mummies. 
The figures of women, of which there were several, are all of the same type, markedly 

steatopygous (pi. V, i). Most of them were made of clay, one only is of limestone. Un¬ 
fortunately no mention is made of the sex of the persons in whose graves they were 
found. The two largest w ere laid at the feet of the skeleton and were covered with a 
ring-shaped pot. Petrie has called attention to the steatopygous figures of women at 
Brassempouy and in Malta. There is also the statuette carved in chalk (pi. V, z), found 

in the neolithic pit at Grimes Graves, where a curious ritual can be deduced. 
An important contribution to our knowledge of the Amratean beliefs is the painting 

in slip on a vase of this period (pi. V, 3). The giant figure with upraised arms is the 
earliest representation of the goddess who appears in vase-paintings and also as a 
statuette in the Gerzean period. She was formalized as Hath or in historic times, d he 

zigzag pattern between the legs of each figure on the Amratean vase suggests some kind 
of skirt. If so, the second figure must be female also; but whether it is male or female 
the scene appears to represent a ritual dance before the image of a goddess. 

t The cult of the skull is widespread, and ranges in time from the palaeolithic period to the present day. 

In ancient Egypt during the Bronze and Iron Aj^cs the culi-ccntre was at Abydna, where the 'Holy Head' was 

the chief object of worship. The cult was adopted into Christianity when osseous relics of saints were regarded 

with reverential awe (cf. the head of StT Oswald). In many parts of the worldp head worship is still practised. 
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Characteristics of Gerzean burials 
Graves 

Circular, oval, or straight-sided with rounded comers. Often as deep as 10 feet 
(fig. 4). The arrangement of the grave-goods appears to have followed a regular pattern, 
showing that a definite ritual had now been evolved. 

Burials 

Orientation of the body not rigidly observed, though usually with head to north. 
Bodies sharply contracted. Wrappings of bark fibre or woven rhamie fibre. With few 
exceptions, all single burials. Many bodies covered with thick coating of mud to form 
a kind of coffin. Wooden coffins occasionally occur. 

In the cemetery of Gerzeh there were 249 graves which had never been disturbed. 
Of these fifty-one were of children. 

Children. The unusually large proportion of children’s graves is in contrast with the 
earlier cultures, It was also noticeable that the grave-goods of children were richer than 
those of the generality of the adults. In the grave of a young boy were two iron beads, 

a limestone mace-head, a slate palette, and ait ivory vase. In some cases children were 
buried with their mothers; of these five were in pots, thus giving each child and the 
mother separate individual burial. 

Adults. Evidence of dismemberment. Twelve in which evidence is unimpeachable, 
though many others in which there is strong suggestion of dismemberment. 

67. Skull set upright on its base; one neck vertebra placed between shoulders. Yet 
necklace of gold, iron, carneiian and agate beads undisturbed. 

14a. Greater part of feet missing. Yet mud covering, 2 inches thick, was unbroken. 
123. Pelvis and lower vertebrae missing. 
137. Feet entirely missing. 

13S. Sacrum missing; part of each iliac missing; left femur articulated into left iliac. 
Four inches away were one heel-bone and two other foot-hones with the right 
femur laid on them. 

171. Female. Left iliac placed at a distance from sacrum. 

187. Two hand-bones lay alongside the forearm on undisturbed sand. 

200. Male, Six uppermost vertebrae missing, yet skull showed no signs of having 
been moved. 

206. Tibiae and fibulae inverted. Some of the bones of the feet were laid at the ends 

of the tibiae; the rest with knee-caps and hand-bones were laid together at 
the side. 

251. Head and right leg missing. Grave too small to have held head as well as rest 
of crouched burial, 

280. Ends of tibiae broken at ankles, only few foot-bones remaining. Left iliac miss¬ 
ing; as body lay on left side the loss was not visible till body was moved. 

284. Finger-bones of left hand scattered near fore-arm, 

A peculiar treatment of the skull was found in several cases. It was filled with sand 

{m which beads were found, showing that the filling was artificially effected). The sand 
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had been rammed in tightly, and the skull then placed in position. It then appears to 

have been cracked into small pieces which were held in place on the sand. W hen the 
fragments were removed the sand retained the cast of the brain cavity. Two leg-bones 

had been treated in the same way. 
The Gerzean culture differs in almost every aspect from the Amratean, and is clearly 

of a more advanced type. It probably began by peaceful penetration, but the great 

superiority of the Gerzean weapons in number and efficacy and the complete dis 
placement of the Amratean culture suggest a military conquest, by which the Amrateans 

were either exterminated, or more probably reduced to a subordinate position. At no 

other period of Egy pt's prehistory' or history- can there be found so complete a change 
in the continuity of her civilization. The invasion of the dynastic people was preceded 

by the acceptance of new ideas long before the actual conquest. The centuries of Hyksos 

rule eclipsed for a time but did not destroy the ancient culture. From the Gerzean 
period till the Roman conquest Egyptian civilization shows development and even 

decadence, but not drastic change. 
The Gerzean burials sho\v by the arrangement of the grave-goods that there must 

have been a definite ritual, for the various objects had each its owrn appointed place. 
Though dismemberment was practised, there is no indication of cannibalism. Burials 

were almost invariably single, and this custom is emphasized by the enclosing of the 

body in a mud case, and later in a wooden coffin. 
Ask-jars. These large storage jars were ranged on the north side of the grave, in 

number eight to twelve. They contained nothing but vegetable ashes and a little burnt 

sand which had been scraped up with the ashes. A few scraps of animal bones were 
found among the ashes, but no human bones and no object of human workmanship. 

In some cases a layer of some vegetable paste had been poured on top of the ashes. 
Petrie suggests a libation of thick beer, of which the solid part lav on the top, while the 

liquid filtered through. 
The aromatic vegetable fat is probably the precursor of the seven sacred oils which 

were an invariable part of the offerings in the tombs of the Old Kingdom. In the same 
connexion it is clear that the wavv-handlcd jar in which the aromatic fat was stored, 

was the direct ancestor of the cylindrical vase which became the hieroglyphic sign for 

perfumed oil. 
The number and richness of the child-burials seem to show that in the Gerzean 

community there were certain families of peculiar importance, perhaps royal, whose 

children these were. 
Amulets were common, though unknown before. Magical objects for divination 

occur in certain graves. Some of these were flat pieces of slate carved at the top with a 

bearded human head. Important Gerzean men appear to have worn pointed beards, 
and this custom may have been the origin of the false beard worn by the Pharaoh, even 

as early as Narmcr. 
The giant goddess with upraised arms (pi. VI) is found not only on painted vases, 

but also as a statuette (fig. 5), whose body is covered with magical designs representing 
tattooed marks. As there is no wood- or stone-working of any size at this period, it is 
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obvious that the giant figures—always larger than life—must have been made of the 
materials then in use: wicker-work and clay. In the First Dynasty large wicker-work 

shrines or small temples were already in use, some in the form of a couchant jackal 
representing Anubis. Such a figure covered with clay would last many years in a rain¬ 
less climate, but when neglected would disintegrate and leave no trace. 

FlC. 5, Tattooed figure of goddess. 

Characteristics of Semeinean burials 

Much of the Gerzean culture remained, though often in a decadent form. Single 
burials were the rule, and the isolation of the body in the grave was emphasized by the 

increasing use of wooden coffins. Dismemberment was practised, the bones being 
arranged in square heaps. 

The grave-goods are more varied in character and material than in the earlier 
cultures; and, with the freer use of metal, wooden objects become more common. 

Ash-jars, though changed in shape, arc still a prominent feature in the graves. The 

decadent form of the wavy-handled jar is common, but filled with mud or entirely 
empty, the reason being probably that the particular kind of perfume with which the 
wavy-handled jar was associated was no longer obtainable. Jars full of actual beetles 

(scarabs and other species) occur occasionally. There are many indications that utility 
was more valued than beauty, e.g. the slate palettes become mere flat rectangular slabs 

instead of being shaped in the form of living creatures. But towards the end of the 
period palettes for ceremonial use were introduced. Beginning with single signs or 

figures, the designs gradually increased in complexity till they culminated in the 
magnificent slate palette of Narmer, the first of the dynastic kings of all Egypt.1 

The Gerzean slate palette is peculiar, and owing to the diagrammatic style of the 
figure it can lie explained in two ways. It may represent the head of a cow; the horns, 
the ears, and the tuft of hair between the horns being marked by stars. On the other 

1 Petrie, Ceremonial Sl&te Ptilfiiesy pL 13. 5. 
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hand, it mav represent the giant goddess with upraised, arms, the stars marking the 

hands, the head, and the horizontal breasts. It is clearly the form of a constellation, 
possibly part of that now known as Orion, and is the earliest example of the celestial 
cow-goddess—Hathor or Nut—whose figure is so well known in the tomb of Scthos I. 

The Semainean period has hitherto been neglected by the archaeologist owing to its 

being regarded as merely showing the decadence of the Gerzean culture. It is true that 

much of that culture survived (as it did till finally overwhelmed by the Graeco-Roman 

civilization), but there is evidence to show that the Semainean had its own charac¬ 
teristics as distinct from those of the earlier or later periods. It is, however consider¬ 

ably more complex than the cultures which preceded it, and as such it offers to the 

archaeologist more problems for solution than any other of the Predynastic cultures. 
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A TEMPLE OF HATHOR AT KUSAE 
* m 

My P. M. FRASER 

In 1948 W. C. Hayes published1 a foundation-plaque of opaque glass from a temple 
of Aphrodite Urania, on the back of which is the following Greek inscription: 

j3o.mAe.iJS ITroAeftatos 

ftaciAitus UToXefutiov 

kqE ^acd/ffiJijr Btpfi'tfojj, 
Beo>v E6epyeru>vt 

Affjpo&iryft Ovpavtai. 

The front bears a hieroglyphic text translated as follows: 

The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Ptolcmaios ’Ankh-djet Mery-Iset, Son of the King of 
Upper and Lower Egypt, Ptolcmaios and (of) the Mistress of the Two Unds, Berenike, the Bene¬ 
factor Gods: to fiathflr Who-is-(in)-Hesven. 

According to Hayes, the former owner of the plaque, which is now in the Metro¬ 
politan Museum, New York, said that ‘it was obtained in Upper Egypt’.z 

Neither Hayes, nor those who have subsequently referred to the plaque,* noticed 
that it is evidently part of the same foundation-deposit as a gold plaque published by 

Breccia in 1931.* This plaque was described by Breccia as having been a long time on 
the market, to and fro between Alexandria and Cairo, and its present whereabouts is not 

known to me. Breccia added that its provenance was unknown, but that its possessor 
had stated that it came from Hadra, which, as Breccia saw, if true, can hardly have 
been its original provenance, since Hadra was the region of the Ptolemaic necropoleis. 

Breccia was informed that a similar plaque, of terra-cotta, had been found with the gold 

piece, and had passed into the hands of a Parisian dealer. The Greek text of Breccia’s 
gold plaque corresponds to that of the glass plaque published by Hayes (Breccia does 
not give the hieroglyphic text), and it is evident that we have here two, or, counting 

the missing terra-cotta piece (unless that be in fact the piece published by Hayes) three 

plaques from one shrine. Haves suggested the temple of Hathor at Der d-Medlnah 

in Western Thebes as the temple thus dedicated, though he pointed out in a footnote 
that in the hieroglyphic version of the plaque Hathor is called *who-is-(b}-Heaven' 
{= A^poSirrj Ovpavia), an epithet which does not occur elsewhere, while the Hathor 

of Der el-Medlnah was ‘Hathor who-is-m-the-midst-of-Thebes, the Mistress of the 
West’, and he therefore left the identification open. He pointed out in the same foot¬ 

note that the head of a column bearing two Hathbr-heads between the cartouche of 

* JEA 34, ti4. 

1 Ibid.; stc below. 

1 J. and L. Robert, REG 64, 211. no, 241 j M, N. Tod, JEA 36, toS. 

* BSA Alex. 26, £76, no. 1 = SEG viu, 360 (511 77S2). 

O 
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Ptolemy I was known from Kusae, in Upper Egypt,1 The sign of Hathor here, accord¬ 

ing to Griffith, is that of ‘Hathor of Gold’.1 . , . 
Kusae was in fact an important centre of the worship of Hathor,3 ut t e rt' 

point is that we have independent evidence that one temple of Hathor at Kusae 
was regarded by the Greeks as sacred to Aphrodite Urania. Aelian, Nat. Amm. X, 37 

(= Hopfner, Font. Retig. aegypt., p. 420) says: Alyvirrta Xovaal to ovo/mi (™A« 

U eis tov ’EppoviroXi^v vopov «ac futepa p*v Sqk«, x«p(Wf 7e Wv)> T(LVTV wp™™ 
A4>po&NFy Oiipavlav <xvtt]v koXoZvtk. npoxji kox 0ijAt«w0ow, k*1 ttjv alriav 

Keyovmv /f.rl _ , . * 

Since we know of no other temple sacred to Aphrodite Urania m Egy pt it is natural to 

conclude that it is from Kusae that the plaques originate. It looks, therefore, as if a 

temple to ’Hathor of Gold1 was founded, or embellished, by Ptolemy I, while a new 
shrine to Aphrodite Urania was established by Ptolemy Philopator. It is in keeping 

with their general police that the Ptolemies should patronize an important cult-centre 
of the Pharaonic period' though the fact that the cult-title of Hathor is a translation of 

the Greek equivalent shows that here the cult was Greek in conception. It may be 
noticed that the religious activity of the Greek population of Kusae in the Ptolemaic 

period has left trace of itself in the lintel of a temple (now in Alexandria) bearing an 
inscription of the reign of Ptolemy Philometor which records a dedication by Lysi- 
machus, the son of Bastakilas, of Thrace, and his sons, of a pylon and gateway to Zeus 

Soter.+ 

1 Op. dr. 115 (n. 3 of 114), referring to tWr and Muss, Bibl. IV, 158-1* published by F. U. Griffith. 

JEA io, 305, and pi. jye. Porter and Moss record the column-head, and the inscription mentioned ui note 4 

below as ttic ratal of known antiquities from Kusae. 

* See Griffith, lot tit p 
J See in general Urugsch, Diet* gdvg** S11 i Kecs’ ”^SiV’ Kusae . 
* OGIS 734 ; Breccia, l*cr+ 37» and pL #r no, £&■ 
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S. R. K. GLANVILLE 

Stephen Ranulph Kingdom Glanville was born in London on April 26, 1900, and 

died from a heart attack at Cambridge on his fifty-sixth birthday. If the first reaction 
to the news of his death was one of incredulity that the life of a man so richly endowed 
with vitality should have ended so abruptly, it was soon followed by a deeper sense of 

loss which must have been shared by very many, for no Egyptologist of the present 
generation in this country was loved and esteemed by so wide a circle of friends and 
colleagues. Looking back, it is not difficult to sec that, at least for the past twenty years, 

there was never a time when he was not trying to squeeze into a day—generally for the 
benefit of others—far more than most men would attempt, and somehow achieving it, 
often at the cost of taxing his physical and nervous resources. 

Within the limits necessarily imposed on this appreciation it will not be possible to 
mention many of his varied activities, which ranged from being the Provost of one of 
Cambridge's most famous colleges and the Master of a great City Company, the 
Grocers', to helping a host of friends with their personal problems. The picture must 

therefore be one-sided and, in the main, show' only the man as an Egyptologist and 
one of the most valued members of this Society. 

Stephen Glanville went up to Lincoln College, Oxford, in 1919 from Marlborough 
College with an open scholarship in Modern History which was supplemented by an 

exhibition from the Grocers’ Company. Those were the carefree days immediately 
after the First World War when an undergraduate's modest burden of responsibilities 
must have seemed even less onerous than in normal times. The life was one which he 
enjoyed to the full and he made his own considerable contribution to the happiness of 

his contemporaries. In 1922 he graduated in Ljterae Humaniores, without, however, 
doing himself justice. Whether or not he had already developed leanings towards 

Egyptology is not clear, but at any rate, on leaving Oxford, he took a post in the educa¬ 
tion service of the Egyptian Government and used with profit the opportunity which 
residence in Egypt offered for seeing the standing monuments. Fortunately, he soon 

found himself able to relinquish this appointment, and in 1923 he joined the Society’s 
expedition at EKAmimah, under the leadership first of F, G. Newton and later of 

Professor F. LI. Griffith. At once he began to show his potentialities both as an archaeo¬ 

logist and as a student of the Egyptian language, and to the end of his days he succeeded 
in maintaining an even balance between the two branches of his subject to a degree 
which is very rare in modem times. Throughout, he remained deeply conscious that 

he owed to this Society and particularly to Griffith, his first teacher, his chance of 

embarking on a subject from which he derived so much pleasure and to which he 
eventually contributed so much. 

In 1924 he w as elected to fill the vacancy in the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian 
Antiquities, British Museum, caused by the retirement of Sir E. A, Wallis Budge. His 
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nine years in the Museum were perhaps almost the only time in his life when he was able 

to devote his entire attention to Egyptology. In his second year he married Ethel Mary 
Chubb and subsequently became the father of two daughters of whom he was justly 
proud. Apart from doing an immense amount of work on the collection of the Museum 
and attending to the constant demands of scholars and the public, he contrived to 

continue his own studies under the friendly guidance of Sir Alan Gardinerand especially 
of Sir Herbert Thompson, whose encouragement and direction led him to specialize 

in demotic, a field in which he later became the pre-eminent authority in this country. 

He was elected by Worcester College, Oxford, in 1929, to hold the Layeock Student¬ 
ship, and used part of the emoluments for the cost of a visit to Philadelphia in order 

to study demotic papyri in the University Museum. He published two popular books, 
edited the Volume of Studies presented by this Society to Griffith, contributed a 

number of valuable articles to thisyoutnaland other learned periodicals, and began the 
preparation of the first volume of his Catalogue of Demotic Papyri in the British 

Museum, which was finally published in 1939 during the keepership of his friend 

Professor Sidney Smith. The first part of the second volume appeared only a few days 

before his death. 
He left the Museum in 1933 to become Reader, and in 1935 Edwards Professor, in 

Egy ptology at University College London. From the start, he planned the formidable 

task of reorganizing the College’s collection so that the fullest use could be made of its 

unrivalled possibilities as an instrument of teaching. It involved not merely the re¬ 
arrangement, but also the exhaustive documentation, of every' class of object. Clearly 

it was too big an undertaking to be attempted single-handed, so he sought out and 

trained enthusiastic volunteers, assigning to each a task within his or her competence. 

It was a model of co-operative work which only a man of clear vision, able to command 

the devotion of his assistants, could hope to bring to a successful conclusion. Much was 
in fact accomplished before the outbreak of the Second World \\ at brought operations 

to a standstill. The war itself saw him playing a very different role, but with notable 
distinction, in the service of the Royal Air Force in which he rose to the rank of \\ ing 

Commander. In spite of his arduous duties he succeeded in, finding time to edit the 
Legacy of Egypt, which was published in 1942. His contributions to scholarship were 

recognized in 1946 by his election to a Fellowship of the British Academy. ^ 
When hostilities ceased in 1945, returned to the College, but in the interim its 

Museum had been destroyed (fortunately without serious loss to the collection) and 

his team of helpers had become dispersed. He remained there for only one year before 

he accepted the Chair of Egyptology at Cambridge University, which had been founded 
in 1944 with funds bequeathed by Sir Herbert Thompson. He was certainly influenced 

in taking this step by his devotion to his late teacher, the founder, and by his knowledge 
that he alone of British Egyptologists could create in Cambridge the conditions for 
developing the studies to which Sir Herbert Thompson had given a large part of his 

life. He knew that it would be an uphill venture, for not only was Egyptology a new 
subject in the curriculum but the University was poorly provided with even the basic 

publications. A less resourceful man might have felt that he could only hope to be a 
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pioneer and must leave much to be done by his successors. Such an attitude, however, 
would have been contrary to Glanville’s nature. In the ten years which followed he 

built up a remarkably comprehensive library (which has now been supplemented by 
the purchase of part of his own private collection of books) and attracted a large number 
of pupils, some of whom have already shown their ability to make their own contribu¬ 

tion to the advancement of Egyptology. Moreover, some of the leading demotists of 
the day found it both profitable and congenial to reside in Cambridge in order to 
pursue their studies in his company. 

With his wide experience of practical affairs and his keen interest in so many branches 

of knowledge he soon became a most valuable member of the governing body of King’s 
College, which had elected him to a professorial fellowship when he was appointed to 
the Chair of Egyptology. His election to its provostship, when the post became vacant 

in 1954, was a recognition both of his own gifts and also of the services which he had 
rendered to the College. One of his colleagues remarked in the obituary published in 
The Times after his death: ‘Never before in 500 years had an Oxford man been elected 

Provost, seldom one who had taken his degree in any other college than King’s.1 If he 
had lived he would have become Vice-Chancellor of the University in 1957. His 
former College at Oxford elected him to an honorary fellowship in 1955. 

Perhaps the most congenial of the many duties which he undertook during his life, 
and one which was unaffected by official changes, was his work for this Society, which, 
he felt, performed a vital function in Egyptological studies in this country. Apart from 
assisting in its excavations at El-rAmarnah and at Armant, he visited the Sudan and 

Egypt on three separate occasions to perform important missions, the last immediately 
before his death when, it is now too clear, he should have had freedom for relaxation. 
He was either joint or sole honorary secretary for six years, between 1928 and 1936, 
a very active member of the Committee for thirty years and finally chairman of the 
Committee from 1951 until his death. Those who served under his chairmanship 

would endorse the words of The Times correspondent who wrote: 'He was a model of 
what a chairman should be: eminently fair-minded, quietly expeditious, quick to grasp 
a problem in all its implications and resourceful in finding a just solution.’ By his 

premature death the Society and Egyptology have indeed lost an ambassador without 

equal, a highly gifted teacher and a fine scholar. His unfailing generosity, his un¬ 
wavering loyalty and warmth of personality, combined with a delightful sense of 
humour, were inherent qualities which endeared him to all who knew him within the 
Society and in circles far removed from his professional connexions. 

I. E, S. Edwards 



AYLWARD MANLEY BLACKMAN 

The death of Professor Blackman on March 9, 1956, removes from our midst one who 
in his time rendered distinguished service to our Society and to scholarship. 

Aylward Manley Blackman, the eldest son and fourth child of the Rev. J. H. Black¬ 

man, was born on January 30,1883, at Dawlish, south Devon. His mother, a remarkable 

woman towards whom he had a peculiar devotion throughout his life, was the daughter 
of the Rev. G. A. Jacob, a former headmaster of Christ's Hospital. 

In his very early boyhood misfortune befell the family and they left Dawllsh and for 
some years lived near Brighton, One suspects that it was largely Mrs. Blackman who 

pulled the family through those difficult years and that this in part explains the excep¬ 
tional position she held in the affection of all her children. At the same time the stresses 

and discomforts of those days undoubtedly bred in Blackman certain characteristics 
and an outlook that never left him. 

In another way, too, those were formative years, for his father was a keen amateur 
archaeologist with a great love of history, and he fired Aylward with his own enthusiasm. 
Father and son spent many happy days manufacturing and baking 'tablets* which, after 

being buried, had to be excavated: in these researches were enlisted the services of an 
unwilling younger brother, who thus acquired a distaste for archaeology as strong as 
his elder b rother’s love for the same subject. 

After being educated privately for some years, Blackman entered St. Paul’s School 
at the age of ;6 and eventually obtained a scholarship to Queen's College, Oxford. 
There he was a pupil of Griffith, read Egyptian, Coptic, and Arabic, and in 1906 
obtained a First Class in Oriental Studies. 

His first few' years after graduation were spent in Nubia. In 1907-8 he was one of 
Reisner rs assistants in the first of the expeditions of the Archaeological Survey of Nubia. 
In 1909—10 he took some part in the excavations of the University of Pennsylvania 

at Buhen and was entirely responsible for the editing and publication of the inscrip¬ 
tions. Bu t at this time his main preoccupation was the recording of some of the Nubian 

temples, and between January and May 1910 he actually accomplished the immense 
task of completely recording the temples of Bigch, Dendur, and Derr, all of which were 
published between 1911 and 1915. He also began to work in the temple of Gerf Hussein, 
but according to the surviving notes this was not taken far, apparently owring to a severe 
attack of typhoid which left him with a permanent weakness. In the same year he was 
elected Oxford Nubian Research Fellow and became one of the staff of Griffith’s first 
expedition at Faras. 

In 1912 there came a change in the direction of his studies. He was elected haycock 
Fellow of Egyptology at Worcester College, Oxford. Simultaneously there began that 
close association with the work of the Society that, as director of various research 
undertakings and as member of the Committee, was to continue unbroken until his 
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death. On behalf of the Society he undertook the recording of the tombs at Meir, a 
task which occupied the seasons 1912-14, again in 1921, and finally in 1949-50. In his 
early years at Meir he did far more than routine scientific work: he lectured tirelessly 
up and down the country' and thus raised a substantial proportion of the money required 
to finance the work and at the same time gained new members for the Society. 

Most of the years after 1918 were spent at Oxford, where he did much teaching, 
until in 1934 he was appointed Brunner Professor of Egyptology at the University of 
Liverpool. The outbreak of the war in 1939, however, prevented him from fully de¬ 
veloping his work at Liverpool; his home was destroyed in 1941 by a direct hit and he 
lost all his furniture and the bulk of his library, and damage to the Institute of Archaeo¬ 
logy reduced it for some eight or nine years to a bare existence in a basement of the 
University Library. Nevertheless, he introduced very important changes in the degree 
courses in Egyptology and saw the final change of the old Institute into a properly 
constituted School of the University. 

In 1936, aided by grants from the University and from Worcester College, he visited 
Berlin to collate the Middle Kingdom papyri which he intended to include in his 
Middle Egyptian Stories. The autographing of that book was never completed owing to 
a painful accident which for months compelled him to live in irons, and the published 
portion was only completed in great discomfort and acute pain. His collations of the 
remaining texts are almost complete, and it is hoped very soon to print the whole 
volume. 

In 1936—y Blackman was once again in the Sudan as director of the Society's excava¬ 
tions at Sesebi, and he would have returned again in the autumn of 1937 but for an 
invitation to act as tutor to the Crown Prince of Ethiopia. 

After his retirement in 1948 he returned once more to Meir in 1949-50, the results 
of his work being published in two splendid volumes in 1953. Unfortunately, while 
returning from I\Ieir he broke his hip on board ship and arrived home helpless only 
to learn that his home had been finally broken up by the really tragic fate of his two 
sisters. This was a blow from, which he never recovered, and his last years were full of 
pain and increasing weakness very gallantly* endured, relieved only by the circle of good 
friends he made at Abergele and by his election in 195a as a Fellow of the British 
Academy. 

Blackman’s special interest was Egyptian Religion, Unfortunately he never wrote 
a book on the subject, and when pressed was always too modest and self-critical to 
attempt the task. Nevertheless, his numerous articles on Egyptian Religion and on 
Middle Egyptian grammar and texts will ever be a monument to his scholarship. He 
was a prodigious and tireless worker: the surviving notes, indexes, and drafts of his 
different studies are staggering in their volume, detail, and complexity', and bear 
witness to intense revision and self-criticism. He was a great stylist and master of 
English: no British Egyptologist has ever rivalled him in the literary style and clarity 
of his exposition and in his translations in which scholarly accuracy is combined with 
vivid, forceful, and readable English. 

Blackman was an inspiring teacher. He liked young people, he knew how to win 
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their trust and confidence and, eventually, their admiration. In him deep scholarship 

never submerged humanity, nor did it ever cause him to fail to appreciate the real 
difficulties that students are bound to encounter. Learning, essential kindliness, 
sympathy, and understanding made him a quite outstanding teacher. 

I may perhaps be pardoned for ending these few lines on a more personal note. My 

first meeting with Blackman was in 1929 when he was external examiner at my final 
examinations. Front that time our paths crossed increasingly; I worked under him at 

Sesebi, and later we collaborated for many years in a singularly happy, free, frank, and 
stimulating study of Ptolemaic. The public Blackman was neither the best nor the real 

man; he had foibles and idiosyncrasies that often led to his being misunderstood, but 
there was another and far different Blackman. The keynotes of his life were pride in 

family, his intense devotion to his mother, and his very deep and sincere religious 
beliefs. I hese three factors made a man of very strong principles, with a stem and 

strict sense of duty and obligation. When he saw wrhat he considered to be his duty, 

nothing could alter him, no sacrifice or personal inconvenience was too great. His last 
years could have been quite different had not this sense of duty impelled him to assume 

heavy responsibilities, and with them unselfishly and uncomplainingly to make great 
sacrifices. A man of great personal charm, in private and behind the scenes he was 
essentially kindly and very human: he had a great sense of humour, wide interests, 

loved company and a game of bridge, and with his splendid voice and strong sense of 

the dramatic it was an unforgettable experience to hear him reading or, better still, 
reciting his favourite authors, above all Swinburne. No one could have asked for a more 

generous, helpful, and kindly colleague. I personally cherish the memory of an admired 

and loved mentor, colleague, and friend; a man with frailties, yes, but a scholar who 
has made a permanent contribution to our subject. 

H. W, Fairman 
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS (1955) 

By P. ML FRASER 
I. Bibliography 

([) A survey of Greek epigraphy by J. and L. Robert appeared in the period covered by this biblio¬ 

graphy: REG 68, 185-298. I refer to it as ‘RulL 1955’ followed by the serial number of the entry, 
(2) My own survey of the year 1954 appeared in JEA 41, 131-40. 

(3) J- LeCLANT's survey of Touillcs et Travaux en £gyptc± 1953/ appeared in Qriatiatia, 24, 296^317. 

II. Corpora 

(4) The long-awaited first volume of WtPeek's Gnechistrhe Veninschriften containing *Grab■ Fpigramme' 

has appeared f Akadcmic-Yerlag, Berlin, 1955). It contains over two thousand poems arranged according to 

the types of formulae employed in them. Since, however, there is neither index nor concordance, as a work 

of reference the value of the work is at present limited, since, unless one knows the opening formula of a 

poem, there is no means of discovering whether it is included in the volume or not, short of reading the book 

right through. One sighs for the simplicity of Kaibel, Only when the fourth volume, containing the indexes, 
is available w ill the work be fully utitizable. Further, the volume contains a good deal of hitherto unpublished 

material, wrhich can only be detected by a continuous reading* Nevertheless, in spite of these obvious dis¬ 

advantages, we have here the fruit of many years1 study of this type of inscription, and the texts arc well 

presented without undue restoration. The result is a work of lasting importance for which the author deserves 

our wannest thanks, and our lively recognition of the arduous labour* involved. The work, in style though 

not in completeness (see p. jlv), is a corpus, and no comments on the texts are provided, though these are 

envisaged for a later volume. It may be noted that P. includes not only inscriptions but also epigrams recorded 

on papyri and items from the Greek anthology. One may question the editor's wisdom in thus adding to 

the already great bulk of the Epigr&mmata ex lapid&tis conkeia, to which Kaibcl confined himself. 

There is not sufficient space here to print the necessary concordance between P.+s publication and the 

main collections of inscriptions of Graeco-Roman Egypt* but I note a few points which have struck me, 

mainly in regard to the lemmata, concerning the lapidary epigrams from Egypt, of which there are seventy- 

six. 

593 = Betti, Monum. p. 313, no. 353. P. gives the provenance as ^Hermupolis Parvap(t.c, Damanhflr), 

but the evidence for this attribution lies only in the prose pan of the inscription (not given by P.J, where 

the dead woman is described as &vyart]p j ana ' EppaunaXtas* This surely does not settle the 

provenance of the stone. 643; add to lemma ref. to C(vrp.) J(udmc.) 1510* which has a reference to 

the discussion of Frey, Bibhcan ti, 373^90. 644: add C1J 1509. 7(H): add 677 M9Q+ 80S: add CIJ 1511, 

944: for 'Bull. Soc> Akx. 36* 1942s read 'Bulk See. Akx. 36, 1943-4 (pubL 1946)'. Provenance not Alexan¬ 

dria but Naucratis. Of 1002, a companion piece (the two are reproduced side by side by Wace, Bull. Soc. 
ALex. 36, pi. i), which wras said to have been found together with 944 P. says JNaukratis (?)\ There seems 

no reason to suspect the provenance of either. 1015: the correction i}8i for ^ hi (Breccia) was made by 

Wesselv, DLZ1 1913. col. 78. 1089-90: 'Alexandria?\ Pr Surely (as Fran?, (CIO 4708) saw) from Abydos 

on account of 1090 line 6/7* vvv 8" AfMhxpmlou to;-1 Qantav koI tfrOtplvwv qv# eVar^tfu 

So also probably 1039. Letronne, JS 1830, 503 (followed by Froehncr) says of 1089 'qui ... a 

pcut-ctre tie trouvee a Lycopolis1, but this* though it could he true of 10S9 (though it seems unlikely), 

cannot be so of 1090. 1143: add 67J £489, but see 7^-4 40, 124, no. (4)00 the republication in CIJ. 1238: 

add C/7 1508, 1239: add 677 1513* In lirte 1 the text reads AGT€OI, as P. records in his apparatus, hut in 

his text he gives simply vlotoL 1240 r add CIJ 1522 and further bibliography there. 1247: add X^holttsos, 

LVIjut Akx+q$.r no. 4. 1270: add C/7 1512. 1312; cl. JEA „ 41. 118. 1544: P/a proposed solution of the 

difficult last line of this inscription, ™ hipan piv = pelci seems unhkely: the other ctacisms are much more 
B SISft p 
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simple. As to the date, Pczopoulos, who Mtw the stone (mow apparently lost)* described the hand as Vwv4Afar 

_P«Tay€V€CTTF/K^- and P. correspondingly givea ‘i/iP* SEG vmt 502*1 wrongly has *iifia\ 1556: add 

NiaouTSOS, op. cit. 92-93, no. 2. 1046: on line 7 set also JEA, 40* 130, no. (29], 2087 : not 'Moduiel de 

1'Egyptc Grcco-Rom.\ as R, but ‘Mu&ie gr.-rom. 1925-31, p. zq\ P. evidently did not understand the 

rather obscure reference in SEG vm, 4S»- 

(5) An index to the Semmelbudtj voL 5, has appeared as voL 5* 4. This is executed on the same liberal 

scale as the previous inde xes. Ir contains, in additionk numerous very necessary 'Nachtragt und Be richti- 

gungen1 to all the previous volumes, and particularly to the lamentable epigraphical fascicule* \\ 3 {8345- 

8963), 

lilt Nm Texts 

(6) In his Grieehischi Vernnsckriften (above, no. (4)) W. Peek publishes (from photographs) two un¬ 

published epigrams from Egypt, nos. 866 and 1480. 866* of which* through the kindness of A* Adrian!* 

I possess a photograph* is of the third century' b.c.* and contains an interesting, and* I think, uncommon 

feature. As usual, the lines am inscribed to the end* and do not correspond to the metrical verses. These 

latter, however, arc not, as commonly* wholly ignored* but a space of one or two letters is left at the end of 

each such verse* even where it falls at the end of an Inscribed line (thus in lines 7 and 9 a quarter of the line 

is left blank at the end of the hexameter; in lines 4 and 5, where the ends of metrical and inscribed lines 

coincide, there is naturally no blank space left at the beginning of the subsequent line). 1480, of the second 

or third century a.d.*. shows another method of denoting the beginning of new verses* by a stroke over the 
first tetter, 

{7) A, A. Aly has published in Ann. Fat. Arts* Ain Sham Univ. 3* 113-26 an important ‘Latin Inscrip¬ 

tion from Nicopolss' to which* though it falls outside the scope of this survey* I may call attention since 

it is of great interest to students of Roman Egypt. It contains a dedication in honour of Antoninus Pius 

by the veterans of Leg. II Trmana fortis, discharged in a.d. 157, in the prefecture of M, Sempronius 

Liberalis, It thus resembles ILS 2034 (cf. JRS 32* 33-38) also from Nicopolis. The ethnics of the 135 

discharged veterans are given, and (unlike ILS 2034, where the hulk of the legionaries are from Egypt) 

two-thirds come from North Africa, and none from Egypt, A1y gives a detailed commentary on the racial 

composition of the veterans, and on the titles occurring in the inscription. This is an important document* 

carefully published. Aly announces a forthcoming study *Prosopograpkia Vetrranorumy a name-list of all 

Roman veterans attested in Egypt until the fourth ccntuiy a.d/ 

(8} In Citron. <f£gyptet 30 (59)* 130-3, ‘Arises d’Ampbora de GrocodilopoliS'ArsinodT* J, Bingen 

publishes sbe amphora-handles from Kiman Fares now in the Musees royaux d’art et d'histoire. Five are 

Rhodian and one Thasian, the latter said to be earlier than 350 e.C. 

IV. Studies of previously published inscriptions 

(9) In Chron. iTEgypte, 30 (59), 124^6* J. Schwartz discusses 4Les steles de Tercnouihls et la mort 

d'Alexandre S&\krz\ on the basis of the funerary stelae of the second and third centuries a,d. from K.5m 

Abu Billu =-■ Terenuthls published by Zaki Aly (see JEA 38, 120, no, (20), and ibid. 41, 131, no. (5)). 

He arranges some of the stelae, in which he sees stylistic similarity, in the series Choiak, yr 14—Tubi, 

yr. 14—Mecheir, yr_ 1. This corresponds to the change of rule between Alexander Sevcrus, who was 

murdered in Jan. 235, in his fourteenth year* and Maximin* and S. consequently concludes that those of 

the stelae which have a regnal year above 14 arc of the reign of Caracal!a, others of the reign of Alexander 
Sevcrus and Maximin, and in general all of the first half of the third century. He concludes: ‘Une etude 

stylistique sur la base de cctte precision chronologtque permettra surement a de plus qualifies que moi de 

classer TensembSc des steles de Tcrcnouthie/ In fact one wonders whether a stylistic study would reach 

solid results, since the general similarities between orairfej-tombstones as a whole, and between the 

Tcrenouthss series and other series, make any argument from style almost impossible, in particular, it is 

difficult to see any more specific stylistic similarity between the relevant stelae here^-those of the alleged 

fourteenth year of Alexander Sevcrus and of the first year of Maximin—than between any others of the 

stelae, of widely differing years. All the stelae resemble one another in so far as all arc of abominable work¬ 
manship* and all present the same or very similar scenes. 
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(10) In Aletanges Indore Uvy {Am. de I'iwtit. de philoL et (Thistoire orient* et 13 (1953, publ. 

T955)), 603-12, H. Seyrig publishes "deux notes d'epigraphic relatives aux cultes alexandrifts*. In the first 

(for the second, see below no. (51)} he discusses the basalt disk published by H+ B. Waltkrs, B.M. 

Quarterly, 4, 4 f«, pi. 6, which has on one side a radiate head of Saropis, arid on the other the inscription <PXr 

AL&UfiUU-'Df OVV TTj | JiTJTpi Pf(at) Tti1? 1 "/otTl KA. EvTUgt TOJ KtU | AlattAiprEO&J} TO ]B<I£rAflU' 

[i.e. jSautXttov] <LvIfh)Ktv. Hequestion* Walter *s interpretation ofjSmjtAecovas"domesticsanctuary \ and prefers 

the specifically Egyptian meaning of ‘divine head-dress1, and discusses all the known instances of the word 

and of its alternative form The basalt disk formed part, he claims, of such a head-dress of a statue. 

He analyses the meaning of the word /fcunArai in the Canopus decree (OGIS 56, lines 61,67), and of fine IXeiov 

and jfiWuWa in that of Rosetta (OGIS 90, lines 43 ff.)t and suggests that the two words are synonymous. 

(11) In Chrtm. ifEgypte^ 30 (59), 127-9* 'Eastern Desert of Egypt: notes on inscriptions: corrigenda', 

D. Meredith corrects some of his previous publications. Nos. 1 and 3 are corrections made by myself {jEA^ 
40, 128, no. (20)) and repeated here by NL In no. 4 (= Chroit. d* Egypte, 28 (35), 140, no. 14} he proffers the 

suggestion of A. H, M Jones, [ZouAn-LKiat IY]^W (pret a.d. 107-12) for the previously suggested tWais 

Aardjptgtt?- From the photograph now reproduced, it is impossible to determine whether the critical letter is 

alpha or labda. M+ now publishes a fully restored text and a photograph. The restoration cannot stand, at 

least as printed, since the line-divisions of the original are ignored. Since M. tells us that another, un¬ 

published, fragment of the same inscription exists in Cairo, it would surely have been better to withhold 

publication of this not very important stone until at least a photograph of the new piece became available. 

(12} Two brief discussions have appeared of the inscription of Annius Ptocamus published by D. Mere¬ 

dith in JRS 43, 38-40 (cf. JEA 40, 127, no. (14)). In Rome Beyond the Imperial Frontierst 12S ff„ Sir 

Mortimer Wheeler discusses its implications in the context of a general discussion of the date of the dis¬ 

covery of the Monsoon, w hile Ciu^TER G. Starr, Clast. Phil*. 51, 27-29, writes on 4The Roman Emperor 

and the King of Ceykm+h and is concerned only incidentally with the inscription, and more particularly 

with what Pliny has to say about the nature of Singhalese kingship, 

(13) In AJA 59, 204-6, Mrs, D. Burr Thompson, in a discussion of identified heads of Arsinoe II, 

includes the pieces from faience vases with the inscription Ttfjpj* Apaadyp <£iAa5rA^ciu(e.g. Walters, 

B.M. Cat. Rom. Pott., p. 12, ^77, ph V; cL Breccia, Iscr. 8, 9), and a gem from Copenhagen inscribed 

dE*mwv) (FtraTW angler, Antike Gemmen, 157, pi. 32, 10), the authenticity of which, as Mm, Thompson 

says, is obviously open to doubt. 
{14) In her comprehensive work on Hellenist re sculpture, The Sculpture of the Hellenistic Age, M. Bieber 

discusses and illustrates (fig. 153) the ivory theatre-ticket in Alexandria with the name on one side 

and a bust of the poet on the other, published BSA Alex. 32, 157. She also treats the faience oinochoac 

{p. 92), but she has little to say, and what she does say is inaccurate. The queens are more commonly identi¬ 

fied (at least in published material) by the inscription of their own name on the vase, than by that of their 

husband. 
(15) In JRS 45,39-46, Dr. Gisela M. A. Richter, writing on "The origin of Vcrism in Roman portraits1, 

discusses the Egyptian contribution, which she regards as small, and in this connexion illustrates some 

Egyptian pieces of the Ptolemaic and Roman period: ph Vt 13 gives a photograph of the statue inscribed 

with the name of Eirenaios, Breccia, Iscr. 123. 
(s6) Feint arts A fresques et semes peintes a Hermoupohs-Ouest (Tbirfttf r1-Gebef), by S. Gabra and E. 

Drioton (Scrv. des Ant. 1954), contains large-scale coloured reproductions of the funerary chapels at Tuna 

el-Gebel published in S. Gadra's Fouiiles tTHcrmaupoHs Quest (1941), Two of these paintings have names 

on them, notably the Gidipous-scenc with the names Oi&iirotrr, 2^6fyf, Ztjr^iu, Aywa {sic)y AdXotl 

and the Elektra-scene, both in chapel no. 16, 
(17) In M£I+ d1 arch, et if hist. 67, 217-58, A+ Guilldn writes on "Le Monastcrc dc la Theotokos au Sinai'. 

He begins with a history of the monastery, and examines the problem when it became hnowm (as still com¬ 

monly today) as the monastery of St. Catherine. He then discusses the mosaic of the Transfiguration in the 

apse of the ira&bWv, and the inscription above it. Be gives (pis. i-3) photographs of the mosaics and 

inscriptions, taken from G. A. SttTERiou’s article in Atti t™ Congr. Intern. Stud. Biz., and discusses the 

main inscription of the mosaic, and shows that it was inscribed later than the visit of Lion de Laborde in 

the early part of the nineteenth century. He also refers to the other Greek inscriptions. On 230 IT. he publishes 
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an unpublished homily by Anastasius of Sinai, on the Feast of the Transfiguration, from a manuscript in 
the Vatican. 

(iS) I have not yet been able to see the Milanese periodical Ftolegamena, 2, containing articles on the 

hymns of Is Looms from Mediae* Madi: pp. 105-22, M. Vaxdoni, T1 Tempb di Medinct Madi e gli 

Inni di Isidore and pp. 123-4* R. KsiTDELL, HMetrische Bemcrkungcn zti den Hyninen dcs I&idoros'. 

V. Religion 

(19) In Lex Statues pUflhmapta du Sarapieion da Memphis (Pub!, de lTnstitut d'art et d arthcologie de 

I'Univereit* de Paris, 111* 1955), J.-Ph. Lauer and Cn* Picard publish and discuss the Memphite statuary 

originally discovered by Maricttc and re-excavated in 193.8 and 1951 by the Service des Autiquites (of. 

JI.A 40, 128, no. (19))* Layer's account of the excavations of Maricttc, based partly on the latter's hitherto 

unpublished plan of the Drcmos, and of those of the Service dcs Antiquites, provide an invaluable basis 

for the further study of this complex, and usually badly damaged or lost, material. The bulk of the book, 

by Ch. Picard, develops at length the ideas relating to the sculptures and to the Sarapic cult already 

recorded in numerous articles (see J£A> ibid,), and it docs not appear that there is a great deal of new 

material or new interpretation, save in ch. ii. P.'s introductory' chapter on the cult of Sarapis. Much of what 

P. says here regarding the installation of the cult at Alexandria, which he regards as having been effected 

from Memphis by Ptolemy III, seems to me untenable. P. omits a good deal of very relevant evidence, and 

rmsinterpretsr in my opinion, a good deal of what he docs use. On p„ 64 P, establishes to his own satisfaction 

a connexion between Ptolemy I and Pindar (a representation of whom is the first piece of statuary in the 

hemicycle): "Ptolemec 1% en Grece, visitant la Thebes btkricime, y avait Fait graver sur une stele triangu¬ 

late 1'hymne pindarique pour Ammon — cette raison cxpliquerait a elle settle la presence de Pindare dans 

11-xcdre de Memphis, consecration due au m£mc Ftol^mie*. But Fausanias, to whom P. refers as his 

authorise', says (rx+ i6t 1) something very different: speaking of Pindar's hymn to .Ammon he writes: 

Q&TOt ™ is ipl ijv o vulvas <v TpiytuVio mwapa TOM flwpol-' flto^paios d Adyov To* 

It was an altar which Ptolemy dedicated to Ammon, and not Pindars poem. For the rest P. continues to 

maintain a date in the reign of Soter I for the whole group, on account of the presence of Demetrius of 

Phaleron {an identification deemed by him certain: cf. JEAt loc. tit*), and regards the whole exedra as an 

official monument reflecting the inclination and policy of Soter. 

hpigraphically the most important part of the work is the full publication (176 ff.), with {for the first time) 

a photograph, of the noted and enigmatical ‘Lydmaption-Inscription' (5/J 1934). He dates it to the reign 

of Soter I, and the lettering is certainly not opposed to such a date. The closest analogies {and they 

are very close), are with the hands of the early part of the reign of Philaddphuss particularly Breccia, 

/*(t. 2 (pi. i, 2), to which it beats a very striking resemblance (the Memphian inscription is not quite so 

elegant* and it is on limestone, while Breccia z is on marble), and ibid. 3 (pi, 1, 3) (For the dating of these 

two inscriptions to the early part of Phi lade Ip hus1 reign see BSA Alex. 41, 50, nr 2.) There is also an un¬ 

doubted resemblance vrith Breccia 1 (pi. 1,1) of die reign of Soter, but it is less marked. I may note in passing 

one very peculiar palacographical feature of the Memphite inscription—omega with an cxtremelv narrow 
foot, P. has no new restorations to offer of the text. 

On p. 18a he republishes the fragment of a sculpture's signature {previously noted in Afon. Pioir +6S 9) 

inscribed on a piece of schist found in 1951 in the neighbourhood of the Dionystac groups of the south 
'Mastaba* of the Dromos, So fax as can be determined from the surviving letters (—_|_vf 

ittoftcior iV*]), of which a copy is now given, the hand resembles that of the Lychnaption-Inscription, 
and is probably of about the same date. 

In the last chapter, "Dionysos et Sarapis\ P, discusses the evidence for a close connexion between these 

two deities, in particular the role of Dionysos-Pais, who is a prominent and recurring figure in the statuary 
of the Memphite Dromos (cf. the same author's article in Ap^ 1953-4 P. QIkwJ)p 

1-8, "Dionysos Pais et AttSs Enfant'). He quotes in this connexion (p. 255, n. 1) SB 5863, the dedication 
to Sarapis-Dionysos and !sis-Aphrodite of the middle or late third century n,c. 

Whatever one may think of P/s interpretation of this material—and there is little in his detailed discus¬ 

sions and arguments that will not evoke substantial doubts—this book provides the essential material for 
the study of the Memphian Serapeum. 
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(20) In Amerr Hum. Sue. Musw Notes, 6, 95-109, T+ V. Buttkey* Jr. discuses *Thea Heotera on coins of 

Antony and Cleopatra" (referring in an Addendum to A. D. Nock's discussion of'Neotcra* in Aegyptm^ 55, 

283-96; cf*JEd 41.137, no. {26)). He treats at length the letradrachm, of Antony and Cleopatra sometimes 
held to have been struck in Antioch, bearing- the legends " ^ddlXiaaft 

KAtondvpa flea rtwripa. He maintains that the coin does not commemorate the meeting of the two at Antioch 

in 37/3 ^ but belongs to 34 B.c., the occasion of the‘triumph" at Alexandria. This seems plausible. He next 
discusses the use of vsatrifKt fl*d and peurripa. in inscriptions (for which at times he gives the most antiquated 

references: e.g, *CIG^ i, 435' for IG 11* 3585), particularly 1GR 1, 1167 (efi Nock. op. eit. 289-90), the 

bilingual inscription from Dendcrah. Here he identifies Neotera with Aphrodite in a later (i.e. Greek) form 

CEgYPtian Aphrodite (= Astarte}' is, presumably, an oversight): cf. Nock, opdt, 288- He maintains that it 
is not possihJe to equate via and vtturipn and that vearrepa must therefore be given its full comparative force. 

He also denies the existence of Ptolemaic cult after the end of the dynasty, at least in so far as it affects 

Cleopatra VII (to whom he denies the ascription of the Kleopat reion-inscription, SB 647: cf. JHS 75. 201)* 

He concludes, therefore, that the title on the coin did not have 'a divine significance1. He claims, however, 

that the use of epiklesets is against Ptolemaic numismatic practice, and therefore prefers to understand the 

title as BaaiXitrva AAeo^rpa 8cd, Nea>ripay i.e. "Queen Cleopatra Thea the Younger\ Queen Cleopatra 

Thea the Elder being, in his opinion, the wife of Alexander I Balas and Antiochos VI11 and mother of 

Antiochos Grypos, 'Cleopatra VII of Egypt is thus Cleopatra Thea II of Phoenicia; the Selcucid line is 

restored/ The coin thus represents Cleopatra as the legitimate Sclcuctd and Antony as the de fatta nilerof 

the old Seleucid territory. Not all of this is convincing. One may wonder whether the use of epithets and 

cult-titles was as strict as B. claims, and his historical interpretation, though possible, seems far-fetched. 

The various articles on this topic in recent years suggest that in the absence of fresh evidence, the signi¬ 

ficance of Cleopatra as 0rd Newripa wall remain uncertain. 

(at) In Mm-tnoSr aer. 4, vm\ 123-44, ^ Boer writes on 'Religion and Literature in Hadrian’s 

Policy1, and has a good deal to say about Egypt. He seems, however, to misinterpret the numismatic 

evidence- Thus he says (126) that the type of the reclining Nile with cnmucopiae commemorates Hadrian's 

stay in Egypt, though the type occurs already under Trajan, and is common under Hadrian. Similarly, 

when discussing the emperor’s attitude towards Egypt (an attitude w hich he describes as 'curious1) he claims 

that Hadrian was the first emperor "to have the images of Isis and Satapis on his coins', though both Isis 

and Sarapis appear on small bronzes of Calba, Gtho* and Yitellius, and are a regular feature of the Alexan¬ 

drian coinager both billon and bronze, from Vespasian onwards. His further contention that on the coins 

"the Alexandrian gods arc regarded as Roman gods' is. if I understand it, counter to the whole trend of 

Alexandrian coinage* with its cEnphasis on local myths, legends and buildings. 

(2a) In Acme* 7,307-12, M. Vandoni writes on ^ *01 an identification known at Oxyrhyn- 

chos in the second and third centuries ajj., but which she claims is a false equation in so far as the natures 

of the two goddesses were dissimilar. She attributes the identification to the influence of the religious beliefs 

of the neighbouring Fayytlm* in which, she maintains, Thocris w-a$ regarded as Ncit the mother of Sobk, 

who was the normal equation of Athena. 

(23) In his Lots Saerits d'Atie Mintur*y F. SoKOLOWSKI republishes the documents relative to the estab¬ 

lishment and itatisation of the cult of the Egyptian deities in Magnesia (no- 34) and Priene (no. 36). In his 

note on I ine 20/1„ of the latter: -nap* [^]* [tcli Se 6 i*p* vs | yqv /I IWn-noV tqv erwreXitwvm r^v [&vtriav ipareipttw] 

he says ‘Lcs pretres du Serapcum d'AIexandrie etaient tous Fgyptiens, efi Boeder, RF/ I (1914), p. 2411*, 

This observation, if true, wrould be of the greatest importance, but it seems to rest on a misunderstanding; 

I discuss it in a forthcoming article in Opusoila Atkcmensm (Act- instit. Ashen* Regn, SuccJ. 

(24) In lleitemca^ 10, |8 fF. L. Robert, discussing 'thanks given to deities* (e.g. rw Zapdznih), 

quotes epigraphical instances from Egypt: OGIS 717; Preisigke, Gebel Silsile, 195. On 86, with reference 

to fxiya no ovapa tov Beov, he refers to the lamp from MedamQd, SEC vitl„ 711, and the graffito of Kalab- 

shah, Gauthier, Les Temples mmerges, Kalabchah (191 i}r 286. no. iS: piya. to rov ZapumtSav. 

(25) In IThj. Ztit sc hr, Kart-Marx Lniv. Leipzig, Gesell, und Sprachwiss. 3, 79-83* S. Morenz writes 

on/ Anubis mit dem SchlQsuP. as represented on a bier-sarcophagus of imperial date, where Anubis appears 

with the key in the ancient role of This is a non-Egyptian concept which M, ex* 

plains from PGM f, Sz ffh| of e« A .D. 300, where Anubis is described as 6 rds tcXuSas expw ithv ko&* Alc&v. 
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M. regards this as a loan from the Greek concept of Aiakos, w ho appears as in IG xiv, 1746 

(Kai&el, Epigr- Gr. 646: referred to by M. w 'ClG ill 6298% and sees a further instance of Greek influence 

on late Egyptian religious concepts; cf. his earlier article on a simitar instance, summarized JEA 41, 13 6, 

nq+ (35). 

fa6) In the fourth volume of his Jetctfh Symbols* E. R. GoodenOcCii is wholely concerned with the 

psychology of religion and the interpretation of symbols. He occasionally refers to Egyptian evidence, hut 

there is nothing that is relevant here. I may note that an important review of the volume has appeared, 

written by A. D, Nock, Gnomon, 17+ 556-72. 

VL Political md Social History 
(27) In Aegyptus, 35* 3"-3SP J+ Se vfartii writes on ^pdrpa und rftparpia Lm nachklassischen GriechentunT. 

She is concerned to discover whether ^parpa^ a form which occurs first in the Hellenistic world, bears a 

different meaning from the Attic form In the first part of the article (3-28) she deals with Egypt , 

and gives a detailed analysis of the Ptolemaic evidence^ RHib. 28 (W., Gkrest. 25) and PTLondJnv+ 2710 

(HTR z% 39 fF,). Her attempts at restoration of RHib, 28 take insufficient heed of the condition of the 

papyrus. Thus in lines 4-5 she would read [*iiv €t<r]|sdy77Tai efr but the editors said 

'There is a break below this line (i.e. line 4), and the extent of the gap, if any,, is not ascertainable* It is 

not even certain that SL 1-4 belong to the same column as IL 5 ff/ Consequently, even if we regard the 

supplement as suitable, we cannot use it to link frs* (u) and (b). In lines 8—9 the restoration tops1] tra[vre[* 

a]tre ^uA^r is possible (Mr. C, H. Roberts, who consulted the papyrus on my behalfh tells me), even 

though G-H mark space for only one letter after Tp in line 8, and say that it may be ji, ‘and to[u] pi[v 

cn|aErrov] is a possible reading'. An alternative suggestion, Tojtf] —], is* S. claims, justified by 

the photograph which shows the 'noch erkennbare oherc Rundung des Duchstabcn kann ebenso gut 2U 

einetn p wie zu einem e gehoren't but Mr* Roberts tells me rho cannot be read. In general she rejects the 

possibility that the constitution referred to in the papyrus is that of Naukratis, In connexion with the possi¬ 

bility that it refers to Ptolemais she discusses the evidence for the constitution of thai city, especially OGIS 

49f and concludes (rightlyp I think) that the constitution is not that of Ptolemais either. In referring to 

Alexandria she says \4uch die Existeaz einer alexandrinischcn Ai} ist fur die Piolcmacrzcit gesichertpf 

but refets only to PSI1160. Rut, however much one may argue about that papyrus, the only direct evidence 

remains BRECCIA, i>ci\ 164. She prefers Alexandria as the city whose phratry-organization is described in the 

papyrus particularly because of the coincidence of number between the five moirat of the city and the five 

phyki of the papyrus. Unfortunately the evidence of P/Teb. 879 (though published in 1938) did not come to 

her notice until her paper was completed. In F.Uond. 2710 the ^pdrpa (line 14) was taken by the editors to 

be of a very different kind, forming some sort of artificial group within a synodos, or else equivalent to the 

synodos itself. S* maintains that thcpfrrHatra belongs to the settlement (probably Philadelphia) of which the 

members of the synodal were inhabitants. This does not seem to me convincing. Wc must, 1 think, agree 

with the first editors that in a town in the FayyQm there was no such social Organization. Finally, after 

investigating other instances of phr&tra outside Egypt (in the course of which she questions L. Roberts 

attribution of the Doric inscription published by him, Hellen. 8, 5 fF. to Phliue, and suggests that it 

originates in Kos or in that region of the Dorian world), she concludes that the term does not differ in 
meaning from ^parpla, and that the ^pdrpa. is at home in Asia Minor, and reached Alexandria from there. 

The latter contention seems quite unfounded, since most of the evidence from Asia Minor is of Roman date, 

and centuries later than P.Hib. 28. 

(28) In Tfic Slave Systems of Greek and Roman Antiquity (Mem. Amcr. Philos, Soc. 40), the late W. L, 

WeffTSKMArm gives—posthumously—a detailed account of slavery, based on the text which appeared in 

German in Pauly-Wtssowa in 1935, s.v. SklavereL The sections (chs, v-viii) dealing with the Hellenistic 

world arc “quite fully recast and rewritten** He emphasizes the rarity of slave-labour in Ptolemaic Egypt 

(not more than 45 slaves mentioned in all the Zenon-papyri)( hut gives in detail (ch. viii, 46-57} w hat is 

known of the topic, including a restatement of his views of the Sarapie 35 a form of 

(29) In AJP 76, 63-67, N- Lewis, writing on ‘The Prefects of Egypt in a.d. 119*, shows that the inter¬ 

pretation of the editors of P*Oxy* 2265 of the note in the left margin of that papyrus, according to which 

‘the question arises whether Haterius Nepos may have been titular prefect at the time 2365 was written 
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[he. ca, Augr 4]\ does not in fact arise, since the letter of Aug. 4 in which his predecessor Raminius 

Martialio h so described must have been written in Runic at least a fortnight before. Thus, while Ramming 

was undoubtedly prefect in mid-July he need not have been later, while 2265, in which cf«So^T taken by 

thcedd, to mean 'posted1 on Aug. 20, in fact means 'issued* in Alexandria* shows that Haterius was prefect 

by Aug. 20* the date of the marginal note. 

In his investigation of the meaning of ww jpalpa in this papyrus, which the edd, take to refer to the Thebaid, 

L, {64, n. 3) discusses the edict of TL Julius Alexander (Temple of Hibts, H, 4), lines47-48, ravra £* naira 

TOWMTO KOTOXplfUtTa ofttc ifrl TTfV llGl’TJV [fLPpoV CJfTCIPOfltVa j D'u]S^ eVt TQ.$ TTGppWl VQpofe TTJf Oil 

jpupra, and suggests that the lacuna should he filled by some reference to the dv«u referring to the The- 

batd and the Heptane mia, Unfortunately. L. does not offer a precise restoration along these lines. 

(30) In BttlL Fbr. Lett, Strasbourgr 33p 135-43, P. Bureth publishes 'documents papyrologiqucs relatifs 

aux prefers d^Egypte*. This contains a list of all the edicts and other prefcctual documents (including refer¬ 

ences to such documents) arranged chronologically by prefects. Based both on Stein’s Die Prafekten von 

AgypUn and H. HubNer’s Der Prat feet us Aegypti von Dig kief inn bis Hum Ende der rftmhcktr Herrschafi 

(cf. JEA 40* 133, no. (50)), this provides the evidence for the prefects* activity in a convenient form, though 

without any discussion, 
(31) I may also note that in AjP 76, 279-97* "free Men and DediticEi", J, H, OLIVER gives on pp. 287 ff, 

a text, with bibliography and commentary, of P.Giess. 40. the Constitution of a,d. 213* and discusses some 

of the emcet of the text, 
(32) In TAFA S5* 163-87, L, Casson writes on +thc grain trade of the Hellenistic world1. 'Phis is a 

valuable study, supported by the detailed evidence of inscriptions, of the main centres in the third and 

second centuries. In discussing the importance of Rhodes ['Rhodes was the greatest figure in the inter¬ 

national grain trade of the Hellenistic world") he claims (and 1 warmly agree with him) that the Egyptian 

traffic was largely in her hands. He discusser the evidence for this, and has some good observations on 

Rhodian mercantile policy and activity. He counters strongly and convincingly the generally accepted view 

that Delos succeeded Rhodes in this position (or was at any time a centre for the international grain-trade), 

and maintains that Rhodes remained the centre of the grain-trade even after her humiliation by Rome, and 

that as before she still normally drew her supplies from Egypt, At the same time he maintains that even in the 

Republican period Rome derived much of her com from Egypt. With regard to the grain-situation inside 

Egypt in the third century he quotes QGIS 56 (Canopus Decree), lines 17-18, in re ZJupUij nm dWfmjr k<u 

Kmtpotr nal i{ oAW nhtwytiW rmtuv olrov peran^dp.evov th ri\v TtfuLv hitnuimv Tot!* rijv 

Atytmav Kaimrafrni*, which show a shortage unexpected in Ptolemaic Egypt, He also refers to Syttf 502, 

the Samothracian inscription in which reference is made to a request by Samothrace to Euergetesto import 

grain duty-free from the Chersonese and elsewhere, 
(33) In his Die heOenisUsche Schuk. 83 E M. P. Nilsson discusses the social significance of the gymna¬ 

sium in Egypt. In this connexion he mentions (S6) the Ptolemaic inscriptions referring to gymnasia at 

Grnboi (Archiv, 5, 415 h). Theaddphia (SB 6158) and Aphrodiiopolis (SEC vm, 531). He also notices the 

two dedications of of ephebes (QGIS 176 and 17S; W., Chrest. 141 and 142). He says of the 

second that the year in which the group w ho made the dedication were ephebes is not given {'nicht datiert'; 

so already M. L.iunev, L*s Amies Hetlenhtiques, li. 858: Mont lYphibie n'est pas daiec'). In fact, the year, 

though not given by Dittcnbcrger, was read by Jouguet as £ and by Milne as ft and Wilcken read £. I have 

collated the stone in Cairo, and the zeta [Z) is clear. The inscription (SEG vm, 498) of 94 B.c.t w hich N* 

describes as 'cine Weihungaus TebtynEs in Jahre 94 v. Chr.1 and w hich again Launcy referred to in similar 

terms (*b Tebtynis 01194 . . .p), is of uncertain provenance. As Breccia saw (BSA Alex. 26, 279) the presence 

of the deity Sokncptimis is not in itself sufficient to locate it. On 92 ff. he discusses 'physical exercise and 

literary training in Egypt', with particular reference to the Memphite cphcbic inscription published by 

M. N. Tod, JEA 37, 86 If. and treated in detail by J. and L. Robert, Bull. 1952, no. 1S0. 

VII, ProsQpography, ete+ 

{34) In Studia Antique* Antonio Satai septuagenario oblolo (Studie c /Infifty Antanlnu Salafovi sedmdem- 

tindm) (Nakladatclstvl Ccskoslovenske Aladtmie Y£d. Praha 1955), R. DostAlgyA-Jeni^tovA writes on 

+Dcr Name Nonttos : Nonnosforschungen The same subject recently attracted the attention of Campbell 
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Bonner; see JEA, 40, 15-17; Bull 1955; 57. Like Bonner, D,-]. rejects an Egyptian origin for the narneT 

and maintains it is a ^Lallname’, She gives a wide geographical survey of occurrences of the name, and shows 

that it first appears on ea&E-Celtic coins of the first century n-C« its usage in Asia Minor and the eastern part 

of the Empire she shows to be later, and therefore probably not directly connected with its usage in western 

Europe. She concludes that it spread in Asia Minor from Galatia, where Celtic was a living language in the 

Christian period. Unfortunately, as she admits, no instance of the name is yet known from Galatia. 

(35) In Tiberius Julius Alexander, Y_ Btftft writes on a very popular person nowadays. This is a useful, 

though at times rather slovenly. book,, which records in detail the basic information about Alexander's 

career. Ch. iii deals with his period as prefect of Egypt, and 39-47 give a clear account of his measures as 

prefect as reflected in Temple of11 ibis, nl 4. On 64, discussing the date of Alexander's removal from the 

prefecture he refers to the bronze vessel, Go//. Frothier, 75, but still dates it, as Robert, who misread it* 

did* to the first year of Vespasian, and does not know that the correct reading is iar the eleventh year, as 

established by Pflau tn (see JEA 40, 130* no. (27)), and the document is therefore irrelevant to the discus - 

stork. With regard to Alexander's subsequent career, he was only able to see Turner's paper, JRS 44, 54-64* 

after the completion of his own work, but in an addendum, 112, he rejects T/s conclusion, drawn from 

P.Hib. a 15, that Alexander was Prefect of the Praetorian Guard after his Egyptian prefecture, (It will be 

noted that in his introduction to P.Hib. 215 T. is far less certain than he was in JRS that the phrase eVdfi^oi/ 

7rpat{Twpiou) refers to command of the Praetorian Guard rather than that he was created praeftetus praetorio 

in order to command in the Jewish War in Palestine.) 

VIIL L&tkogtaphy and Language 

(36) In 'etbrAmt^ Etudes epigraphiques5 (Gstehargs UntversiUts Arsskrift, 60 (S)), N, Sandberg re¬ 

publishes the votive dedications with the cvttAoul-formula, mainly from the island of Proto. He cites (39, 

no. 46) a single instance of the formula from Egypt, BRECCIA, her. 50* where he accepts in line 3h for the name 

of the ship, the correction of Wilcken, Archivp 5, 375, NuaurrdpnjsP for the published Jttmurr&xrtp. The 

latter is evidently what is inscribed (see Breccia, ph XII. 34), though it should probably be corrected. As 

examples of the connexion between Sarapis and the sea he quotes (33) OG1S 696 from Koptosh where 

Zapa.TTi$ may be the name of a ship, and Ardm?f 2* 447, no+ 77 (= IGR, if 1062) which contains a dedication 

of 194 'on behalf of' Seplimius Stvcrus prul cuirAo/ac tow otoAou* which according to S. ^nn peut tres 

hten suppose r adresse a £erapis\ though there seems no reason to do so. He also refers (40) to the lamp 

from Puteoli [*CIG 8541 \ which should be quoted as B.M. Cutal. Lamps, no. 390}, in the shape of a ship* 

with the word ttbrAofa on it. A discussion of ships' names (14 ff. and 42-43). though incomplete, should be 

noted. This is not a very satisfactory study, particularly in regard to the interpretation of tile numerous 

graffiti with the «£#Ao4aTormula. These graffiti are often very difficult to unravel, and I have not the im¬ 
pression that Sr has really grappled with them. 

(37) In Gfotta, 32p 248-61, S. (A Caratzas writes on Thistoire du suffixe de comparatif -rep^r1, and in 

the course of his article discusses (255 ff.) the positive meaning vtwrepos = young man, with particular 

reference to the gymnasial inscriptions of Egypt, but he appears to derive his information second-hand 
from Forbes's AVq** 

{38) In Mnemos. 1955, 25-33, C. Spicq writes on Hle lexique dTamour dans les papyrus ct dans qudques 

inscriptions de l*£poque hcllenistique3 (cf. the same author's unnecessarily long article oarropYo^' in 
Rev, BILL 63, 497-510). For the use of errepytu he quotes the Canopus decree (OG1S 56), lines 55-56, and 

for that of dyturj-aya7rwt the Rosetta stone (QGIS 90). lines 4 If. the titulature of Ptolemy Epiphanes, 

WTO TOU 06d. He also discusses (31-33) the ^tAo-compounds of Egyptian epitaphs, such as DaIN* 

Jnscr. Grte. du Louvre, 174, NlAoe flaoiutvcs ^tA*Ainra xpq&ri x^P* i BEG I, 574; 

SB 343. etc., and (for dyainj) the Alexandrian epigram, Pilek, BSA Alex. 27, 57-58, He docs not seem to 

know the article of M* N* Too* BSA, 46, 1S2-90,1 Laudatory epithets in Greek epitaphs', where a good deal 
more information is collected. 

IX. Geography, Topography, etc. 

(39) In The Red Sea Mountains of Egypt L. A, Tregenza, who has long been active in the investigation 

of the ancient settlements of the eastern Desert (see especially JEA 38, 119, no. (14)), publishes an attractive 

account of a journey made there in 1949. His interests are not confined to, perhaps not even mainly centred 
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on, the antiquities of the area, but he lias a good deal to say about them. On 50 fL he gives a most graphic 

account of A/orcr Claudumus, and refers to many of the inscriptions there, republished in recent years by 

C, H, O. Scaife, D. Meredith, and himself, including those from the temple of Serapis (the inscription 

mentioned by him on the top of p. 54 is in Cairo, not 1 possibly in Alexandria'; see Miming Chrtm* 

d'Egypte. On 59 he discusses the enigmatical tombstone, published ButL Fac. Arts, Found I Uftk\ 

l l> *39 (&JEA 3S* ng, no* (13); Chron. dy£gypter 29, 113* no, 31), rai$ fiotrXajidvai? c[| , . a&at* It appears 
from TVs new description of the stone that it is inp or by, a tomb, and thus must be regarded as a Tombstone 

(against my earlier suggestion, JEA, loc. cit., that it might be a boundary stone). However it is interpreted, 

it can hardly be complete. On 93 ff. he gives a description of Myos Hormos, and i 19 if. one of the area of 

Gebel Dokhan (Mona Forphyrites), mentioning the main dedicatory inscriptions there. On 177 fh he 

describes the search which led him to the rediscovery1 of the stone referring to the building of a church, and 

dated by a bishop of Maximinianopolts, When publishing this stone previously he said of this place that it 

was ‘presumably one of the towns of the Thebaid' (see JEA, loc. cit.t nq+ (14)), He is now inclined to accept 

the identification Maxim mianopolis—Kainopolis—mod. Kcna (cf. Ki-ts, RE, s,v* Maximinianopolis (i))B 

(40) In JNES 14, 209^36, J, A. WlUSON writes on 'Buto and Hierakonpolls', and tries to cstimaie the 

reason for their importance in Early Dynastic times. His method is remarkable. He discusses, mudlnya by 

mudMya, the areas of cultivation and the density of population in present-day Egypt, and many other 

permanent features of the country. Those who survive as far as 225 ff., "Communications within the Nile 

Valley'\ will find there a useful sum maty of known routes in ancient Egypt both Pharaonic and Graeco- 

Roman. On 231 ffK he returns to Buto and Hierakonpolis, the former at the northern, the latter at the southern 

extremity of Egypt, and compares them in terms of contours. The conclusions to all this (33b) are more than 

modest, at least in terms of fact, as opposed to abstract notions, as, for example, "they [Le, BP and H.] were 

quintessential symbols of their sections1, 

(41) In Bull. John Ry lands Libr. 38, 139^-65, A* Rowe continues his 'researches' into the archaeology of 

the Western Desert (cf. JEA 41, 138, no. (38), and 140, no+ (50)), This third section is mainly (139-61) 

concerned with 'the temple of Alexander the Great and his palace in Rhacotbp. R/s purpose is to discuss 

the form of the tomb of Alexander and its whereabouts. To the former end he describes a normal Alexan¬ 

drian Mine-tomb;, and supposes that Alexander's was of this typcd with a cult-shrine of the type seen at 

Hcrmupolss Magna. The essential element in this hypothesis xt« Afaw&wun% used of Alexander's 

burial at Memphis, refers to a «Atn^tomb) was already put forward In detail by Rubensohn in igtot and 

R. adds nothing substantial to itT It remains a possibility. R. goes on to discuss the question of the site 

of the tomb of Alexander, and decides that it originally lay in western Rhacotis near a palace which, R. 

maintains, is mentioned in the Satrap-stele, under the name "The fort of .Alexander*—which doubtless refers 

to Alexandria as a whole. There seems, in any case, nothing to connect this building, if building it was, 

wherever it may have been, with the tomb of Alexander. Like R.Ts other publications on Alexandria, this 

article serves no useful purpose. In the second part of the article he describes a wall 7 A km. long seen by 

him stretching from north of the Med dm Pyramid to the FayyGm. 

X. Nubia 

(42) The Excavations at Saba (south of Khartoum) have been published by Pr L. Shinnie (Sudan Anti¬ 

quities Service, Occasional Papers, no. 3, 1955). It contains a few Greek graffiti (5°—51) of medieval date, 

inscribed on pottery; cf* JEA 41, 139, no. (46))* 

XI, The Ptolemaic Empire 

(43) In Hhtoria, 3, 338-451 W. Peremans and E« VAN *T Dack write fa propes d une inscription de 

Gortyn (Inscr Cret. ivp 208, Schwyzcr 187): Ftol£m£e Matron, Noum^nios et Hrppalos1. The inscription 

is a decree in which Ptolemaios, the son of Ptolemaios, and brother of Ptolemaios 0 tnl Kvitpou orpareyeff, and 

Numenius, the son of Heracleodorus, both of Alexandria, and Pedestratus the son of Agetor, of Sparta* 

are made proxenoi of Gortyn. De Sanctis had identified the Ptolemaios with the homonym of OGIS 117* 

d cVt Kiwpof, who reappears in Polyb. xxvn, 13 and also (probably) in 11 Mace, x, I2d HtoXe^lios 6 «oAotr- 

fwfvov MduputV) wpho was also governor of Cyprus; and the Numenius with the homonym wrho appears as 

™ eVioroAaypa^os- in QG1S 139 of c, 125 Guarducci for her part had identified the 

latter with the Numenius who went on an embassy to Rome in 167 (Polyb. xxx, 16, i), rightly pointing out 

AMI 0 
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■nomen tamen iVb v/iijvios vaJde usatatum fuissie anlniadvertenduni cst\ P. and van T Pack develop their 

arguments rather obscurely, and I hope I have understood them correctly. In regard to Ptolemalos, they 

loo identify him as 11to\<eplains o jftdo^fvoj Mdttptitir of II Macc,, and as the son of JZToAf^tato? 

mentioned in the Delphian list of proxenoi* Spit,* |%F II, 138-9, either the mentioned in the 

inscription as the son* or another son, for whose existence we have no evidence* In either case he was, they 

maintain, called /L d pcahodpevos Manp&v after his grandfather. Their main conclusion is thus the same as that 

of De Sanctis. Their further conclusion, that H. d KaAoupevos Mdxpwv is so called to distinguish him From 

other Ptolemaioi because he is grandson (or+ if it comes 10 that, son, as J, Livy maintained) of a Makrun, 

they support {following Levy) by the analogy of the Rhetor* Apollonius* called after his father either* A, 

6 tow AFoA^voff, or o imKXvj&tlz M6\tw, ovdMohm. However, this refers to a father, and not a grandfather, 

and the authors1 single argument against regarding Ptolemy as the son of Makron, as Levy maintained, 

is very weak: that a man who was proxenus In 1S&/7 could not still he on active service twenty-five years 

later. Thus Levy's conclusion on this main point seems preferable* They identify Numeniiia with the 

eponymous priest of Soter and Epiphancs at Ptolcmais in 165/4, appear in B.M. Dem. 10/515 as 

inw mnys, son of hrglwtrws, transcribed by Thompson as the son of 'HpaxXed$wpo?. The new 

identification seems preferable. The Numenius is, they maintain (following Miss Guardueci)* he who was 

sirategos of the Thebaid (see Prosopr PioL 49—51). They incidentally discuss the case of Hippalos who has 

usually been regarded as having held the eponymous office at Ftolemaisat the same time as the cpistratcgia 

of the Thebaid. The parallel of Numemus shows this need not have been the case, since Numenius was 
priest in 165/4 while bis epistrategia ended in 168/7. 

(44) In iWlanges Isidore Ltey (cf* above, no. {to)), 553-72, J, and L. Robert publish ‘deux inscriptions 

dc Garie\ of which no. 1 (553-68, without photograph) is from the site of 5tratonioca+ but of the period 

before the foundation of the city. It is dated /?«a t Jo i*to £ | ou rau /Ito^cp^eou, ito[i^ I^vdrtiu p-rp'o? 

[Javdixovy followed by a local magistrate e[iri] icpoTap.ia. The regnal year is tliat of Philadelphus, 276 ex,, 

which gives a terminus post qttem for the foundation of Straionkea. In this connexion they reject (at some 

length) the earlier of the two dates (279-368) proposed by FrjVSER and Bwtr Rhodim Peraeat 102 fL> 

which, in view of the new evidence, obviously cannot be right. Greater promptitude in the publication of 

this inscription (it was discovered in 1946, and The Rh/jdim Peraea appeared in 1954) would have enabled 

F. and B. to have given the correct date. In any case, the new text is of great importance as showing that 

Ptolemaic possessions In Carla in the reign of Phtladelphus stretched far inland, 

(45) In GRAI 1954, 359-68, P* Montft describes his excavations at ApolIonia in Cyrenaica in 1953* 

and records the discovery of a tetrastich epigram in which reference Is made to a statue of Nike dedicated to 
Magas* 

XIL The Egyptian Gods 

(46) In Wiener Anzeiger, 1954(17), 217-28, J, Keil publishes +Denkmiikr dcs Sarapiskultes in Eph«to\ 

These include two (or possibly three) Ptolemaic dedications w hich constitute our first Ptolemaic evidence 

for the Ephesian cult. The first (no. 2) is a normal dedication to Sarapis, Isis, Anubish and the eniwuoE 

by a certain Kephalon Lon behalf of1 Manites the son of Korragos, Kara ^ooray/ia^ K, argues that the in¬ 

scription should be dated to c. 262 B.c., when Ephesus first became Pto1cmaicT though he admits an earlier 

date is possible* The other (no. 3) is evidently of later daten and refers to the construction and dedication 

of a Acpdv, vadv and tijficvw, to Satapis (probably: he is not named in the surviving portion of the text* 

but the inscription is referred with great probability to Sarapis by KeilT In view of the frequency with which 

the formula tfaru irpwrraypa. occurs in dedications to the Egyptian gods) koto irpoeray^ia tou AcoiJ.^tou Scow 

rrpoerdf euros, The dedicant's name is lost (unless it is the priest Glaukias mentioned at the end), but the 

dedication is obviously a private one. K. dates the inscription to the period 1244-204', when Ephesus was 

continually Ptolemaic- Such automatic datings of Sarapis-dedicationB to periods of Ptolemaic suzerainty 

arc rather dangerous (as I try to show elsewhere). The remainder are* with perhaps one exception* Roman. 

No* 1 is an honorific plaque for a certain N, Idrius Mditius, which is headed by the phrase pfya to 

rov Otovy which Kell is inclined to t^ke as referring to Sarapis, In this context he refers to the stela published 
by him in 1908* Jahrestiefte, ti BeibL 154 f-, no, I* pdya ™ wap* roO 8*oOM\ 3mw>\ to 

\ku.t mop. No. 4 is an orthostat block containing the end of a dedication £ap&tn&t ivt&TjKtv. K, date* 
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it to the first century b.c. No, | is a republicafion of CIG 2955, which 1C dates either a,d. 145 or a.d. 161. 

He points out, in passing, that BMI 72z, in which Hicks read has nothing to do with Isis, but is 

part of an honorary decree for agymnasiarch (for Emwv reading or eicr£iD^|[Ta5-)P No+ 6 is part 

of an architrave containing only the words -ap^}ior6Xos rai r,[f<uKopof]. dtpg^JiariJAof, not otherwise attested, 

K. plausibly connects with the Egy ptian deities on the analogy of tbwrrdtae. 4«poc-rcWh etc. No, 8 is a 

plaque containing a relief of the figures of Artemis Ephesia and of Smpis, with, between them, a wreath 

with a large alpha inside it. K. compares the piece with the Homonoia-coins of Ephesus and Alexandria, 

{47) In Annufirw scuol. arch, di Atene, 3^32 (n.s. 14-16), 175-84,H Antichiii greche nd Mtiseo di Treviso*, 

no. I, M. Gt'ARDircci publishes a new dedication from Delos concerning the Egyptian cults, of ioq/8 B.c. 

It is closely akin to /fi-tct, Dctos, 2065, another dedication by the aaraf dtcu^Vior 

of Sarapis. The new text permits certain corrections in 2065, which G. reprints in its true form. Combining 

the two inscriptions, we learn that Dionysus dedicated /Seurat, dvd^Oii, anti A i&QOTptifTot to the Egyptian 

gods in this year. v$nepevt is addendum lexicis, though v^itptTare known from both Delos itself and from 

Cos. G. suggests that the term should be restored in Inscr. Ddlos, 2610 at the years 137/6, 120/19, 116/15, 

and 113/12. She also discusses the distinction between Upt&s yevopevor and tepev* wm, contesting the view 

of Roussel, BCH 32, 377 ff. that the former phrase refers to 3 priest whose term of office is over. In this 

connexion she quotes and discusses the dedication to the Egyptian gods in honour of Prolog* nts, son of 

Leonides in 101/100 (Imcr. Dibs, 2067}, She suggests that llieon the Athenian eVi t& UpA of the Treviso 

inscription may be the father of the noted Ptolemaic nauarch, Stolos the son of Theon. 

(48) In Studia Antique (sec no, (34))* i7o-2p and pis. 11-12,1L I Iaxen publishes a late irptWay/ia-dedica- 

tion from the temple of the Egyptian gods at Aeolian Cyme, inscribed in pointiUe below a pair of carson a 

bronze-leaf tabula ansae a r Kara with a few spelling mistakes corrected by the 

engraver). H. dates it on letter-forms to the third century A.D., but it might he considerably earlier. H. con¬ 

cludes that the ears arc not an cx-voto for a cure, but rather a simple dedication to Isis eVrjtfaor, of the type 

analysed by 0, Wcinreich in Ath. Mitt« 37, 1-6S (esp. 46 If.), especially common in Egypt. 

(49) In ECU 79s 329. J. Bingen records (Vn 3) an unpublished dedication to Sarapis, Isis, and-, of 

the second or first century BXP from Argos. 
(50) In CRAJ i955+ 104-13, P. Demarche describes the fifth season of cxcavationi at Xanthua in 1954. 

The discoveries included some statues of Isis, and D. calls attention in this context to the excellent plaque 

with a representation of Sarapis and Isis, from Xantlios, now in the British Museum (repr. JttS Plates 

(1885), pi. 58; B.M. Cat. Sculpt. 956), 
(51) In MMatsgtt Isidore IJty (see no. (io))> fiio-iz, FL Seyrig discusses the inscription on a gold plaque 

from Rome recently republished by C. Bonner (Htsp, 13* jo-45> 349-S1) dn«: Alwipn*ra ATpt* ZdpuTn 
fids veunp Kara nav thro irirpay* He reports the rediscovery of the plaque by L, Robert in the Cabinet dc 

M£daillcst and is able to confirm the reading iw for Trdv which he had suggested conjectural ly to Bonner 

(Hesp* lot cit. 350). 
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Stone bowls of Kha'ba {Third Dynasty) 

An incomplete diorite bowl with the serekh of the Horns Kha(ba of the Third Dynast}' roughly cut 
on it is in the Flinders Petrie Collection at University College, London, It was purchased on June 

26, 1922, at Sotheby's salerooms from the Macgregor Collection (part of lot 1030). Its maximum 
diameter is % inches and height 3 inches (fig. 1 (a)). Its provenance is unknown. I am indebted to 

Miss Rosalind Moss for the reference to Boston Mus, Bull. 9 (Dec, 1911), where Reisner, describing 

(a) Diorite bowl of Kha'ba in the Petrie Collection. 
(ft-/-) Dolomite bowls of Kbn'ba in the Boston Milium of Fine Arts, 
6. No. 11,2.336; c. No. 11,2334; d. No. 11.2343; No. 11,2344;/. No. 11.2345. Scale: bowls 1 :4; 

serekh 1 : 2. 

the Third Dynasty cemetery round the Zawiyet d-fAryan pyramid says it "contains four largo mud- 
brick mastabas of the type common in the late Third Dynasty '. In one of these mastabas were found 
eight marble bowls 'each inscribed with the name of the Homs Kha-ba’* Mr. Dows Dunham of 
Boston very kindly informs me that five of them are in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, nos, 
11,2334, 2336, 2343-5 * and they all come from Mastaba Z 500. They arc actually of dolomite. A 
number of diorite vessels were found in that tomb, but none of them was inscribed with the king's 
name. As ao little is known of this king, it is interesting to publish here (ft-/ above) by courtesy of 
the Museum of Fine Arts the drawings of these five bowk, which have been most kindly supplied 
by Mr. Dows Dunham. \ j Akkell 
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A further note on rock-cut boats 

A fuller discussion of rock-cut boats than their proportion of examples warranted in my article 

on Solar Barks, pp, 65 ff, above, is called for here by various expressions of doubt as to the 
possibility of determining their directions with certainty and by several points of disagreement with 
Professor Cemy, 'A Note on the Recently Discovered Boat of Cheops’, JEA 41, 75-79. 

Unfortunately, as it appears to me, boat ‘pits’—apparently meaning ‘holes’ without distinguish¬ 

ing characteristics—has been too common a designation of the rock cuttings discovered prior to 
1954, I believe always by those who have made little, if any, personal investigation. Such a 

description is readily understandable, for they often do look undifferentiated without examination, 
sometimes without comparison and familiarity as well. Presumably Cernjf, also, does not take into 
account the excavations themselves when he ‘assumes’, as he says, p. 77, directions for Cheops 3-5f 
that correspond to his explanation of function. According to my experience, direction can always, 
often easily, be determined when conditions allow sufficient examination, even in die case of the 
trench graves found by Emery1 and Saad, as plans of the latter show clearly (references above, p. 65, 

n. 3). The principal criteria, as indicated in ‘Solar Barks’, are relative draught, height, and width of 
the two ends, regularly invariable in all boats, ancient and modem, skiff to liner: the prow tends to 

be deeper and narrower, the stern higher and wider. In exceptional cases, prow' and stern may be 
even, as P4 in Gardiner’s Catalogue; and they may be the same width, as in reed or papyrus examples 

like Cheops 2. But no solar stems to my know ledge are intentionally deeper or narrower, no prows 

higher or wider. 
By these standards diere can be no doubt of the directions of Cheops 3 and 5 (4 cannot now be 

seen, of course): the prow of 3 is N., that of 5 is E„ the reverse in each case of the directions given 
by Cemy, fig. 1, p. 77. And the same thing appears true of the wooden boat, Cheops 2: with one 
tentative exception all photographs available to me reverse Cemy’s directions (p. 76) in labelling the 
lower end, the W„ as prow, a conclusion supported without expression of doubt by all reports I have 

had. In this case, however, the condition of the boat should be considered, too, with the possibility 
that one end could have been pushed up in the cramped space, the other down. Prow and stern 
curves, Ccmy's criteria, vary too much in my view' to be depended upon alone, particularly here, 
where part of only one end-post, dismounted and straight against a wall, is visible; compare, for 

example, the second boat show n on pi. 33 of Gerny’s reference to Jequicr, and note the drawing in 
‘Les Grarities Decouvertes arcbfologtques dc 1954', La Revue du Cairt, ‘Numero special’ (Cairo, 
1955), 39. But the direction of Cheops 2 is probably beside the point now, for it is quite possibly 

known at this writing and preliminary publication may precede that of this note.* 
Of far greater concern is the ‘numerical factor’ taken by Cemy as making ‘unjustifiable’ the solar 

conclusion, four boats, granted a second S. of the pyramid, or five instead of two. But he later 
explains the fifth as funerary' and says that ‘it was quite unnecessary for the king to provide solar 

boats’ at all. Of course, it was unnecessary in ‘fact’, but it may easily have been ‘necessary’ in symbol, 
it would appear to me, perhaps to put the pyramid in proper cosmological setting, as it were. This 

is not to say that there was symbolic necessity, only that present evidence is insufficient to rule it 

out; compare ‘Solar Barks’, p. 77, n. 5. And if there was symbolic necessity we are obviously not 
yet in a position to say how many boats fitted optimum requirements. Certainly three boat excava¬ 

tions were astonishingly found from December 1952 to June 1954 in the complex supposedly best 

1 Cemy conveniently numbers the boats in order from the W.: Cheops 1 has not been uncovered; a is the 
wooden boat and its enclosure; 3-4 correspond to the boats of diagram Aa, 'Solar Barks’; 5, oriented E.-W., 

is N. of the causeway. 
* The W. direction is now certain; the end-post removed from ihc section of the enclosure examined ftrai, 

the E., has proved to be the stem-post of a boat that i* apparently funerary g, 106-9). 
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known and excavated, though one is probably not directly connected with Cheops himself. And the 

Antiquities Department has not yet eliminated, as far as I know', the possibility of pairs W. and 
perhaps N. of the pyramid, or of other boats elsewhere in the area, Lauer has recently referred to 
the W* side of the pyramid as uncertain and Abubakr lo that of the Myeermus and Snofru complexes 

(Tes Grandes Decou vertex ete<\ 90, 34); Cemy has himself noted (p. 79) the need to explore the 

On nos complex more fully; and the same need exists, in my view, in the remaining Old Kingdom 
complexes. It would, therefore, appear certain that no weight either way can yet be given to number 

of boats* 
Further, if the Cheops and Chephren boats are indeed, as Cerny thinks (pp. 78-79), the lour zfm 

which transfer the king to the four cardinal points of the sky, would they not be more reasonably 

put, as they may have been, on the four cardinal sides of the pyramid, rather than on two only ? And 
is W.-E.“3*“N. a 'peculiar sequence' for cardinal points named in opposition by an Egyptian 
accustomed to orient S. ? 

At the risk of expressing an opinion already outdated, I think I should add that Cheops 2 appears 

unlikely to be solar to me, also. My first reason is the presence of propulsion oars: only steering oars 
are found, as often noted, in the known solar models and the numerous reliefs; likewise, there are 

never sails or any indication of equipment for them. Is another explanation of the oar$ possible? 

The obvious misfit of boat and enclosure would suggest that one was not necessarily intended for 
the other, but my second reason for doubt has to do with the shape of this enclosure* Photographs 

taken before removal of the boat have shown the visible portion of the excavation to be, as Stock has 
said ("Les Grandes Dccouvertes> etc/* 98), that of a simple rectangular enclosure for a long narrow 
object, an undifferentiated enclosure having only general resemblance to the other Gmh rock cut¬ 

tings, all of which axe unmistakable in themselves as boats, of whatever kind. 

Elizabeth Thomas 

On the statue group: Amun affixing the crown of the king 

In the preceding issue of the Jotimal I had occasion to discuss the statue group in which a seated 
god, probably Amun, affixes the crown of a standing or kneeling king, who is represented, on a 
smaller scale, with his back to the god. Three heads of the king from such statues were cited, a 

limestone head in New York, which I attributed, following Lansing, to Tut'ankhamun, a grey 

granite head in Alexandria, and a red granite head from Tania, as well as several of the many examples 
of the scene in relief. On the basis of an unfinished group statue in Cairo (CCG +211I suggested 
that the king in these cases w as probably in the standing position. I gave as a reason that the standing 
position was more in keeping with the compactness required by sculpture in the round. Alas, how 

misleading such reasoning can be! In the back courtyard of the excavation house at Mitrahinah is 
an unpublished statue group said to have been discovered during road construction near Kom 
d-Aiba'in in 1949. A number of Interesting finds were made at this time, although this part of the 
road was subsequently abandoned as a result of the discovery of a Middle Kingdom cemetery to 
the west. The statue may well belong to the series which I discussed In JEA 4tr 112-14, It is of a 
yellowish-red quartzite and is inscribed, on either side of the base, with the titulary' of King Horem- 
hcb. The height is 1-S0 m, and the width of the base o<6o m+; the figure of the god is over life-size. 
The upper half of the figure of the seated god is missing, including the lap and the top of the knees. 
All that remains of the figure of the king is the feet, placed between the feet of the god; there is just 
enough preserved of the king's feet to indicate beyond the slightest doubt that he was kneeling. By 
restoring the front part of the base to include the beginning of the titulary, there is clearly enough 
space for the knees of the king to have rested on the base. The toes are spread apart, as in kneeling 
statues, and the figure is Hfe-size and smaller than that of the god. I offer the statue as another 
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possible example of this interesting group, but I would no longer maintain that the king should be 
considered as standing, except in the ease of the head from Tanis. In the last the angle of the hand 
on the crown suggests that the king was standing* The group of statues belonging to this series 
should be added to the discussion by the late Alexander Seharff in his article, LGmt und Kunig in 
Bgyptischen Gruppcnplastiken’, Studi in memories di IppoUto Rotellini, l (Pisa, 1949}, 312-13* 

Group statues in which the king kneds in front of an enthroned god, both figures facing the same 

direction, arc well attested* Mr. Cyril Aldred has kindly called to my attention the Harnesses II 
dyad in Cairo (CCG 42141) and the Amcnophis III group published by A* Varille in Kamak, i, 8-^g, 

pi. 15. These differ in detail from the type which I discussed; in the first the nemes head-dress is 
worn, and in the second the right hand of the god is described as touching the nape of the king’s 
neck. Aldred suggests, however, that a closer examination of the Kamak example might show the 

hand at the nape of the neck affixing the crown; unfortunately, the head of the king is missing* If 
this proved to be the case, the Kamak dyad would be the most complete example of the type, 

W. K. Sjmi'son 

The dally income of Sesostris II’s funerary temple 

BoucharDT’s interesting article BesrjldiingsTerha.lt ttisse ton Pries tern im A/. R, {ZAS 4°, 113 ff-) 

marred by a misapprehension which, so far as I am aware, no one has yet pointed out. l.ittlc lault 

can be found with his transcription,1 which 1 have checked with a photograph, and if any exception 

be taken to his t ranslation,4 it is only over trifles. W hat I fail to understand is how he came to inter¬ 

pret ’the remainder (wdtt) of various bread’ in 1. 8 as a month’s accumulation, a view which, as he 

has seen, carries with it the consequence that the following distribution among the temple stall 
was an occurrence limited to the same period. On this supposition the month s pay to the Temple 
Superintendent was onlv ifej loaves of bread and 8| jugs of beer, while the lowest paid temple 
menial received over thirty days no more than J of a loaf! Rorcbardt failed to see that the whole 

account is concerned, from start to finish, with daily receipts and payments. This is expressly 
stated in I. 2, which he renders approximately accurately as Listeder tdghcken EinkUnfte. The afore¬ 
mentioned remainder of 70 loaves and 35 jugs of beer was arrived at by subtraction from the 410 
loaves and 63 jugs mentioned a line above, so that if, as Borchardt assumed, the remainder was the 
result of a month’s saving, the same woutd be true of the total income just mentioned. This would 

lead to the absurd result that the daily revenue of the temple was 410+30 loaves, a little more than 
13 per diem. For an important temple like that at Illahun a daily revenue of 410 loaves is bv no 
means exaggerated. In P.Boulak XVIII the king’s court received 1,630 loaves and 130 jugs of beer 

a day,’ and the Eloquent Peasant in the story* was granted four loaves and two jugs for each day 
that he was detained awaiting the good pleasure of the great steward to whom he had appeated for 

justice ; his daily ration was thus only a little less than the ordinary lector-priest at Illahun, according 
to Borchardt, received in a month. The Temple Superintendent whose allowance was 165 loaves a 

day doubtless had to feed his family as well as himself. Alan II. Gardiner 

1 In the heading immediately following I. i in I. 5 for & , ivfld in 1^ >4 , 

see ms probable. w p 
* In L a rju should be rendered Bttrag rather than Hite md in L 9 hh alternative Itrteilurtg 0 preferable 

to Aufstetlung. 
2 ZAS 57- 5S-5&- * iMkriin ]«), B 1, 84-85- 
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A Ushabtl with an unusual formula 

3 B* 

* 
The statuette in question, in the writer's collation, is of the coarser common type of the late New 
Kingdom with dull blue glaze and black details and inscription; the height is 4^ inches. It has the 

fillet instead of the wig, and on the back the bag for carrying $and is shown in outline. The workman¬ 
ship is poor, and the object has been broken in two* 

Its sole interest is in the inscription, of which I append a facsimile with transcription, which 

deviates somewhat from the standard text, it seems to consist of the pronoun ink *I (am)', followed 
by the name Mewct-em-'Ipct* and the obligatory mF hrwJ 

After the Eighteenth Dynasty the ushabtl was as a rule regarded as a servant rather than as a mere 

substitute for the all too perishable mummy. Accordingly, ushabtis were now provided in con¬ 

siderable numbers and supplied with "oversee* However, there persisted a typically Egyptian 
confusion between different and partly incompatible ideas, whereby the ushabtl could be simul¬ 
taneously (1) a mummy-shaped statue of the defunct; (a) a servant-statuette or 'slave' (£m);1 2 * 4 (3) a 
funerary' figure, either mummy-shaped or In the attire of the living.5 

The Egyptians then were no more consistent in this than in any other matter touching the re¬ 
ligious sphere. It appears, moreover, that under the Twenty-second Dynasty (the approximate 
date of the present specimen) the ideas, if not the iconographical accessories, connecting it with the 

corvee in the netherworld fell into abeyance, with the result that the figurine became once more, 
as here, a substitute for the mummy.* Manfred Cassirer 

1 With n for m (Erman, Neung* Gramm, § fio6). Not listed in Ranke's Personennameit, 
2 For the spelling., sec Spelters, Fig. fun. 113. I have to thank Prof. Cemtf for suggesting the reading ink. 
* Cf, Petrie, ShatliSf 12 f, 

* See Cemy in Irttt+Jr* 41, 116 f. 
* Spelters, op. eit, 169. See also Gardiner in ZAS +3, 55 ff. 
4 Petrie, op, dt, 9, 
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A graffito of the scribe Dhuthotpe, reckoner of gold, in the south-eastern desert 

The graffito shown in the accompanying half-tone (fig. i) was found at Ahrak„* one of the few wells 

with a constant water-supply in the south-eastern desert near the Red Sea, Here the object most 

likely to attract the attention of the traveller is the ancient fortress, but the archaeologist will more 

probably have his attention drawn to an imposing falcon carved nn the rock in the midst of the narrow 

ravine* at the entrance of which is the well. The rocks in the neighbourhood of the falcon, which 

were already partially covered with drawings of animals, left insufficient space for the scribe 

Dhuthotpe to add his inscription p so he turned to the adjacent rock wall to perpetuate his name. 

Fig. i , Graffito at Abml^ 
Fig, 2. Ancient drawing of elephant at Abrak. 

The graffito, which is about 4 metres above ground-level, measures 50 cm. by 30 cm., the in¬ 

dividual hieroglyphs being to cm. high. It reads hny-r n ibtc, si hsb nba. phwty-htp ‘The Count of 

Elephantine, the scribe who reckons the gold, Dhuthotpe/ The name Dhuthotpe is familiar from 

the Middle Kingdom, and occurs early at Hat nub;1 as the graffito has been caned in the ravine 

and not near the fortress, it is possible that the latter did not then exist, in which case the graffito 

might be earlier than the Eleventh Dynasty. The rendering of the first title as 'Count of Elephantine’ 

seems certain, though it is a curious coincidence that around the well, as though guarding it, arc 

drawings of elephants (an example in fig. 2); th«e, however, appear to be a good deal older than the 

graffito, and may be Early Dynastic. It is to be hoped that no one will be tempted to interpret 

hny-r nibww ‘keeper of elephants’! It is worthy of note that in the south-eastern desert these 

drawings of elephants have hitherto been recorded only at Abrak, though it is unlikely that there is 

any connexion between the presence of elephants and the name of the Locality'. . . 

The title ‘reckoner of gold’ is a clear indication of gold mines not Far away. If the attribution of 

the graffito to the early Middle Kingdom is correct, the date of the commencement of gold-mimng 

in the south-eastern desert must be much earlier than previously imagined—"most mining activity 

■ For a description of Abrak see Daiessy, Am. Sm,», .69. Abrak Wfami«rth-o*t of Aswan 
and about too km. south-west of Berenice, My thanks arc due to General Abd ci Aziz Abd d Hay. mudir of 

Aswanp for facilities to viiil Abnfc. 
3 E-fc- Anther Hatnubf Graffiti nos, 3J. 26. 

& 
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in this region is of New Kingdom date—and another surprising aspect is the considerable distance 

from the Nile* as hitherto such mining in Pharaonic times has been supposed to occur only much 

nearer the river, notably in the Edfu (Earamia) and Wadi AHaki areas. It would thus seem that 
the more remote mines were those first exploited by the Egyptians, and that later, perhaps owing in 

part to increasing desiccation, they confined their mining activities to regions nearer the Nile Valley, 
P. de Bruyn 

Another variant of njr r/ wr (ft) $& hpr 

To the variant writings of this epithet of Amen-R5* listed by L E. S. Edwards in his interesting 
remarks appended to the translation of the Ncskhons decree by the late Battiscombe Gunn,1 * I can 

now add another which tends, however, rather to complicate than to simplify the grammar of the 
construction. Among the scribblings on the verso of P.Berlin 304.5,* which is dated to a Takelot of 

the Twenty-second Dynasty, occurs among other epithets of Amen-Re* the following: 

1 
Here / after frr and m before hpr are new. While it is possible to take J>r*/ as infinitive with suffix 

subject, though at this period we might rather expect to find pty f f/f, it seems more likely that we 
have the sdm f form. Accordingly we should translate, ‘the great god, the eldest when he began 

c0ming-mto-™stencc\3 4 Richabd A. Parker 

A note on Campioncum Nottinghamer*se* 

This inscription was published by Dr. F, E* Hcichelheim in JEA 30 (1944)* 76. Prof. E. G, Turner 

suggested that the reading cm oK|rtw ini!. 3-4 was unsound and that some form of immfartu might 
be the correct reading. On examination of the stone, Prof. Turner^ suspicions were vindicated. 

The reading is: mm]™—!clearly standing for t£. In 1- 10 it seems likely that the 
genitive case was not disregarded. The sign read as a is not fully rounded off* It seems probable 
that the mason was asked to copy the letters / and X> each followed by two vertical marks with a 
long horizontal stroke above to indicate abbreviation. In the first case the long horizontal stroke 
runs into the / to form a kind of capital F and this is followed by one vertical incision and one 
curved slightly to the right. In the second case the first vertical incision has been joined to the 
horizontal stroke to form a kind of reversed 7, and the second incision is, like the second one after 
the /, curved to the right. In L 11 the lints read by Dr. Heiehclheim as representing 17 arc oblique, 
slanting downwards from right to left rather than vertical* There is a horizontal stroke over the 
right-hand part of the S, presumably intended to indicate that the S is an ordinal numeral. There 
is no such bar over the final * in L 12* It seems almost certain, therefore, that the stands for 

1 JEA 41,96-98. 

* The buck of rcclo VIII. 
J On fir followed by hi and infinitive ue FV6. iv, 407, 4, 
4 S am very grateful in Praf+ E+ G. Turner for KU advice, and to Mr. H. O. Houldsworth and the Executors 

of the late Mr. G. F. Campion for allowing me to examine the stone. They have very kindly presented it lo the 
Mirgidunum Museum of the University of Nottingham. 
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Teropr^r and that the final t 1$ part of the word This final v is slightly above the line 

of the other letter? and is followed by an oblique stroke which presumably indicates the end of the 
inscription. It is also worth noting that the initial t in the words 7a*m^«p and irSiKT^otw) is 
surmounted by two dots resembling the modem diaeresis mark. The surface of the stone as a whole 

is somewhat pitted but the holes in question do not appear to be fortuitous. 

I append an amended reading. The inscription is headed by a stylized Chi Rho monogram * 

Ek (Jew <5 
JEinra 

'Ituaiptfiti* cmaK{6mp) 

7^ oyroSttyu} 

I CFflUTt TQ&TQV 

TO I1 

€ts T7}V aytav €K 

KXrfittiw £v wfpiTt 

10 7i I X\ 1 dpiqv: *Ev /iTj 
fi 0aw<fyi T^j ha 

StJHTT^Ot'W). 
W* R. Chalmers 
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The Romtistum Papyri. By Sir Alan Gardiner, Oxford, 1955, Ppr igt pis. In collotype 64, in line 13. 63j„ 

The Ramesseum Papyri constitute a hoard of manuscripts of Middle Kingdom date discovered in 1896 

by Quibdl in a tomb under ihc brick magazines attached to the Ramesscum at Thebes, They consist to a 

considerable extent of texts of a tnagico-ntedicaJ nature, but literary and religious texts are also represented, 

and administrative records are not entirely lacking. The literary pieces have proved of particular interest. 

They have provided us with the missing beginnings, now long published, of the stories of Sinuhe and of the 

Eloquent Peasant, with the Cryptic document edited by Sethe in the second part of his Dramatisehe Texte 

zur uhatgypturhen My5teriempietent and two moralizing works now being edited by Dr. Bams, while the 

religious texts comprise a series of hymns to Suchus of Crocodilopolis and the remarkable funerary liturgy 

published by Sir Alan in the last volume of the Journal* The papyrus which contains on its recto the copies 

of official correspondence known as the Semnah Dispatches was doubtless included in the collection because 

of the magical text on the verso, but it would be of interest to learn how a document presumably belonging 

to the government archives came into the possession of a writer of magic spells, unless it were disposed of in 

the course of clearing out-of-date papers from the hies. A portion of an official document of similar nature 

has survived as F.Ram. kviii and is published in pi. LXII. Other manuscripts of interest from the same 

source are the Ramesscum Onomasticon, already published, and some agricultural accounts on the verso 

of F.Ram. ill; the remainder are medical or magical in content. 

The unpublished papyri included in the present volume have been reproduced in admirable collotype; 

in fact it is a matter for surprise and congratulation that material in such a bad state as wrere many of the 

manuscripts should have reproduced so well. Apart from nos. 1-V„ which are to be published by Dr. Barns, 

and no. VI* which Sir Alan is publishing and editing elsewhere, the author has transcribed in the present 

volume only a limited number of texts, his atm being to render the whole of the outstanding portion of this 

important find accessible to students without further delay. Apart from the content of these papyri* this 

publication makes a considerable addition to material available for the palaeographies! study of Middle 

Kingdom hieratic, and on that ground also this volume is welcome. 

In the eighteen pages of printed text which precede the plates, Sir Alan has described the vicissitudes 

which these papyri have undergone since their discovery sixty years ago, and has summarized the contents 

of each, occasionally translating significant passages. The appearance of the volume leaves nothing to be 

desired, and it is not of unwieldy size, for which we are grateful, ft. Cl Faulkner 

Models of Daily Life in Ancient Egypt from the Tomb of Meket-Rir at Tfnhes. By Ii. E. Winlock. Published 

for the Metropolitan Museum of Art by Harvard University Press (London: Geoffrey Cumberkge), 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1955. Publications of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Egyptian Expedition, 

Volume XVI1L Demy 410. Pp. xv+106, pis. frontispiece H- 36. 6cw. 

The tomb of MekstriK at Thebes was plundered as long ago as the Second Intermediate Period and, in 

any case, had been cleared by Daresay in 1895. When Mr. Winlock started to clear it again in tgzo his only 

intention was to make a plan, but he had the great good fortune to come upon a small chamber, entered 

from the floor of the tomb passage, which had not been disturbed since the day of the original burial. 

This chamber contained a series of models, some of them unique, which arc now to be seen, some in 

Cairo, some in New York. They rapidly became well known but, although photographs of them have been 

published from time to time, a detailed publication has hitherto been lacking. This Mr. Winlock has now 
provided in a book completed by his colleagues, for he did not live to finish it himself. 

MckctrE* lived during the Eleventh Dynasty. The models found* which cover the daily life of hi a estate, 

the carrying of offerings to his tomb, and the various boats that he used for business and pleasure, serve 

to supplement the two-dimensional scenes of similar matters painted on the walls of contemporary tombs. 
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The residence itself is represented by little more than a portico looking on to a rectangular garden in 

which a pool is surrounded by sycamore figs. The estate appears in much more varied aspects. There is a 

lively scene of the inspection of cattle in which Mekctrc4 and his son ait on high in a pavilion together with 

the recording scribes while the beasts are driven by below. There is a whole series of separate buildings 

filled with busy figures and equipped with all the necessary tools and furniture. Here is a stall in which 

cattle arc feeding while some are being specially fattened, a granary in which grain is being recorded as it is 

brought in and then stored, a slaughter-house complete with hanging joints of meat, a combined brew- and 

bakehouse, a weaving-shed in which thread is being spun and cloth woven, and a carpenter's shop in which 

pfsnln are being sawn, timber dressed and smoothed, tools sharpened, and which even contains a tool-chest 

complete with tools- Two figures of girls, half life-size, each carrying a basket of offerings on her head 

and a duck by the wings in her right hand, are fine examples of their type. For movement by water Meketrl* 

is exceedingly well provided. He has large vessels for travelling long distances on the Nile equipped with 

oars, masts and rigging, sails, even cabins with beds and trunks. These vessels have tenders in which food 

and drink is prepared. For short pleasure cruises different boats are provided, while there is also a boat for 

fowling and fishing, and a pair of canoes with a trawl net between. These craft all have crews carrying out 

their various duties. 
Each model is described in detail in the text. Further particular* such as dimensions, materials, con- 

struction, position when found, and any restorations carried out. are given in an appendix. The plates, 

which make up nearly half the book, are of two kinds: photographs and line drawings. The photographs 

show every model from several angles and often details as well. The line drawings are to scale and consist 

of plana and sections of the models, and details of tools and other equipment. In all a very satisfactory 

record is provided, with the aid of which these interesting and charming models may be studied. It would, 

however, have been most useful if the line drawings had been provided with descriptive labels naming 

objects and parts of objects and indicating the colours as well. 
The note numbered a on p. 77 is an error and is to be omitted- Note a is on p. 74. 
In conclusion I cannot refrain from joining issue with Mr* Winlock over his statement on p. 21 that there 

is no evidence of there having been oxen in ancient Egypt. Apart from the inherent improbability that the 

ancient Egyptians should not have had oxen there arc such tomb scenes as A/«>, m, pi-13 ;w, pi. 16. where 

bulls and oxen arc dearly difTcitiuiat^d. C. H. . paull 

Die Hgypitscken Preionennam™. By Heraia.nn Rank* Band II. Einlcitung. Form und Inhalt der Namen. 

Geschichtc der Namen. Vergkichc mil andren Namcm Nachtrage und Zusatzc zu Band I Urn- 

schreibungslisteti- Vcrkg von J. J- Augustin, Glilcksiadi-Hamburg: J* I- Angus™, Pubhsher, Locust 

Valley. New York, 1951. 4*0. 5 Lieferungeo. Pp. xiv+414- S90. 

It is a pleasant task to welcome the Second and final volume of Professor Ranke's great work upon the 

subject of the personal names of ancient Egypt, . - 
Two-thirds of this second volume are devoted to the discussion of Egyptian personal name*. After * 

general introduction the subject is taken under four heads, namely: Structure, Content, History, and world 

Position. The remaining third is in the nature of a supplement to the firet volume. Firstly, it offers some 

2 200 additional names, gathered either from sources not used before or that have become available during 

the seventeen years that have elapsed since the publication of the first volume. A substantial increase over 

the original to'ooo or more names. Secondly, there are seventy pages of corrections and additional references 

\q the names already published* - 
Several points in the introduction are worthy of special mention. Firstly, there is our complete ignorance 

of how or Why an ancient Egyptian acquired his name. The class of names composed of whole sentences 

docs, however, serve to show that sometimes, at least, a child was named from circumstances or words 

spoken at the time of birth. Another point is the lack of restriction to one se* of personal names in the 

Middle Kingdom and, to a lesser extent, the New Kingdom. Finally, there is the fact that until a late period 

any indication of pride of ancestry is wanting, even the mention of grandfathers being rare. 
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The structure of names Professor Ranke divides into two categories: full names and shortened or pet- 
names. 

The full names are either single words or complete sentences. The former consist not only of nouns hut 

also of adjectives, participles, and relative forms; while the latter consist of both verbal and non-verbal 

sentences. Each grammatical form is discussed separately. 

The shortened qr pet-names are either full names cut down in some manner or names, whether shortened 

or not, to which special pet endings have been added. Some pet-names are also formed by reduplication of 

the whole or part of a name with or without the addition of a pet ending. Professor Ranke shows some 

desire to seek for purely grammatical explanations of these pet endings withEn the structure of the Egyptian 

language, but since most of the endings can be paralleled in modem European languagesit would seem that 

a psychological explanation of a far wider nature must be sought. For example it is possible to compare the 

Egyptian mm fp* 129), mid(p. 134 },miy (p. 145^ mf-t (p. 159), tort (p. 161), bitd (p. 163), with such modem 

name-forms as Sue, Susie, Susctte, Crete!* Be be. 

The content of the names is divided into three categories; secular names, Aj-namesF religious names. 

The secular names include numerals used as names, names indicative of scxa family relationships* day of 

birth, and personal attributes, as well as the names of trees, plants, animals, inanimate objects* professions, 

etc. Names made from utterances that occurred at the time of birth axe also included under the head of 
secular names. 

A Few comments on points of detail may not be out of place with regard to this section: 

p, 175, Numeral Names. Surely the name etr* ‘The-Only-Gnc1 is more likely to refer to the child being 

an only child than to the mother having died in child-birth. 

p. 176* Family-Relationship Names* Professor Ranke says ‘But what can "She-Who-Bclongs-to-hcr- 

Father" mean?* Some such idea as 'DaddyOwn1 comes to mind. 

p. 177, Day-of-Birth Names. It is true that a child could only have been born on one of the Epagomenal 

days but if the name of these days is considered as a unity there is no difficulty in a child being 
named after it. 

P- *77» Attributive Names et dm, Surely from an oriental point of view 'sweet1, is not an unlikely designa¬ 
tion for a man. 

P- Nrr(jty& means ‘Smooth-of-Heart* not1 Colou rful-of- Heart1. 
p. 197. TAJ U surely a writing of tktw ‘torch’* ‘candle1* 

p. 20o, Names containing the word ‘Lord*, etc. Professor Ranke admits that in some cases of names 

compounded with the word for lord' it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the ^baby* is meant. 

It seems to me that the Lbabyp is certainly meant and that the answer to Professor Ranke's question 
'Whose lord?5 is that it is the mother's lord. 

pp. 206 ff., Names that seem to point to the Idea of a Rebirth, The idea that some names point to the 

existence of the conception of rebirth is put forward by Professor Ranke but his examples admit of 

simpler explanations. The following names, for example* are quite readily explained as the exclama¬ 
tions of another child entering the room where its mother is resting after giving birth: 

mtofrl fnhtl ‘My-mothcr-is-alive** 

mKt-i rsti ‘My-mothcr-is-awakeh* 

jn('f) Kkm(w) 'My-brother-is-rcpeatcd' 

Even specific names of the form ‘NN-is-come-todife-again1, might be explained as arising from the com¬ 
mon habit of seeing likenesses to relatives in new-born children. 

The Af-namcs are very interesting but, as Professor Ranke himself confesses, disappointing in that they 
fail to throw any fresh light on the nature of that elusive entity* the kt. 

The religious lists arc composed of general statements and exclamations with regard to the gods. Some of 
these names present concepts that are difficult for us to understand. 

The history of Egyptian names is traced from the earliest surviving prcdynasiic royal names to the rime 

of the coming of Christianity, Change is continuous throughout this time so that it is usually easily possible 

to say to what period a name belongs* Until the end of the New' Kingdom development is constant and new 

forms are being evolved. Then an impoverishment sets in and the types of name in use become reduced to 
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less than half a dozen. There is no infiltration of foreign names, despite foreign rule, until the collapse of the 

old ideas before the advance of Christianity* Some curious facts emerge. These include the fact that no 

names compounded with the name of Osiris are known before the New Kingdom* and also xltat in the 

names of the Old Kingdom a patriarchal relationship of the gods and the king to men* with a complete 

absence of fear of either, ifl a noteworthy feature, as Ls also the existence in both the Middle and the New 

Kingdom of names in which a man is designated as the son of a god or even as the god himself. 

The world position of ancient Egyptian names is discussed briefly and is largely confined to a listing 

of parallels to be found in Akkadian, These parallels arc very close indeed. 
Throughout the book is abundantly illustrated with examples. While not absolutely necessary it would 

have been convenient if these examples had been furnished with volume, page, and number references so 

that they could have been more quickly found in the dictionary part of the two volumes. 
At the end the book has separate indexes of names found transcribed into cuneiform* Hebrew, Aramaic, 

Phoenician, Greek, and Coptic; and also indexes of foreign names written in hieroglyphics comprising 

Hittitc, Human* Semitic, Nubian, and other African names, Libyan, Persian, Greek, Latin, and miscel¬ 

laneous foreign names of various origins. 
This book is printed in type throughout and is of good appearance* although the paper h not so good as 

in the first volume. It is ibe greatest pity that so essential a tool to every practising Egyptologist should be 

so prohibitively expensive. To buv the two volumes nowadays would cost over £50, 
C, H. S. Spaull 

The Ttmpks of Kama* Vol. IL History' and Archaeology of the Site. By M F* Lauisc .Macadam, with 

chapters by the late F, Ll, GUFFITK and L, F+ Kikwan. 2 vols. Text pp, xxi and 255 (Si figures in 

the text). Plates, pp. xx and 21-bCXlI plates. Published on behalf of the Griffith Institute by the Oxford 

University Press, 1955. £$. 8r, net* 

The first part of this important work was published in 1949 and reviewed in this Journal in 1951, This 

long-awaited second part completes the publication of the Oxford excavations of the temples of Gematen 

near Dongola in 1929-31 and 1935-6, Professor Griffith, who with his wife carried out the excavations of 

the first two seasons, unfortunately died in 1934, and the author only took part in the final season’s work 

as epigrapher, soon after the conclusion of which Mrs. Griffith died also. Since the Griffiths records, by 

modem standards, left much to be desired, and many of the objects found were not available for study. 

Dr. Macadam was faced with a difficult task, which he has aimed out in a way w hich does him and the 

Griffith Institute every credit. 
The First three chapters arc by Professor Griffith and give respectively a description of the site, a history 

of the 1929—31 excavations, and a short account of Nubia and Kavva down to Runtaide times. Chapter 4, 

by Dr. Macadam, like the rest of the book w ith the exception of the last chapter, which ia by Mr, Kirwan, 

discusses the history of Kawa as manifested in its temple buildings, and with an important Post Scriptum 

at the end of the book* makes a notable contribution to the history of the Sudan. It is complementary to 

that made by the first part of the work which recorded and interpreted the historical inscriptions from the 

site. The remaining chapters describe Temple A (Tutankhamen, restored by Taharqa), Temple B (Merostic 

with traces of an earlier building by Shabaha), Icmple 1 (the great temple of 1 aharqa), the features of the 

processional way to this temple and around part of the town (the two kiosks, altar, temple gardens, and 

rams), and the hypothetical reconstruction of the temple with the aid of loose blocks, the so-called Eastern 

Palace \ probably another temple, and the results of the trial excavation of three graves in the cemetery* 

Then follow the Object Register of the 1939-31 excavations and the account of the 1935-6 excavations by 

Mr, Kirwan, 
The history of the site before Tui<ynkhamQn remains unknown, for excavation was not carried below 

the floor level of the Temple A-B complex, but that there was an earlier occupation is indicated both by the 

discovery of a large scarab of Amenophis HI when search was being made for foundation deposits under 

Temple Bt and also the statement of Tut'ankhamUn in Temple A that he ‘set up what had been in ruins’. 

Tutenkhamon uses the name Gcm(p)atcn, which suggests that this w as the name given to the place by 
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Amenopbis IIL The name of this king on a statue base found above the foundations of a stone pylon near 

Temple T discovered in 1935-6 (with a red-briek wall even lower still and running below the temple) also 

suggest constructions dating from the New Kingdom and Second Intermediate Period, if not Middle 

Kingdom. The earlier of these periods is represented not only by a statuette (pL LXXVn) and sherds of 

Kerma ware recognised as such (fig, 48 on p. 161) but also by sherds of 'Kerma Nubian' ware (pi. LXXXI \ra) 

and two-lugged stone celts (ph CIVe e\treme right 0734; also 0890, see p. 49) which resemble some from 

Kerma (see Reisner, AVtmu JV-V, pL 62* z, nos, 6 and 7). Despite the name Gematcn, no evidence of 

A ten-worship or of any building activity by Akhenaten was found; and Dr. Macadam makes the interest¬ 

ing suggestion that possibly in Cush no measures were necessary lo suppress Atcft-worship, because the 

idea had never obtained hold there. Indeed, to the reviewer it seems Likely that the activity" of Tutfankhamhn 

at this site, Farasp and elsewhere in Nubia* was probably rendered necessary by the heretic king's neglect of 

Nubia as well as of Asia. 

The most important result of the excavation is the knowledge it has given us of Temple Tp the great 

temple of Taharqa, and indeed of the architectural work of the Twenty-fifth Dynasty generally* As Dr. 

Macadam states 'the stock of preserved reliefs of the 25th Dynasty is Very scanty, and the number of those 

that have been adequately published scantier still'. That is why their Successors the Suites have Jong been, 

and arc still sometimes, credited with having initiated the archaizing movement for which the Cushites 

were really responsible, so successful was Fsammctichus II in obliterating the memory of his predecessors 

and rivals, as MM. Sauneron and Yoyottc have recently pointed out (Bull. Ins£. fr. 50, 157-207), But in 

this work the Cushites are vindicated. Kawa II makes clear that the temple built there between 684 and 

680 B.c. for Taharqa by Memphite workmen was a purely Egyptian temple with reliefs carefully modeled 

on Old Kingdom patterns. Specially notable is the representation of the king as a sphinx tramping the 

Libyans as in the valley temples of Sahure* and NeuscrrC* at Abustr (pi. IX). Anyone who still needs con¬ 

vincing as to the nature and quality of Twenty-fifth Dynasty work has only to visit the shrine from this 

temple, which has been erected in the Ashmolcan Museum at Oxford. Remarkable, top, is the portrait 

sphinx of Taharqa (p3. LXXIY), now in the British Museum, in the Middle Kingdom style of the well- 

known sphinx of Ammcnemes III from Tanis. 

Other points of historical importance were disclosed by the excavators. One is that it was Aspelra who 

first included the down-curving horns of the ram of Amen in the royal insignia of Cush, thus providing the 

prototype of the tafia ummgerfin worn in later times by Christian and Fung rulers. As is pointed out in the 

Past Seriptom the granite statue with these horns probably belonged to this king, and was presumably 

deliberately shattered by the troops of Psammctichus IE, whose invasion probably took place in the reign 

of Aspdia, for his name also ends the scries of mutilations at Napata. Indeed, the fact that no inscriptions 

were found at Kawa between Aspelta (c. 568 b.c.) and the great inscription of Aman-nete-yerike (c> 418- 

398 n.c.)t to whom (p. 245) the foundation deposits found beneath the comers of Temple T are to be 

attributed (as collaboration with Mr. Dows Dunham of Boston makes clear) and who appropriated to him¬ 

self Taharqa's epithet "beautiful of monuments of Gcmaten', suggests that Aman-nete-ycrike probably 

restored the temple desecrated by the Saitc invaders and neglected ever since, although some faience plaques 

of Malenaqen were found there. The transfer of the capital to distant Meroe after the invasion would 
account for that neglect, 

A number of royal names that post-date the third century b.c. and which are additional to those dis¬ 

covered by Dr. Relsner lead Dr, Macadam reasonably to suggest that one group of kings with names like 

Riankh-yerike-qa* Amen .. , sabrak, Kashta-yerikc; Arnekh-amam, and Ary were buried in the earlier group 

of pyramids at Bark ah and were the rulers of the whole country between Nastasen, the last king buried at 

Nuri, and Arabaksmm, the fim king buried in the south cemetery at Meroe. He also suggests that the new 
evidence leaves no room for Reisntris Second Independent Kingdom of Napata either; and indeed this 

view has been adopted in the reviewer's History of ike Sudan. 

It has hitherto been generally assumed that the main burning of the temples at Kawa was caused by the 

Roman expedition of Petronius c, 23 p.c,F but evidence brought to light by the 1935—6 excavations shows 

that it occurred during the final occupation of the site in perhaps the fourth century AJ>,P while the burning 

of the granary on Site I may have been caused by the Saites* Who were responsible for this final destruction 

of Kawa is still uncertain. The reviewer does not like the suggestion of Mr, Kirwan that k was done by 
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black Nuba driven north by the invading Axuttutes. Mr, Kirwan points out that the sister temple at Sanam 

and the later huts within it were similarly burnt. During the last war the reviewer took to the Khartoum 

Museum a number of shattered statue fragments which had been burnt with timber, on the charred remains 

of which a hieroglyph was still visible, and buried near the temple at Adu on Sai Island. Was religious 

fanaticism the common cause of all these fires ? 
Both Mr. Kirwan and Dr. Macadam discuss the problem of the small conical pots, and here the reviewer 

would like to side with Mr, Kirwan as against Dn Macadam in the Post Smplum where, although he admits 

that these pots all have a perfectly smooth, dean, and apparently unused interior, he adopts the view that 

they were evidence for iron-smelting. The reviewer paid much attention to this problem when he was in the 

Sudan. Although he knows the site of Kawa well* he never saw’ any iron slag there, Ferricretc sandstone 

occurs in the vicinity, as all over the northern Sudan; and badly over-fired examples of these pots occur, 

looking something like slag, as they do also at the site of the Meroitic temple at Kerma, and at Gebd BarkaL 

The reviewer has no doubt that they were made at all these temples for sale to the faithful as containers for 

bread offerings. No doubt as Dr. Macadam points out, some of the bronze statuettes, particularly of Osiris, 

were cast on the temple premises for sale to the faithful likewise, while others no doubt came from the 

ceremonial boat, with which King Amckh-amani may have equipped the temple. But the reviewer doubts 

the suggestion (p. 43) that faience inlays were also sold to worshippers. 
The problem of the medallion (p. 167) appears to be solved by Mr. P. L. Shinnie s paper on these 

and other similar medallions in Sudan Notts and Rtcords^ 3^ 297-q. Presumably the one now in the Ash- 

molean came from Kawa, while one very like it was found near Mcrawc and is now’ in Khartoum (ji6iJh 

On p. 1 Dr Macadam gives several possible meanings for the name Kawa, The reviewer was once told 

by an educated Sudanese that it is a Sudan Arabic word for ^ thicket on a river bank. 1 here are trees at 

both places, which may have been much more plentiful a century or so ago* In the Post StHptum (p+ 24°) 

Dr. Macadam discusses the meaning of the word Mermrt apropos the name of the quartz rock w ith the 

New Kingdom boundary' inscription at Kurgus, Higar el Mertva- jVJrttwt, whatever its meaning elsewhere, 

means Quartz' in the Sudan, where there is no Bint, only a little ehertT And there can be no doubt that it 

means quartz both in that name and that of Mcrowe+ Frequently in the northern Sudan a mass of water- 

worn quartz pebbles occurs in the Nubian Sandstone* There is a remarkable example of auch a layer, from 

which the pebbles are eroding out, at the downstream comer of Gebel Baikal, and there is a thick strew of 

auch pebbles, resembling a fall of large hailstones, all the way from there to the inland aide of Old Mmwi 

or Merawi East (Merowe), w hich no doubt derives its name from them. Here the reviewer must add that 

he cannot accept Dr. Macadam3* suggestion that Tuthmosis l. having made his way to Turn bus, may have 

halted there, and then proceeded to attack Napats overland via Korosko and Kurgus. To anyone who 

knows the country it is unthinkable that the Egyptians, having got their boats safely through the Ba^n 

ebHagar and the Third Cataract, should have halted as soon as they reached the downstream end of the 

navigable reach, at the upstream end of which lay Napaia. Rather one would expect them to have sailed 

straight to Napata as soon as they had had a well-earned rest* 
The deformed feet of the bull being offered by Kha*y to Amen on behalf of Tut<ankhamQn (pis. la and 

XLc) show that it had been specially fattened. Still today in the Nuba mountains bulls are fattened In 

grass huts for sacrifice at festivals; and because the bull does not leave the hut to graze but has ali its food 

brought to it, its bools become deformed just as shown in this relief. 
The uromastix lizard (pi. LXXXVIJK and pp. iij and 170) is not a sktnk but a spiny-tailed lizard One 

species of urotaztf/fx is found in the desert west of Dongola and is said to have been in great demand in the 

palace of the suhans of Darfur until 1916 for magic reasons. Being found in the desert, it is believed not to 

drink but to absorb the dew through its back. For this reason a person who fears that he has been hew itched 

washes himself from head 10 foot standing over one of these lizards, believing that the lizard will thus absorb 

the witchcraft with the water through its back. It may be because of its value as an antidote to witchcraft 

that this lizard was represented in bronze. The persea tret Schttnpcri) is not the tthbakh^ which 

is an acacia (Alhizzia Ithbtk). 
Dr. Macadam must have put in a great deal of work into the Object Register and C ross-reference Index 

of the 1929-31 excavations. He only gives the number of the object in the register when he mentions it in 

the text. If the reader wishes to find' a picture of the object mentioned he has first to look it op in the Cross- 

B MM S 
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reference IndexT to find out to what category of objects it belongs, before be can find it in the Object 

Register, and only there will he find a reference to the illustration. This necessitates an irritating waste of 
time. 

Another source of trouble, if not to the reader, then in the future, when quotations are made from this book 

and editors aJter Roman figures to Arabic, is that 21 plans and sections are numbered Plates i-2t in Arabic 

figures, while the 112 plates of line drawings and photographs are numbered Plates I-CXII in Roman 

figures; thus Plate i is a map of Ksma and the Third Cataract area, while Plate I h of two reliefs from the 
temples. 

Mr. Kirwan’s report in chapter 12 very' rarely gives the present provenance of objects found in the 1935—6 

excavations* and it could have been edited in other ways, for instance on p. 230 it would have helped to 

insert, in the description of Object 2169, the fact that the cartouches are those of Amanikhabale. 

A few misprints and wrong references have been noticed, and it is a little out of date to slate that the 

Sudan's share of the finds are in the Museum of Antiquities, Gordon College, or that there was a Con¬ 

servator of Antiquities in the Sudan in 1947. But it seems ungracious to mention these small points in con¬ 

nexion with a very fine production for which all Egyptologists and those interested in the archaeology of the 

Sudan who can afford the almost prohibitive price, will be grateful, as for the first part, to the author, the 
Griffith Institute, and the printers, T Arkell 

7hf Red Sea Mountains ojEgypt* By L, A, Tregenza. Cumberlege, Oxford University Press, London. 2T*t 

'Phis is a day-by-day account of a journey in one sector of the Eastern Desert of Egy pt from June to 

September 1949, The author, starting from Kena on the Kile, proceeds by way of Mona Claudianus to 

Myos Horn™ on the Red Sea coast and returns by way of Mons Porphyrites and the Roman porphyry 

road to Kena. The journey covers only a small part of the long range named in the title, but an important 

part that includes the highest peaks of this desert and several Roman sites. The author has refrained from 

making his journal a textbook of Eastern Desert natural history, geology, archaeology, and desert Arab 

lore. These, however, all occur in generous measure throughout the bookP Be notes all that interests him 

along his route, including many facts told in the form of reconstructed conversations with his guides. The 

sections on Roman ruins (with inscriptions translated into English) give little that is new to readers of this 

and other Graeco-Roman journals but bring the simple facts conveniently together within one cover. The 

hook has severs! good photographs and a good, rather overcrowded line map shaded to show the geological 

features. The index is useful but includes an unfortunate mistake in referring to James Burton (later 

Halliburton) as Sir Richard Burton. The rather pointless Guide to Pronunciation of Arabic words (in a 

shaky transliteration that is the author's own) would be better jfi instead of the imitated pronunciation, it 
gave the English meaning (given in the text). There is no bibliography. David Meredith 

Greek Literary Hands jyj r.c.-am* 400. By C. H+ Rofkrts, Corrected impression, 19561 Oxford, Clarendon 
Press; London, Cumberlege* PpT xx+24, and 24 collotype plates. 301, 

This volume, the first in the new series of Oxford Palacographieal Handbooks, forms an exciting picture- 

book, On twenty-four pages of well-executed collotype plates Mr. C. H, Roberts disposes in intelligent 

and often suggestive groupings sixty different texts (all except one reproduced at facsimile size); on facing 

pages the characteristics of each hand are succinctly summarized, A quick glance shows that the book is 

intended to be not only an introductory manual for students but a fundamental contribution to pakeo- 

graphical knowledge. The writer lays down as a basic methodology the necessity of establishing a scries of 

objectively dated examples of handwriting, and chooses his examples in order to furnish that series. Even 

approximately dated literary hands arc not, however, easy to find. The palaeographer is driven back on such 

methods as the termini past and ante quern given by the re-use for a bonk of a second-hand documentary roll 
(roll it must be, since there can be no guarantee as to the priority of one side or other when only single sheets 

were re-used) or the rc-use of the back of a book-roll for a dated document; on archaeological contexts and 
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find-associations, of which association to form cartonnagc provides the most reliable indication (incidentally 

the earliest dated document from Hibeb, P.Hib. 8+ (a) is probably to he dated to 285/4 B-c- and no* 3OI/° 

as stated on p. a) while the mast treacherous is casual connexion with other documents (to such an associa¬ 

tion is due an error of over two centuries in the date accepted until recently for the fragment of Euripides’ 

Orestet with music, at Vienna), The most promising single criterion appears to be supplied by dated docu¬ 

ments written in hands approximating to those we call book-hands. They are never, of course, quite the 

same thing, as may be seen from a study of the provocatively juxtaposed nos. 12 («) and 12 (A). In Egypt, 

as far as I know, no example has yet been produced of a book-hand scribe writing a document. Nevertheless, 

Mr. Roberts convincingly argues that in the 'highly literate society (of Graeco-Roman Egypt] no shaip line 

was drawn between book hands and the documentary hands used for official, business and private purposes*. 

It might be added that the handwritings of the philosophical library found at Herculaneum arc of just the 

same informal, everyday type as characterizes many of the texts of classical works found in Egypt (e.g. 

no. 13(i», and it is therefore legitimate in this respect also to use material found in provincial Egy pt as basis 

for a generalization. The illustrations in Mr. Roberts's book, since they roust sustain the new approach, 

wear an unfamiliar look: some dozen of them are old friends, found in every such collection, the rest are 

much less frequently reproduced, and of one there is no other published photograph. Twenty consist of 

well-written documents, not literary works, and the paradoxical result is that a book intended to illustrate 

literary hands lias pictures of only seven that really deserve the name ‘book-hand’. 
The writer is well aware of these disadvantages and has subjected himself to a self-denying ordinance in 

the interests of advancing his science. And indeed, the question of method apart, there is hardly a sentence 

of the all too short preface that is not suggestive or even exciting to the student grounded in his Schuhart 

and Maunde Thompson. W hat of the beginner? He will profit from working through the examples, will be 

encouraged to take nothing on trust, and will leam how 10 observe important features of a hand: hut he will 

not have tile perspective that systematic exposition can give, and which, coupled to a generous allowance of 

illustrations, made the now outmoded and out-of-print Introdurtivn of Maunde Thompson so valuable. 

From this point of view the author, like Tacitus’ Caesar, may be regarded as having drawn attention to new 

territory, but not ss incorporating it. The beginner, too. would have been helped with a more liberal ration 

of transcript of the texts. He should also have been told on p. 16 that the reference Is to Callimachus fr. 197 

Pf., for he will not find it stated in P.Ovy. 661. The reference on p. 15 io P.Oxy. 1S1 1 is unhelpful since 

of this text there is nowhere any published reproduction and the original cannot now be traced. It would 

have been of assistance to the ordinary reader to overprint on the collotypes the serial numbers of the texts 

they carry. .. , , . . . 
On p, 7 in the transcript of 7 (A), I. 3 if is a misprint for ff (ire u*.), Examination of the original suggests 

that the following letters should be read as t|_7?I. fM- Tuwres 
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